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FOREWORD 

Over 400,000 children live in residential institutions such as treat
ment centers, temporary and long-term shelters, detention homes, 
centers for the mentally retarded and develo.pmentally disabled and 
group homes; an additional 400,000 live in foster homes. 

There are those who argue that the institutionalization of children 
is, of itself, maltreatment~ However~.until suchtimea~.there are 
viable alternatives, the fact must be accepted that the needs of some 
children require that they be placed in institutions. Nevertheless, 
it cannot be denied that there are chi:i..dren in institutions who do 
not belong there now, just as there are children whose needs are unmet 
beccuse they are not in institutions. 

Despite the best intentions of program managers, all too often children 
are victims of maltreatment in the very institutions which are operated 
to care for and serve their needs. These children are largel" voice
less and at the mercy of adults who operate the institutions or 
agencies. Often there is no intermediary or advocate to represent 
their rights and interests. In the past,. allegations of institutional 
child maltreatment--if acted on at all--have been handled on an ad hoc 
basis, often through grand jury investigations or the creation of "blue 
ribbon" panels. 

The maltreatment of children in residential, caregiving institutions 
is a matter of grave concern to those who are interested in the welfare 
of children. An ever increasing number of voices are being raised to 
demand that action be taken to prevent the abuse and neglect of 
institutionalized children and that systems be developed and imple
mented to insure that prompt corrective action be taken when maltreat
ment occurs. 

As a result of the P.L. 93-247 eligibility requirements, 42 states 
now make provision for the independent investigation and corrections 
of institutional child abuse and neglect. The issue of investigating 
and correcting maltreatment of children in residential institutions is 
addressed in the Federal Regulations which implemented the Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act (P.L. 93-247). That section of the 
regulations which details the conditions which States must satisfy in 
order to be eligible for a direct grant states, in part: " •• • The 
State must provide for the reporting of known or suspected instances of 
child abuse and neglect. This requirement shall be deemed satisfied 
if a State requires specified persons by law~ and has a law or adminis
trative procedures which requires, allows, or encourages all other 



citizens, -to report known or suspected instances of child abuse and 
neglect to one or more properly constituted authorities with the power 
and responsibility to perform an investigation and take necessary 
ameliorative and protective steps •.••• A properly constituted authority 
may include the police, the juvenile court or any agency thereof, or 
a legally mandated, public or private child protective agency; 
provided however, that a properly constituted authority must be an 
agency other than the ~gency, institution, office or facility involved 
in the acts or omissions of a public or private agency or other insti
tution or facility •••• " (emphasis added) 

The forty-two States which are now eligible for direct grants under 
P.L. 93-247 have embodied the above concept into their laws and are 
now seeking to dpvelop procedures to implement the legally binding 
investigative policies which h~~e been adopted. Because of the 
relative newness of these efforts there is no body of accumulated 
practical experience which has been distilled into a set of best 
practices that States or child advocacy groups can look to in fashion
ing and improving their own programs. 

At the time this publication was going to press, the National Center 
was in the process of evaluating grant a}plicat~.ons for demonstration 
projects on the handling of the Investigation and Correction of Child 
Abuse and Neglect in Residential Institutions. We pl~nned to fund 
approximately four projects with the following objectives:* 

a. To generate additional knowledge about the nature, causes, effects, 
and promising preventive, treatment and child protective approaches 
to the abuse and neglect of children in residential institutions; 

b. To identify and demonstrate methods of encouraging reports of known 
and suspected child abuse and neglect in all types of residential 
institutions; 

c. To identify and demonstrate me~hods of recelvlng reports of known 
and suspected child abuse and neglect and their investigation 
by an independent agency; 

* For information concerning the projects funded please write to 
NCCAN. 



d. To identify and demonstrate methods of taking corrective action 
in substantiated cases of child abuse and neglect in all types of 
residential institutions; and, 

e. To identify methods that oth~r State, local, and citizen groups 
may use to prevent the abuse and neglect of children in all types 
of residential institutions. 

It is hoped that these demonstration projects will fill that void by 
developing and testing methods of operating on-going programs to 
receive, investigate, and where appropriate take corrective action 
concerning reports of child abuse and neglect in institutions and other 
out-of-home placements, including foster family homes. 

The hypothesis underlying these projects is that there are certain 
fundamental approaches to handling reports of known and suspected 
institutional child maltreatment which can be effectively demonstrated 
for later widespread replication. The results of these projects will 
be protocols, procedures and case materials that can be used as blue 
prints by other States in implementing on-going systems to handle 
institutional child abuse and neglect. 

Among the activities that we expect the projects to perform are: 

o Establish and publicize readily available and easily used 
reporting procedures to receive reports of known and suspected 
child abuse and neglect iu residential institutions. 

o Establish procedures for the receipt, recording and monitoring 
of the handling of reports of known and suspected child abuse 
and neglect in resj_dential institutions. 

o Establish and operate investigative processes which promptly 
investigate reports and which include such fact-finding procedures 
as personal investigations, surveys and consultations. 

o Develop and implement multiagency protocols for the investigation 
and correction of substantiated cases of child abuse and neglect 
in residential institutions. 

o Establish and test procedures to take corrective action in sub
stantiated cases of child abuse and neglect in residential 
institutions, including personnel actions, policy and program 
changes, and legislative and budgetary recommendations (including 
class action type responses). 
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o Develop, but not implement itself, methods that other State, 
local and citizen groups may use to prevent the abuse and 
neglect of children ill residential institutions. These efforts 
may include: standards for disciplinary actions and corporal 
punishment, procedures for outside visitors, creation and 
utili.zation of organizations within institutions, and the 
development of standa.rds of conduct for children in institutions. 
These procedures may also include the development of agency 
self-assessment material so that the agency can determine the 
quality of care it provides to children in residential facilities. 

This publLcation collects into a single source a number of recent 
documents which, it is hoped, will help focus national attention and 
stimulate action on the issue of the abuse and neglect of children in 
residential institutions. 

Disappointment awaits the reader who approaches this document in the 
belief that "the answer" to the problem of child maltreatment in 
residential institutions is to be found here. The prevention and 
correction of child maltreatment in residential facilities are 
complex, multifaceted problems for which solutions are only now 
beginning to emerge. This publication should be viewed as an 
exploratory document designed to raise questions as much as to 
ans·wer them. 

Douglas J. Besharov 
Director, National Center on 

Child Abuse and Neglect; 
Children's Bureau 
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Section I 

Child Abuse and Neglect Reports is the official news letter of the 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN). It is the 

means by which the Center seeks to keep readers up-to-date about 

present and future activities of NCCAN; provide summaries of re-

search and other important findings about the prevention, identifi-

cation, and treatment of child abuse and neglect and provide a 

medium for the exchange of ideas between child protective service 

agencies and concerned professionals and laypeople. Additional 

information concerning this publication or requests to be placed on 

a mailing list to receive copies should be addressed to the National 

Center. 

The material contained in this section is an excerpt from the Feb-

ruary 1977 issue of Child Abuse and Neglect Reports. It provides 

background information concerning NCCAN's role in dealing with in-

stitutional child maltreat~ent and discusses some of the issues 

confronting the Office of Special Litigation in the Department of 

Justice. 
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GRepor ts 

FROM THE DIRECTOR, 
NATIONAL CENTER ON 
CHILD A.BUSE AND NEGLECT 

The lead article in this issue of REPORTS con
cerns the Justice Department's Office of Special 
Litigation. I n a number of cases, th is Office has 
revealed the plight of children abused or neglect
ed by the institutions meant to serve them, and 
has helped to improve conditions for these chil
dren. The efforts of the Office of Special Liti
gation to dea I with these cases may have to be 
curtailed because of recent judicial decisionl). 

Although the primary focus of the National 
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect must be on 
the abuse and neglect of children by their par
ents or guardians, the abuse and neglect of 
children living in residential institutions must 
also be addressed by the National Center. 
Both the legislative history behind the enact
ment of the Federal Child Abuse Prevention 
and Treatment Act and the regulations that 
implement the Act clearly establish the Na
tional Center's responsibility in this area. 

Februaty 1977 

Thus, for example, the Federal Regulations 
implementing the Act define a "person re
sponsible for a child's care" to include 
"the ch ild's parent, guardian, or other per
son responsible for the child's health or wei 
fare, whether in the same home as the child, 
a relative's home, a foster care home, or a 
residential institution" [45 CF R Section 
1340.1-2 (b) (3)]. 

It is important to note that the regulations 
restrict the definition of institutional abuse 
and neglect to residential situations. While the 
National Center is concerned with the care of 
children in non-residential settings, our major 
focus must conform with our legislative and 
regulatory mandate. Such problems as unrea
sonable corporal punishment in the schools, 
however serious they may be, are not within 
the National Center's mandate, although other 
divisions of the Office of Child Development 
or other agencies of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare may be more directly 
involved. 

The inclusion of cases of institutional abuse 
and neglect in residential settings in the Na
tional Center's mandate, on the other hand, 
is based on two considerations: First, in a 
foster home or residential facility, children 
are more vulnerable, because parents may be 
out of touch, uncaring, or deceased. Only a 
child protective service would be concerned 
about the child's welfare or able to take ef
fective action. Second, when a child has been 



placed in an agency or home, whether with a 
parent's consent or not, that agency is as 
"responsible for the child's welfare" as any 
natural parent would be. 

The Federal regulations specifically require 
that if there are allegations of institutional 
abuse or neglect, "an agency other than the 
agency, institution or facility involved in the 
acts or omissions must investigate the situa
tion." [45 CFR Section 1340.3-3 (d)(3)]. 
Thus, when there is a report of institutional 
abuse or neglect, that report must be dealt 
with through an independent investigation; 
no agency should be allowed to investigate it
self in such a case. An outside, disinterested 
agency must carry out the investigation and 
must have sufficient authority to take meaning
ful corrective action. (In connection with the 
eligibility requirements under P.L. 93-247 for 
State grants by the National Center on Child 
Abuse and Neglect, we are pleased to report 
that over 30 States now have a special proce
dure which ensures that no agency may police 
itself in the investigation of reports of institu
tional abuse and neglect.) 

This is an appropriate time to mention some 
of the National Center's future plans in re
lation to institutional abuse and neglect. First, 
we have provided the financial support and 
will participate in the planning of a National 
Conference on I nstitutional Abuse and Neglect, 
to he held June 6-9, 1977, at the Cornell 
University Family Life Development Center, 
Ithaca, N.Y. Attendance will be by invitation 
of the Family Life Development Center. For 
more information, please contact E. Ronald 
Bard, Famiiy Life Development Center, Room 
172, MVR Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 
14853. Phone: (607) 256-7794. 

Second, assuming that our legislative authori
zations will continue in FY 1978, our present 
plans also include the solicitation of applica
tions for grants to (1) study the amount or 
scope of institutional abuse and neglect in this 
country, and (2) to demonstrate the most 
effective ways of investigating and taking cor
rective action in cases of child maltreatment 
in institutions. Douglas J. Besharov 
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OFFICE OF SPECIAL LITIGATION 
IN DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC;: 
FIGHTS INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 

"The pervasiveness of brutality against children 
in institutions throughout the country is 
striking," says Louis M. Thrasher, Director of 
the Office of Special Litigation in the Civil 
Rights Division of the U.S. Department of 
Justice. 

Mr. Thrasher heads a unit that since '1971 has 
been involved in investigating abuses against 
children confined in public and private facilities 
for juvenile delinquents, and for emotionally 
disturbed or mentally retarded children. Charged 
with enforcing the constitutional rights of chil
dren and physically and mentally handicapped 
persons of all ages, the Office of Specia I Litiga
tion has won such landmark cases in Federal 
courts as Wyatt v. Stickney, whIch established 
that persons committed to State institutions 
have a constitutional right to rehabilitative treat
ment; and Morales v. Turman, which assured CClre 
and treatment to juvenile delinquents in State 
reformatories. 

Describing conditions disclosed by the investi
gations of his office, Mr. Thrasher reports: 
"In some St8(e institutiof;S for the mentally 
retarded, we have found it a common practice 
'1:0 tie children to their beds at night because of 
th3 lack of staff to supervise them, and these 
buildings are often firetraps. In juvenile re
formatories, we found boys placed in solitary 
confinement for up to 30 days for such minor 
matters as sending a love note to a woman 
teacher." 

In one State institution, children were punished 
by being forced to pull grass with their hands, 
without bending their knees, for up to five hours 
at a time. I n some institutions, there were eye
witness accounts of children being sexually 
abused by staff members. 

While many cases investigated were less severe 
than these examples, many practices in institu
tions across the country have resulted in physical, 
emotional and social damage to the ch ildren in
volved. 



Mr. Thrasher finds a pattern in many instances 
of institutional abuse. "Overcrowded institu
tions result in seriously overburdened staffs," 
he states. I/Because the staff just can't cope with 
the large numbers of children, they adopt 
practices that are inherently abusive. I n some 
institutions, harsh ru les are set up and then en
forced with a regimen of terror, so that the chil
dren will be afraid to depart from the rules 
during periods when the staff camot adequately 
supervise them. In other facj[itie~, there is an 
excessive use of sedative drugs to keep young 
children or juveniles under control." 

Recently, the efforts of the Office of Special 
litigation to dea I with institutional abuse have . 
been seriously affected by a decision of the U.S. 
District Court in Maryland. The Court dismissed 
a suit (United States v. Solomon) wh ich had been 
brought by the Office of Special litigation be
cause of conditions in the Rosewood State 
Hospital for the mentally retarded. The Court 
held that there was no specific statute authorizing 

the Attorney General to litigate in the area of 
institutional abuse. Another case in Montana' 
has been dismissed by the U.S. District Court 
there on the same grounds. 

It has become clear that the Justice Dep::lrtment's 
efforts to deal with the institutional abuse of 
children will be curtailed in the future, unless 
new legislation is passed by Congress. providing 
the Department with the necessary statutory 
authority which the courts found lacking. Such 
legislation was introduced in the 94th Congress, 
but Congress failed to take action. Hopefully, 
a similar bill will be proposed in the new Con
gress. 

Those interested in the activities of the Office 
of Special litigation in the field of institutional 
abuse can obtain information by writing to 
Louis M. Thrasher, Director, Office of Special 
litigation, Civil Rights Division, Department 
of Justice, 550 11th Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20530. 





Section II 

The material contained in this section is the main body of the final 

report of the National Conference on the Institutional Maltreatment 

of Children held at Cornell Universtiy, June 6-8, 1977. There, 

under the auspice of the Family Life Devlopment Center of Cornell's 

College of Human 'Ecology, a multi-disciplinary!multi-agency group 

of individuals was convened to examine the nature and scope of the 

abuse and neglect in residential caregiving institutions, including 

but not limited to: treatment, correctional, custodial, and educa

tional settings. The following goals had been set for the confer-

ence: 

To identify the major issues and problems involved; 

To identify areas where change is needed; 

To increase awareness and arouse concern in both the public 

and. professional communities, and; 

To develop strategies to correct and prevent the institu

tional maltreatment of children. 

This conference was made possi.ble by Grant 1f90-C-398 from the 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Children's Bure6~. 

Administration for Children, Youth, and Families of the U.} ... Depart

ment of Health, Education and Welfare. The report wb:i: .• follows was 

prepared by Centre Research Associates of Newton (:,~n:.:re, MA 02159. 



OVERVIEW 

According to the 1970 census, approximately 238,000 chil~ 

dren reside in full time care and treatment institutions across 

the United States. They include facilities for the mentally 

retarded; juvenile correction institutions; facilities for 

multiple handicapped children; institutions for the emotionally 

disturbed; group homes; and others. 

These institutions vary greatly in size, cost, quality, 

reason for placement, and many other factors; they are bonded 

together by their responsibilities, and by their aspiration to 

provide for the fullest possible living experience for the 

children assigned to their care. 

Clearly! many of our car~-giving institutions for children 

are doing an excellent job. According to Professor Martin 

Wolins of the University of California, "they are instruments 

of growth and change rather than c~ntainers of human groups. 
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They are socializing environments rather than hospital-type 

settings. lI * 

But there are others as well: places which constrain rather 

than liberate the children in their care, which teach them to 

mark time rather than helping them to use it productively and 

wisely. Institutions that mistreat. Institutions that neglect. 

Ins t ; t u t ; 0 n s t hat. a bus e . * * 

In June 1977, 80 professionals from diverse backgrounds 

gathered at Cornell University for the firsi National Confer

ence on Institutional Maltreatment of Children. Sponsored and 

organized by The Family Life Development Center of the College 

of Human Ecology at Cornell in cooperation with The National 

Center on Child ~buse and Neglect (H.E.W.) in Washington, the 

Conference sought to examine the nature and ~cope of maltreat

ment of children in residential institutions in ord~r to begin 

to: 

*From Professor Wolins' address to the Institutional Abuse Con
ference. 

, 
**Acc~rate data on abuse in these settings is almost nonexistent. 

More fundamentally, little is known about the nu~ber of chil
dren residing in the different categories of institutions; 
number and training of staff; costs; average size; available 
programs; or much else. There is an immediate need for better 
information on residential institutions for children, if 
problems of abuse are to be intelligently aqdressed. 
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* IDENTIFY ISSUES AND PROBLEMS; 

* IDENTIFY AREAS WHERE CHANGE IS NEEDED; 

* INCREASE AWARENESS AND AROUSE CONCERN IN BOTH THE 
PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITIES; AND 

* DEVELOP STRATEGIES AIMED AT PREVENTING INSTITUTIONAL 
MALTREATMENT. 

Several presumptions about problems, conference organiza

tion and appropriate responses guided the deliberations. First, 

the organizers agreed that, for the foreseeable future, resi

dential institutions would continue to care for children; that 

plans and strategies needed to be based in the real world of 

severely limited personnel and resources; and that the problems 

are multi-faceted, requiring an equally complex set of responses: 

no single II cure ll was likely to be effective. 

These observations on the nature of institutional maltreat-

ment guided the organization of the conference. Plenary 

sessions were kept to a minimum; most of the meeting time was 

spent in eight working seminars, organized around different 

aspects of the problem. Each seminar was charged with identi

fying concerns, and outlining strategies aimed at reducing 

institutional abuse. Thair deliberations constitute the bulk 

of this report. 

Finally, it was agreed that the real value of the confer

ence lay beyond Ithaca. From the beginnin~, the conference 
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planners focused on how to present the problem, and strategies 

for change, to the larger concerned public. In that sense, 

this report is meant to represent the conference itself, and 

to help move to the next stage of the search for solutions, 

solutions for institutions, children, and ourselves. 

CONFERENCE ORGANIZATION 

Conference themes and working seminars were developed 

jointly by representatives of the Family Life Development 

Center and the National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect. 

Initially, a Chairperson with a national reputation in the 

field was chosen for each seminar; the Chairperson then 

helped to select the seminar group. Approximately 6-12 parti

cipants were assigned to each seminar group. The groups worked 

independently, developing their own agenda, objectives, format 

and recommendations. All participants were also provided an 

opportunity to meet with other seminar groups of their choice, 

in "open" working sessions, to add their views to the ideas 

developed by others. 

The Conference opened with a brief plenary session, high

lighted by presentations from six conference participants of 

note. These included T.M. Jim Parham, Associate Assistant to 

the president for Intergovernmental Relations; Douglas Besharov, 

Director of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect; 

Frederick Krause, Director of the President's Committee on 
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Mental Retardation; Martin Wolins of the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley; Leontine Young, social worker and author; 

William Rittenburgh, attorney active in the protection of the 

rights of institutionalized children; and Robert Brown of the 

Fortune Society. A slide presentation developed by Dr. Burton 

Blatt of Syracuse University highlighted cur~ent institutional 

practices--and the lack of progress in recent years. 

Diversity of views and experience was encouraged; all 

participants were actively involved in issues of institutional 

care. All came to contribute rather than merely listen. The 

level of concern was reflected in participation: few invitations 

were rejected, although participants were responsible for their 

own travel and knew they would be expected to work hard. Semi-

nars and Chairpeople follow: 

LEGAL ISSUES 

CHAIRPERSON: Louis M. Thrasher, Esq. 
Director 
Office of Special Litigation 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 

SOCIAL COSTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE 

CHAIRPERSON: Frank Schneiger, Ph.D. 
Director 
Protective Services Resource Institute 
New Jersey 
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MENTAL RETARDATION IN THE INSTITUTION 

CHAIRPERSON: A. D. Buckmueller 
Program Specialist 

CORRECTIONS 

President's Committee on Mental 
Retardation 

Washington, D.C. 

CHAIRPERSON: David Gilman, Esq. 
Director 
IJA-ABA Juvenile Justice Standards 

Project 
New York City 

TREATMENT MODALITIES AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

CHAIRPERSON: Barry Glick, Ph.D. 

LIMITATIONS ON ADVOCACY 

Assistant Executive Director 
Elmcrest Children's Home 
New York 

CHAIRPERSON: Larry King 
Senior Advocate 

DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION 

Western Carolina Center 
North Carolina 

CHAI RPERSON: George Thomas, Ph. D. 
Director 
Institute for Social Welfare Research 
Georgia 

STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

CHAIRPERSON: Barbara Blum 
Assistant Commissioner 
Metropolitan Placement Bureau 
New York City 
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The deliberations and recommendations of the working semi

nars follow. Cornell University and the National Center on 

Child Abuse and Neglect do not necessarily share all of the 

views which were expressed. And there are, inevitably, dis

agreements and contradictions within and among the seminar 

groups. A healthy byproduct of the freshness of the issue and 

the diversity of participants, these differences highlight the 

complexity of the problems involved. There can be no mistaking, 

however, the common goals of all: TO PROTECT CHILDREN CURRENTLY 

BEING ABUSED IN INSTITUTIONS; TO PREVENT ABUSE IN THE FUTURE; 

TO HELP TO CREATE BETTER PLACES FOR KIDS TO LIVE, LEARN, AND 

GROW. 

DEFINING THE TERMS 

The conference planners consciously limited the domain of 

the conference to full-time, 24-hour residential institutions. 

An institution was defined, by one group, as a place outside 

the child1s natural home setting where persons other than the 

family exercise control. Resi'dential facilities included 

settings where ten persons with similar problems congregated 

in a specific space. 

Excluded from consideration by the conference were part

ttme locations,~ such as public or private non-residential 

schools; foster homes (with some exceptions); and similar 

facilities. This is not to argue that abuse is limited to full

time residential settings: as a recent report by the National 

10 
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Institute of Education points out,* excess use of corporal 

punishment appears to occur often in our public schools. The 

limitation of subject matter to full-time institutions was 

intended to provtde a manageable scope to the deliberations, 

which already included a wide spectrum. Parallel deliberations 

on abuse in other settings are also in order. 

five categories of institutional maltreatment were con

sidered within the purview of the conference. These included: 

* PHYSICAL ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

* SEXUAL ABUSE 

* EMOTIONAL AND INTELLECTUAL DAMAGE 

* ENVIRONMENTAL NEGLECT AND ABUSE 

* SOCIAL DAMAGE AND LABELING 

-Terms and"pre"cise definit;-ons variE!dsomewhat among the work-

ing seminars. In brief: 

PHYSICAL ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Physical abuse or neglect occurs when the child is physi-
J 

cally damaged as a result of his/her residence in the institution. 

It includes physical mistreatment; lack of care which results in 

illness qr other physical difficulty; medical or chemical abuse 

*National Institute of Education, PROCEEDINGS: CONFERENCE ON 
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN THE SCHOOLS: A NATIONAL DEBATE (Febru
ary 18-20,1977),1977. 
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through misuse or overuse of medication; damage through lack 

of adequate protection against injury or risk; excessive 

punishment; and inadequate food, clothing or shelter. 

SEXUAL ABUSE 

% 

Sexual abuse takes place when the institution, and/or its 

staff, permit or participate in involuntary sexual activity 
.. 

with or among residents, or any sexual activity by individuals 

unable through age or capacity to make a reasonable choice. 

This encompasses rape or attempted rape; fondling; voyeurism; 

exhibitionism; and the like. rt may be linked to neglect 

through inadequate supervision of residents, or the failure to 

provide sufficient clothing or privacy. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NEGLECT AND ABUSE 

".- .. 

~ ,~ • 4 •••• "''''~ -..--_:r.: ....... ~._ 

Fred Krause, Executive Director of- .. the Preside-ntls- C'om- . .- ,~:; 

mittee on Mental Retardation, stated at the conference that 

"just being placed in an institution is abuse for a child." 

E n vir 0 n men tal neg 1 e c tan dab use t a k e s p 1 ace w h e ... n ..... th§, ..... LD s tit u -

tion fails to provide adequate protection for residents against 

dangers in the physical environment, such as unprotected radi-

ators or windows. 
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EMOTIONAL AND INTELLECTUAL DAMAGE 

Care giving institutions are responsible for providing an 

opportunity for each child to achieve his/her potential for 

emotional and intellectual growth. Failure to provide these 

opportunities constitutes a pervasive form of abuse, difficult 

to define but possible to identify and observe. 

SOCIAL DAMAGE AND LABELING 

Perhaps most difficult of all forms of institutional 

abu~e to control, social damage from labeling can ensue from 

the fact of institutionalization itself. Although diagnosis 
\ 

is often necessary, by being identified as mentally retarded 

or emotionally disturbed, for example, a child is placed in a 

cat~gory which the larger society finds repugnant, limiting 

his/her future potential for fulfillment. 

Aspects of these definitions, and the categories them

selves~ are open to dispute. They could--and probably will--
... 

--be debated for years. While definition is important, however, 

we need to recognize that the areas of agreement at the confer

ence, as revealed in the proceedings, substantially outweigh 

the zones of dispute. But let the participants speak, and 

debate, for themselves. 

13 
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DEFINITION 

LEGAL ISSUES SEMINAR 

In defining an institution the key issues are 

who is in control and size. All participants 

agreed that the term institution would not apply 

to children living in their own home with their 

natural parents. The group also readily agreed 

that the term institution would apply to all large 

multi-bed facilities. In fact, if any facility 

has more than ten children, the group felt it was 

an institution whatever its source of support. 

Some group homes could qualify as institutions if 

they were large and controlled by the government. 

The group could reach no consensus on whether 

or not fostercare should be included in the defi

nition of an institution. Some members contended 

that since foster parents receive state institu

tional disbursement funds, foster care is still 

part of the state system of institutional care. 

14 



DEFINITION 

ISSUES: 
PHYSICAL 
NEGLECT 

The rest of the seminar members, however, would 

exclude foster care from the definition of an insti-

tution. As one remarked; "Fost!=r care should not 

be included because the goal is to deinstitution

alize and foster care is one of the most viable 

alternatives to institutional placement. 1I There 

was also disagreement on whether or not schools, 

day care_centers, or even churches ought to be 

included as institutions. 

After reviewing the various categories of 

institutional maltreatment, the Legal Issues Semi-

nar focused attention on the multiple physical 

hazards in institutional settings. 

The group identified several different types 

of physical damage that occur within an institution 

including neglect; physical abuse and sexual assault; 

and medical neglect and abuse, including chemical 

abuse. 

Neglect can be even more damaging than physical 

abuse because the effects are even more likely to 

be permanent. Lack of exercise, over1y starchy 

diet, ineffective feeding, enforced idleness and 

lack of programmed activities all comprise neglect. 

1 5 



ISSUES: 
PHYSICAL 
NEGLECT 

ISSUES: 
PHYSICAL 
ABUSE 

ISSUES: 
~1 ED I CAL 
ABUSE 

Failure to be aware of the individual needs of a 

child nlso constitutes neglect; for example, a 

child can go blind because no one notices he has 

an eye problem. Institutional staff are often 

poorly educated, poorly trained, and underpaid, 

and thus may resort to measures that make it 

easier for them to manage the children. regardless 

of their effect on the children. 

Direct physical abuse was divided into four 

basic categories: 1) client/client; 2) staff/client; 

3) outsiders/client; and 4) self-inflicted abuse. 

In the first type, staff's failure to adequately 

monitor client/client interaction enables cl ients 
l 

to discharge their aggressions indiscriminantly; 

resulting in physical or sexual abuse. The low pay 

and status for institutional staff positions are a 

primary cause of staff/client abuse, and contribute 

to the difficulty of recruiting quality staff. 

Outsider/client abuse is likely to occur when 

security measures are inadequate, again a refl·ec

tion of inadequate budgets or management. 

The group expressed deep concern about the 

insidious danger of drug control. One member said, 

IIIf I had to choose for myself between chains and 
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ISSUES: 
MEDICAL 
ABUSE 

I 

thorazine, I would choose chains.1I Drugs are 

especially dangerous because physicians may be 

slow to recognize the symptoms of the administra

tion of excessive psychotropic medication. 

The severe shortage of physicians, physical 

therapists, and occupational therapists combined 

with the presence of large numbers of foreign 

doctors and nurses who do not speak the same lan

guage or share the culture of the residents was 

identified as a devastating problem in the delivery 

of adequate medical services to institutional resi-

dents. 

ISSUES: The institutional environment itself is also 
ENV IRONMEN-
TAL ABUSE a cause of reany injuries and physical abuse. For 

ISSUES: 
LEGAL 
RIGHTS 

example, the temperature of institutions is often 

kept high and thus the radiators cause many unneces

sa r:y bur n s " Pat i en t s who are he a v i 1 y d rug g e d fall 

asleep and roll under the radiators and are fre

quently burned. Drownings and fractures can often 

be attributed to the overall des4~n of the institu-

tional facilities. 

Currently children are committed to institu-

tions for care, treatment, punishment, and/or the 

protection of society. The courts have decZared 
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ISSUES: 
LEGAL 
RIGHTS 

that if a person's freedom is taken away~ the oppor-

tunity to improve must be guaranteed~ and an 

alternative least restrictive of th~ individual's 

freedom must be provided. Prisoners and the crimi

nally insane have been exempted from the court1s 

ruling. In summation of the court1s rulings, one 

member said, lIyou cannot warehouse; you must pro-

vide treatment if freedom is taken away. II The 

group was in general agreement that all placement 

in institutions for the purpose of providing treat-

ment should be voluntary. 

One member further suggested the law.should 

not distinguish between voluntary and involuntary 

commitment; rather the law should support individual 

needs and serve the individual with no stigma 

attached. 

The group also advocated tightening admission 

criteria to institutions to avoid their being used 

as a dumping ground. It is usually much easier to 

place someone in an institution than to have them 

,released, even though the original reasons for 

placement may have long since disappeared. 

Several group members were concerned that 

children are sometimes removed from their natural 
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ISSUES: 
LEGAL 
RIGHTS 

ISSUES: 
FINANCING 
INSTITU
TIONS 

ISSUES: 
PARALLEL 
FUNDING 

parents without the parents fully understanding 

what is happening, such as poor parents who might 

place their children in foster care during some 

period of crisis and then find that they cannot get 

them back. As one member commented, "They are not 

told why their children are not being returned to 

them; they are not shown how they can improve. 

Therefore, their children remain indefinitely in 

foster care." 

In moving away from total reliance on the insti

tution, new funding mechanisms must be developed. 

The current practice of allocating funds on the 

basis of the number of beds fi·lled works against 

decreasing the institutional population and must 

be changed. 

The cost of deinstitutionalization must be 

looked at over a period of years. Even now the 

cost of institutionaiizing a child varies dramati

cally from state to state and facility to facility. 

for example, Willowbrook (a state facility for the 

mentally retarded in New York) costs $35,000 per 

child each year. In the short run costs will go 

up because one must maintain institutions with 

fixed expenses even as the patient census declines. 
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ISSUES: 
PARALLEL 
FUNDING 

However, if community programs are successful in 

training residents for independent living, the 

state will no longer have to care for everyone for 

their entire lives. 

What are the alternatives to institutionaliza~ 

tion? Community services and financial assistance 

to natural parents would fulfill the fundamental 

right of the natural parent to retain custody of 

his/her child. If parents are not able to keep a 

child at home, other alternatives include foster 

care, adoption, and group homes, especially for 

teenagers. Foster care was particularly identi

fied as an underutilized resource for children who , 

cannot remain in their own homes. "You should b~ 

able to pay the natural parent of a handicapped 

individual fees for providing extraordinary ser-

vices as well as paying foster or adoptive parents," 

commented one participant. 

In discussing alternatives to institutional i

z a t ion, the g r 0 up ,1 60 k;e d b ri e fly at the 1 ega 1 

barriers to adoption~ The lack of adoption sub-

sidy was se~n as one barrier, especially for foster 

parents who would receive more money if they did 
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ISSUES: 
PARALLEL 
FUNDING 

STRATEGIES: 
LITIGATION 

not adopt their foster child. Since most states 

do not aZlow money to suppoPt a child after adop-

tion~ a nationaZ reimbursement to states for 

adoptive parents was suggested. 

The group identified litigation, legislation, 

policy formation, lobbying, publicity, and public 

education as methods for changing institutions. 

There was no consensus on how-much emphasis should 

be placed on litigation as the major tool for 

change. 

According to one participant, there is a con

flict of interest for the state attorney general 

who must defend the state institution and at the 

same time protect the constitutional rights of the 

institutionalized. This conflict leaves little 

incentive for the state attorney general to liti-

gate. 

Another n~ted that a bill (H.R. 2439 and S. 

1393) now pending in Congress would give independent 

standing to the Justice Department to sue on behalf 

of the instittitiona1ized. Until such a bill is 

passed, the Justice Department is limited to the 

roles of intervenor and amicus. 
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STRATEGIES: 
LITIGATION 

STRATEGIES: 
LEGISLATION 

RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

" 

After listening to the lawyers in the group 

discuss methods of guaranteeing legal representa

tion to the institutionalized, one psychologist 

commented, liThe saddest commentary on the future 

of our society is the need for more litigation.1I 

One par tic i pan t no ted t hat, II ~~ emu s t f 0 c u s 

at least one-third of our work on legislation. 1I 

He went on to suggest four ways of moving toward 

reform: 

• Analyze trends in juvenile law 

• Develop a model juvenile act 

• Keep up contact with people interested in 
legislation 

• Provide legal services with legislative 
and litigative arm 

In conclusion one member stated, liThe thing 

that never ceases to impress me is th~t most 

people do not believe what I tell them. I am 

personally convinced that if our public really 

knew and understood what was going on inside the 

institutions that I have been in, they would not 

put up with it.1I 

A. Close institutions: 

1. For children being deinstitutionalized: 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

a. Individualized needs must be assessed 
and treatment provided by returning 
child to home or if none, to foster 
care. 

b. Exit plans and follow-up plans must 
be made individually and services 
provided. 

2. For children at present confined for treat
ment: 

a. They have constitutional right to 
receive appropriate care and treatment 
designed to meet their needs least 
restrictive of personal liberty. 

1. No drugs should be administered for 
punishment or restraint purposes. 

2. No isolation or seclusion should be 
permitted. 

3. No corporal punishment should be 
inflicted. 

4. Use of restraints should be limited 
as a last resort to physically 
assaultive or suicidal behavior. 

5. Incidents of abuse within institu
tions shall be reported to police 
and to parents, and appropriate 
prosecution instituted. 

B. Place primary emphasis on family ~upport systems: 

1. For children in natural home: 

a. Develop family support systems in 
community. 

1. New funding systems must not encour
age removal of child from home. 

2. Create a moratorium on capital expen
allures. 

b. Only after appropriate services have 
been provided and failed and a child· 
is threatened with irreparable harm 
or if a child1s life is threatened 
shall the child be removed from the 
home. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

c. A home-like environment (e.g., foster 
care) must be the first alternative 
if the child must be removed. 

d. All personnel dealing with child care 
services including judges should be 
educated regarding legal rights of 
children and should be required to 
visit placement sites outside of 
natural home setting. 

e. No one should recommend placement 
unless visit made to site before 
placement. 

C. Legislation should be proposed: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 . 

8. 

State legislation should adopt provlslons 
guaranteeing rights of children. 

Congress should adopt legislation giving 
Department of Justice standing to liti
gate. (H.R. 2439 and S. 1393) 

Regional litigation units should be estab
lished to enforce provisions of the Juvenile 
Justice & Delinquency Provisions Act of 1974. 

Advocacy groups should be established and 
expanded to monitor institutional abuse. 

Individualized advocates should be 
appointed to see the child completely 
through treatment. 

Status offenders (children whose conduct 
would not be criminal if committed by adult, 
e.g., truant, runaway) should not be under 
jurisdiction of juvenile court. 

System should be developed to encourage the 
independence of pub11c defenders in order 
to facilitate legislation t'n---Tfi-is area. -""---"-"-----"-~-----I 

All federal grants should include provi- I 
sions for independent audit of quality of 
care and rights o~~~~~~ 

. -: -: . =-~"" """'"""1 

1 

---............. _-- ........ 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

D. Educating the public: 

1. A program should be developed to educate 
the public as to conditions within insti
tutions. 

2. All children in public and private schools 
and institutions should be educated regard
ing their own legal rights. 

~~~~2~~~\.~~~~~4~ 
i 

i 
I 

I 

l 
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DEFINITION 

t 

ISSUE 

SOCIAL COSTS SEMINAR 

The group adopted for its discussion the 

conference planning committee's definition of an 

institution as "a residential care':'giving institu

tion, including treatment, corrections and 

custodial facilities." 

One participant asserted, "Schools are an 

integral part of this issue." Expanding the defi

nition to include public schools provoked 

considerable discussion. 

Most of the group supported the inclusion of 

public schools in the definition of institutions. 

One participant argued that children in public 

school usually have a parent advocate, but' others 

pointed out that minority and/or low-in~ome stu

dents often do not have effective advocates in 

school. Indian children, in particular, attend 

schools that qualify as instituti6ns by the origi

nal definition. For Indians, and Hispanics, public 

schools can be virtual feeders to juvenile training 

schools. 
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ISSUE 

INSTITU
TIONAL 
MALTREAT
MENT 

Another suggested that "We should define insti-

tutional abuse around certain parameters and then 

use the schools as examples because there are lots 

of research6rs in schooLs. We shouZd then use what 

we know about the schools to propose what the con-

sequences may be in other physical settings which 

are less open." Another. added, "Patterns of )nela-

tionships are more important than numbers in 

d,e fin in g w hat ani n s tit uti 0 n is. II 

The group identified the following forms of 

institutional maltreatment: 

DeniaZ of potential for human development through 

• Failure to meet or recognize the individual 
needs of children 

• Deprivation by not being pe-rmitted to be a child 

• Deprivation of education, recreation, food, 
medicine, privacy, space, self development, 
decision-making opportunities, trust relation
ships, affection, care, role models, free and 
regular contacts with family and friends. 

OVert actions or omissions~ such as 

• Isolation 

• Assault 

• Improper medication 

• Sexual abuse 

• Peer abuse 

• Cultural insensitivity 

• Punishment disguised as treatment 

28 
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INSTITU
TIONAL 
MALTREAT
M.ENT 

RESULTS OF 
MALTREAT
MENT 
CATEGORIES 
OF SOCIAL 
COSTS 

Intraorganizational systemia issues~ for example 

• Inappropriate staffing 

• Lack of individualized-time limited planning 

• Lack of due process and protection of rights 
of residents 

• Inadequate programs 

• Ineffective monitoring of both private and 
public institutions 

~ Lack of standards of accountability 

The trauma of the institutionalized ohild and 

his family~ family break-up3 and ongoing deZinquenoy 

--all are part of the sooial oosts of institutions. 

The loss of family and reference group ties 

destroys a child's sense of identity and the fear 

of becoming attachedt6 ~nY6ne'1~~~~ to a variety 

of negative outcomes, including difficu~ty in making 

friends and holding a job. Institutionalized chil-
I 

dren ~re likely to lose their'natural inquisitiveness. 

They frequently become alienated from supportive 

social institutions an.dview all. authority as either 

totally legitimate or totally illegitimate. 

By separating "deviant" peopZe in isolated 

institutions we also prevent loaaZ oommunities from 

ZeaT'ning to de-a Z wi th differenoes and prob Zems 

having their genesis within the aommunity. 
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RESULTS OF Institutions often perpetuate a model for 
MALTREAT-
MENT: living which is "dominate or dominated" pointed out 
CATEGORIES 
OF SOCIAL one participant. This problem often is ~xacerbated 
COSTS 

by the racial composition of the staff and residents. 

While institutions usually have middle-class white 

staff, blacks, Hispanics, and other minority groups 

are over-represented among the clients. In addi

tion, the staff goes home during off hours; the 

residents obviously do not. 

Minority ch1~ ldren in institutions may face the 

destruction of family and cultural values. For 

example, Indian children attending boarding school 

don't lose their family ties but find that their 

culture is undermined. liThe social structure of 

the institution does not integrate with the family.1I 

As one participant commented, IIInstitutions encour-

age you to give up your family rather than make you 

feel good about them." 

Any environment other than the famiZy context 

is a less than adequate alternative for a child. 

Thus, the group outlined an overall framework for 

reducing and/or eliminating institutional abuse. 

This inclL!des: 

• Research and test alternatives to institution
alization 
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SOCIAL 
COSTS 

RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

• Reduce the number of children who must be insti
tutionalized 

• For those who need institutionalized care 3 cre
ate settings which 

maintain family and cultural ties and values 

foster autcnomy rather than dependency 

focus on the well-being of children and their 
families 

develop incentives for staff to take risks 
on beftalf of chiZdren 

• Plan carefulZy the closing of any institution 

• Carefully develop alternative programs to avoid 
"dumping" institutionalized residents into the 
communi ty under the reformis t guis e of "de ins t'i,
tutionalization. " 

The seminar did not seek to develop a comprehensive 

definition of social costs, feeling that further 

research would lead to more measurable operational 

goals. One participant emphasized the lack of hard 

data in the field as well as the need for dissemi-

nating the information that already exists. 

The strategies for r~d~cing the social costs of 

institutions must be based on these goals. The 

following needs were also identified. 

Develop better information on both social and real 

(dollar) costs 3 as well as the means for translating 

costs into dollar amounts which are more politicaZly 

salabe. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

In looking at the costs of institutions, one 

looks not only at the institutional budget. Insti-

tutions create dependency so that institutional 

residents rarely become self-supporting autonomous 

citizens. NCCAN could conduct an extensive study 

of the real costs of institutionalization, extra po-

lating from the social costs to look at costs over 

the lifespan of the institutionalized person. 

Research and demonstration 

Research and demonstration projects require 

more support; and every demonstration project needs 

an objective evaluation component built into it, 

toward identifying social and real costs. 

Marketing 

The need to establish a design to sell social 

services was discussed. "No one markets anything 

in this field. Just because you have a worthwhile 

program, it doesn't mean some funding source will 

pick it Up.1I Comprehensive Emergency Services have 

been effectively marketed. The group agreed that 

marketing should not oversell what social services 

can actually be expected to do. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

The group stressed the need to develop a com

prehensive approach to the description and 

quantification of social costs, addressing the 

three major categories of social service--medical, 

social, and criminal justice--each of which measures 

social costs in different ways. This taxonomy of 

social costs would include an agreement on certain 

definitions, concepts, and operations. Institutions 

could be asked to draw up an annual investment plan 

to reduce social costs. 

The group drew up a preliminary outline for 

developing such a taxonomy. The first steps would 

include: 

• Review of the literature 

• Compile data 

o Identify areas for research and development 

o Refine social costs 

• Translate social costs into $ costs--both 
short and long-range 

The second step is the development of strategies to 

reduce social costs; these strategies which would 

be based upon -investment modes, would include: 

• Deinstitutionalization 

• Structural models \physical, functional, organ
izations, size) 
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• Preventative models 

• Family integration/community 

• Economic intervention 

The third step would be dissemination and "mar

keting" of successful strategies through public 

education and lobbying. 
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GOALS 

NEEDS OF 
PARENTS 

MENTAL RETARDATION SEMINAR 

The working seminar on mental retardation 

unanimously endorsed abolishing all large insti-

tutions for mentaZly retarded persons. They 

accepted, instead, the principle of normalization 

which endorses the right of mentally retarded per-

sons to live in as normal an environment as pos-

sible: Whenever feasible, a retarded child would 

re~ain with his/her own family. When a family is 

unable to keep a child at home, each community 

needs alternative living arrangements for both 

retarded children and retarded adults. Mutli-

handicapped retarded children could live in small 

homelike facilities which are developed to meet 

their special needs. 

Parents who are trying to raise their retarded 

child at home need guidance from both professionals 

and experienced parents of retarded children on 

how to deal with the problems that arise in 
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NEEDS OF 
PARENTS 

EDUCATE 
THE 
PUBLIC 

raising a retarded child. If parents had more prac

tical help on how to copes they would be far less 

likely to institutionalize their retarded child. 

Puberty is a time of special stress, and parents 

need support to cope effectively with their retarded 

child's sexual development. 

In addition to guidance, there are specific 

services that can assist parents in enabling them 

to keep their retarded children. Free diaper ser-

vice~ homemakers~ visiting nurses~ and respite care 

to enable parents to take an evening off or a vaca-

tion are all vital components of a comprehensive 

community-based service tv the retarded. Special 

infant-development programs~ pre-school special 

classes~ vocational training programs are all also 

necessary. 

A major cause of institutional maltreatment 

is the devaluing, dehumanizing, and denegating atti-

tudes of a large number of institution staff persons 

and of society toward both the mentally retarded and 

their families. This negative attitude promotes 

psychological abuse of the mentally retarded person. 

Society denies retarded persons opportunities to 
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EDUCATE 
THE 
PUBLIC 

STi\FF 
SELECTION 
AND 
TRAINING 

feel close, intimate and caring for other persons. 

One form of psychological abuse is the denying 

retarded persons the right to marry or to express 

their sexuality. 

A comprehensive public education campaign 

about retardation could include the development 

of TV programs and commercials that include handi-

capped persons so that their presence in American 

society is acknowledged by the mass media. 

In addition, the great cost and waste of the 

current institutional system must be exposed, and 

public school curricula should include information 

to sensitize all children to handicapped persons. 

Good staffing begins with th2 hiring process. 

How do you identify staff with respect for human 

life, sensitivity, and unselfishness? Society's 

focus on the importance of academic degr~ps some-

times keeps people wi~h the right inner qualities 

from working with retarded persons. Low salaries 

and unpleasant working conditions reflect society's 

devaluation of the retarded and make it very diffi

cult to recruit competent staff. Many professionals 

are reluctant to work with the retarded whom they 

perceive as "responding too slowly to treatment." 
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, STAFF 
SELECTION 
AND 
TRAINING 

RECOMMEN
DATlONS 

Chronic understaffing which requires staff to 

work double shifts can cause staff fatigue and 

frustration. The low salaries, high resident-staff 

ratios, and lack of supervision and in-service 

training lead to low staff morale and increase the 

likelihood of child abuse. Because of staff neglect, 

children may not be dressed and often have nothing 

,to- do bu-r '1 fe" onca"l d- -'ba're -:flO-o.r..s. ,M~nta 11 y retarded 
~ ~ - - .... -

--....... _-.. 
persons in institutions are especially vulnerab1e- to 

physical abuse and neglect because the staff1s atti-
--..,.'.. -~ ... ,,;~ 

tude may be "after all, they donlt know the 

difference anyway. II A crucial step in improving 

institutions is to upgrade staff through in-service 

trainin~ an~,the deveZopment of a career ladder, 

that offers real incentives to staff in institutions 

and community group homes. 

1. A moratorium on the construction of any 

new institutions for the retarded. 

2. Beginning phase out of patients from exist

ing institutions. 

3. The right o'f mehta'TTy retar'ded per~Jns to 

live in their own home must be upheld. When this 

is not possible, there should be avarfety of other

community living arrangements fro~ which he/she can 

choose. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

4. No mentally retarded person should have 

to "earnll his/her way out of an institution. 

5. A national central resource center should 

be established as a source of information on all 

alternative programs for mentally retarded persons. 

6. To combat current attitudes toward the 

mentally retarded: 

• A major national campaign is needed to edu
cate both citizens and governmental officials 
about the high financial and human costs of 
institutionalizing the retarded. 

• National efforts are required to collect and 
disseminate information to state authorities 
and citizen organizations about program 
models that have been effective in changing 
attitudes toward handicapped children (e.g., 
Louisville, Kentucky Mental Health-Mental 
Retardation Center). 

• National organizations such as the National 
Association for Retarded Citizens and the 
Pre-sident's Committee on Mental Retardation 
should collect and disseminate information 
on effective personnel selection and screen
ing techniques. 

7. To prevent institutionalization of any 

retarded child, it is necessary to develop a plan 

for and with the retarded individual and his family. 

To provide alternatives to institutions, we recom-

mend: 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

• Availability of subsidies to families to 
help them pay the extra costs of caring 
for a handicapped child. 

• Creation of infant development programs, 
integrated pre-schools, and family resource 
services such as respite care, homemaker, 
visiting nurse programs, diaper service, 
parent education, vocational training, and 
the like. 

8. Future conferences on the needs of the 

retarded should include adequate representation of 

handicapped consumers. 
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GOALS 

CORRECTIONS SEMINAR 

What should be the purpose of a juvenile correc

tional institution? 

Punishment, or treatment? Members of the 

working seminar on corrections agreed, generally, 

that the goal of corrections should be punishment. 

As one participant stated, "Punishment is a good 

thing; I believe in it. There is a problem when 

only a few are punished. All should be. There is 

also a problem because we confuse treatment with 

punishment. Treatment can actually end up being 

punishment. 1I 

Several members of other seminar groups, join

ing the corrections panel for an open session, 

challenged this view. One argued: "Punishment 

reinforces the bad experience kids have already 

had. I don't believe in punishment; it doesn't do 

any good. Many ex-offenders say that 'if you don't 

provide treatment, I'll come out exactly the same 

as I went in.'11 
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GOALS The group focused its discussion on the insti

tutionalization of adolescents (aged 10 through 18) 

after disposition. 

liThe best way to reduce institutional maltreat

ment is to reduce the institutional population," 

said one member of the group. The members of the 

Corrections Seminar agreed that currently too many 

kids are in juvenile correctional institutions. 

Admissions Criteria for Juvenile Correction~l 

Institutions 

As a first step~ the group advocated eliminating 

from correctional facilities status offenders who 

"would not be punishable by incarceration if com

mitted by an adult~" such as truants~ "stubborn" 

children~ runaways~ etc. It was estimated that 

removing all children who haven't committed crimes 

from juvenile correction institutions would reduce 

the institutional population by 35% and the deten

tion ~opulation by 50%. 

Furthermore, the group agreed that onZy those 

children who commit violent crimes should be con

sidered for institutionalization~ endorsing the 

recommendations of the Project on Juvenile Justice 
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GOALS Standards sponsored by the Institute of Judicial 

Administration and the American Bar Association. 

They recommend that incarceration be determined on 

the bas i s 0 f the age ()f the chi 1 d, the s e r ; 0 usn e s s 

of the crime, and mitigating or aggravating circum

stances, including a prior record. 

As one participant pointed out, "all of us are 

status offenders at one time or another--the only 

difference is we don1t get caught. Secondly, status 

offenders actually stay longer and get more damaged 

than criminals. Finally, kids in institutions are 

often those a judge thinks may have committed a 

crime even though clear proof is lacking. Through 

plea bargaining, the accused is charged with a status 

offense because the standard of proof is much looser. 

This is unfair. If a child is guilty of a robbery 

on the street, it should be proven. If not, he 

s h 0 u 1 d be inn 0 c e n tun til pro ve n g u i 1 ty . II 

SECURE The group agreed that ahildren should be sent 
vs. 

NON-SECURE to seaure faaiZities only if they aan't make it in 
FAClLITI ES 

non-seaure faailities. Others should be kept out 

of secure facilities regardless of their offense. 

According to one group member, "some kids are at a 

point in their lives where they really need to be 
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SECURE locked up in a secure facility because it provides 
vs. 

NON-SECURE a certain structure and freedom from taking responsi
FACILITIES 

bility for themselves. 1I 

Participants felt, however, that since most 

kids did not want to go to secure facilities, they 

were chiefly concerned about those who are forced 

to go there aga~nst their will. One member noted 

that we normally decide where to place a child based 

on how serious a threat a child poses by the nature 

of his offense. Wouldn't it be better to base the 

decision to institutionalize on the child's need? 

After considerable discussion, the group felt 

that a child could only be sent to a secure insti-

tution as a punishment for waht he had done. He 

could only be considered for this if he had committed 

a serious c~ime and/or developed a long prior record 

and lesser sanctions had failed. The majority esti

mated that this practice would reduce the numbers of 

kids in secure New York State correctional institu-

tions to about 150 to 200. 

The group a lso recommended that all detained 

children who were awaiting adjudications should be 

returned home unless they were suspected of class A 

or B felonies (e.g.~ arson~ rape~ murder~ or robbery) 
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SECURE or were unwanted at home. Children who were not 
vs. 

NON-SECURE wanted at home should be placed in non-secure faci
FACILITIES 

1 it i es. 

Pros and Cons of Indeterminate sentencing 

INDETER- The group unanimously agreed that i~determinate 
MINATE 
SENTENDING sentences should be abolished because they are unfair 

and often prolong punishment. 

Under indeterminate sentences, those children 

who respond fairly well to treatment are often held 

longer than the really tough ones who don't respond 

at all. 

Another problem with indeterminate sentencing 

was cited. Drawing from his experience at a private 

school, one participant said that as children approached 

the end of their term, their anxiety level would rise 

until they would make mistakes and act out. As a 

result of their misbehavior) the school would recom

mend to the court tha~ the child remain another year, 

and the court often accepted this recommendation. 

Participants also criticized indeterminate 

sentencing because it allows judges to dele9ate the 

decision on how long a child remains in an institution. 
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INDETER- III believe it is important that judges take the 
MINATE 
SENTENCING responsibility for deciding this upon themselves. 

This becomes easier if the main purpose of institu

tionalization is punishment rather than treatment. 

The decision on how much punishment is needed can 

be made in the courtroom based on the facts of the 

case; how the child will respond to treatment then 

ceases to be an issue. 1I 

The group accepted the recommendation that a 

penalty schedule be drawn up with penalties scaled 

down from the adult model. The judge would have 

limited leeway in sentencing according to the offense 

and would generally be expected to impose the least 

drastic alternative in the schedule unless the child 

had already been committed for a prior offense. 

Sentencing to a secure facility should be a last 

resort. 

What would happen to children who were not sen

tenced to institutions? It was explained that they 

could be fined, ordered to make restitution, required 

to perform a public service, put on probation, etc. 

The child who did not want to remain at home could be 

helped by social service systems rather than by the 

corrections system. 
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MONITORING The group agreed that there was a need to moni-
CORREC-
TIONAL tor institutions and that an ombudsman could play a 
INSTITU-
TIONS key role. The major issue addressed by the group was 

INSTITU
TIONAL 
REQUIRE
MENTS 

how to keep an ombudsman objective and effective. 

It was recommended that the ombudsman should work 

for an indGpendent agency in the executive branch 

and not for the Division of Youth or Corrections 3 and 

be located close to the kids and far from the admini-

stration. 

Must one participate in treatment? What should 

be required of them within the institution? The 

group agreed that kids could not be required to do 

things in institutions that are not required outside. 

They could be required to go to school, keep clean, 

and receive medical care, but they could not be 

required to attend treatment programs. 

The group agreed on the need to establish clear 

cut guidelines for acceptable restraint. They con-

cluded: 

1. Tranquilizers and other drugs may not be 

used for security or control but ~ as part of an 

on-going treatment plan for a specific child. This 

treatment should be established bya physician 

irrespective of any incident involving discipline. 
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INSTITU
TIONAL 
REQUIRE
MENTS 

RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

2. Corporal punishment of any kind is pro-

hibited. 

3. Isolation cells must be eliminated. Isola-

tion should not be used except to calm someone down 

for a few hours. Then the child must be supervised 

by someone else in the room. 

4. A crisis intervention team should be avail-

able to help a child through any difficult period. 

l. There should be a moratorium on the construc-

tion of all juvenile correctional facilities until a 

comprehensive plan for alternative community treat-

ment programs has been developed. 

2. Institutions should be more accessible to 

the public. 

3. Residents' privacy should be respected. 

4. Institutions should be kept small. 

Most of the group recommended a maximum of 20 

residents per institution. One visitor strongly 

endorsed a maximum of six children: 

"Any institution with more than six beds 
is dehumanizing, like a jail. If there 
are more than six beds, kids can't yell, 
roughhouse, tumble, or wrestle because 
it becomes too disruptive. We are not 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

obligated to allow violent children to 
be violent, but we are obligated to 
allow a child to be a child. 1I 

5. All institutions should be ao-eduaational. 

6. Staff l'atio of one for every three ahi ldren. 

7. Staff aomposition should refleat the baak-

grounds of the ahildren. 

8. Staff training and deveZopment of a aareer 

Zadder should be mandatory. 

9. Faailities should be loaated throughout 

every state so that ahildren aan be near their own 

aommunities. 

lO. All ahildren should receive a thorough 

orientation when admitted to a aorrectional insti-

tution. 

lZ. Respeat for the ahild's identity must be 

promoted. 
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TREATMENT MODALITIES AND ACCOUNTABILITY SEMINAR 

DEFINITION Understanding how treatment works, and ought 
OF 

TREATMENT to work in institutional settings depends on a 

QUESTIONS 
AND 
CONCERNS 

common definition of the term. The Tpeatment 

Moda~ities wopking seminap fe~t that: 
, 

IITreatment is an organized, uniform, stan
dardized and deliberate ~cientific inter
vention using specifit diagnostic and 
evaluative methods with the goal of effecting 
positive change in a child's pehavior." 

The group also agreed that the total environment 

of an institution should be the core treatment for 

the individual; several participants added that 

treatment should include "fulfilling potential and 

living successfully." The gr94P members concluded 

that goed treatment should res.mble goo~ parenting. 

What oLient popuLation shouLd institutions sepve? 

HoW shou~d an institution sJ?Le.qt g.ppP.o.priate popu
Lations? 

Traditionally, noted one participant, institu

t i on s h fa v e a c c e pte d you t h s II who c a nn 0 t bet rea ted, 

controlled, taught, or tolerated in their community, 
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QUESTIONS 
AND 
CONCERNS 

~omes, schools." The group agreed that institutions 

become warehouses for youths who cannot function in 

their home environment. It was added that this nega

tive approach to selection of institutional. populations 

has led to major problems in institutions, especially 

to child abuse. And state laws and regulations com

pound the admissions issue by forcing institutions 

to accept youths who do not fit into specific insti

tutional programs. 

What are the Zimitations on institutionaZ effectiveness? 

The group reached consensus on several issues 

which limit institutional effectiveness in treatment. 

1. Size: No institutions for children should 

exceed 50 beds, divided into manageable units of 

six to eight youths. 

2. ReferraZ sources: Institutions are plagued 

by inappropriate referrals; it was stated that nine 

out of ten referrals to institutions in one state 

were inappropriate. 

3. Staff-cZient ratio 

4. Limited program resources 
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QUESTIONS 
AND 
CONCERNS 

IDEAL 
SETTING 
FOR 
TREATMENT 

5. Government poZicy and reguZation: Poor 

planning, failure to reimburse promptly, and cumbir-

some government regulations can hinder an institution's 

treatment program. 

6. Community support: Institutions need com-

nunity support to try experimentaZ treatment programs; 

communities often fear new community-based programs. 

7. InstitutionaZ framework: The tendency of 

institutions to build systems to perpetuate them

selves instead of provide treatment to the child is 

often reinforced by governmeht policy, regulation, 

and law. 

How can an institution exist as a viabZe community 
treatment resource? 

tnstitutions need to offer services from insti-

tutional treatment to community-based aftercare, and 

be flexible in their treatment programs in order to 

respond to community needs. 

Creating an optionaZ therapeutic environment. 

According to the participants, an optimal environ

ment grows from staff-client relation~hips founded 

in mutual respect and concern. In this setting, dis

tinctions between I1 s ick ll and IIhealthy,1I and labels 
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IDEAL 
SETTING 
FOR 
TREATMENT 

which limit development are lost. In one view 3 the 

optimaZ therapeu~ic environment is "nurturing 3 pro-

tective 3 consistent 3 and safe." 

Building staff: organization~ training 3 accountability 

"Child abuse will be reduced if staff members 

have equiity in decision-making," stated one parti-

cipant. The group concurred that institutional child 

abuse is an expression of the system's abuse of the 

staff as well as of the children. So is the failure 

to provi~e staff with adequate conflict resolution, 

communication and treatment skills. 

The staff team which includes everyone who has 

direct contact with the child should be the basic 

administrative unit of the institution 3 determining 

treatment methods 3 and modalities. 

Accountability must grow from the philosophy of 

the institution, and be built into the total system. 

The group was critical of the traditional hierarchy 

of many institutions, which fosters buck passing 

rather than accountability. If the treatment team 

is given primary authority in the institution, the 

team would then be accountable for success or failure 

of treatment plans and methods. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

We belive that a nurturing deliberate, consistent, 

scientific treatment system must be available to 

intervene in a child's development. We therefore 

recommend: 

1. Every institution must develop and publish 

a philosophy of treatment that is flexible, and 

adoptable to the different developmental stages of 

youth and promotes growth. 

2. Every institution must develop and publish 

a statement of treatment modalities that is a scien-

tifically, deliberate, consistent~ and persistent 

intervention and reflects the' individualized needs 

of each youth. 

3. The decision to place a youth in an insti

tution is valid only when a thorough evaluation and 

diagnosis is made, based on discussions involving 

the youth, his or her family, the referring agency 

and the institution. A facility should guarantee 

that treatment service meets the child's treatment 

needs. 

4. The principle nfleast restrictive environ

ment m~st be considered when a'youth is Pl[f~d iri an 

institution. 
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RECOMf'lIEN
DATIONS 

5. Every institution must develop and make 

available a plan to return the youth into the com-

munity with an appropriate continuum of services 

that assures successful integration. 

6. Each institution must develop procedures of 

accountability which include, but are not limited to, 

the following: 

• Codified standards and licensing 

• Interagency peer review 

• Staff peer review 

• Client involvement in treatment process 

• Research and evaluation to measure outcomes 

• Mandatory reporting of institutional abuse 
with harsh penalties for non-compliance 

• An- ombudsperson for each youth 

7. Every institution must develop and publish 

an internal staff organization, structure, and train

ing plan that maximizes staff participation, develops 

staff responsibilities, ensures staff participation 

in all decision-making processes and develops staff 

peer supervision and evaluation models. 

8. Minopity peaommendation: Institutions must. 

develop manageable coeducational units of no more 

than eight youths. 
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MODEL 
ADVOCACY 
SYSTEM 

LIMITATIONS ON ADVOCACY SEMINAR 

The session began with a description of a 

model advocacy syst~m based on power, representa

tion, and consensus. Any effective advocacy system 

must have power inside and outside the institution. 

First, the direator of the institution supports 

the advoaaay system. Seaondly, the advoaate is to 

live wihin the in?titution and monitor its aativi-

ties 24 hours a day. Finally, a speaiaZ aommunity 

advoaaay g~oup seZea~ed by a aitizens' paneZ se~ves 

as a bridge between the advoaate and the institu-

tion. If the advocate says that there is a 

problem within the institution, the community 

group will help verify the allegations and exert 

power to see that the problem is solved. 

The advocate must represent what the client 

wants. One spokesman stated that, liAs an advocate 

I represent the clients' desires whether they qre 
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MODEL 
ADVOCACY 
SYSTEM 

ISSUES: 
ENVIRON
MENT 

realistic or not. If they are dissatisfied, for 

whatever reason, my job as an advocate is to exer-

cise every power available to me to help them." 

Development of a written list of olients' rights 

is another eZement of a suooessful advooaoy program. 

This list then serves as the basis for the advocate 

and citizen bo~rd to judge their actions and decisions. 

The citizen beard itself hires advocates to assist 

in ~ecision-making and to educate the citizen board 

members about the rights of clie.nts. 

In the sample institution, there are 100 resi

dents per advocate. The advocates provide .!l2. direct 

service. They repo~t directly to the Superintendent 

of the inst1tution, and have access to all records. 

They are responsible for monitoring both the admini

strative as well as ~irect service providers. 

The abnormal environment of an institution is 

the major 1tm1tation of an in-house advocate .. Clients 

themselves have difficulty communicating to the pub

lic or even to their advocates how bad conditions are 

within the institut;f.>ns.' The public is not willing 

'to close instttutibhs which are by definition abnormal 

places becpuse.it does not understand how destructive 

institutions are. 
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ISSUES: 
ROLE OF 
ADVOCATE 

ISSUES: 
COMMUNITY 
REVIEW 
BOARD 

Advocates themselves can become immune to how 

bad the situation is within the. institution. Instead 

of being a safeguard, the existence of an in-house 

advocacy system can lead to complacency and a feeling 

that everything is okay. Thus, the. advocacy system 

itself can camouflage real problems. 

Perhaps the greatest external limitation on 

advocacy is that all advocates eventually run directly 

into problems of money. Changes often require more 

money, but the administration does not want to spend 

more money. 

The advodate's job is made ~specially difficult 

because he/she is isolated from other advocates and 

cannot provide support for one another. Professional 

staff are threatened by advocates because advocates 

are destroying the myth of professionalism. 

The Community Review Board composed of citizens 3 

consumers 3 and professionals, is a key ingredient of 

any effective advocacy program. The board shouZd 

review all admissi.ons using guide lines to determine 

whether placement is necessary . . The process includes 

explorat~on of alternatives to institutionalization. 

The Community Review Board would also work toward 

the establishment of appropriate local services for 
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ISSUES: 
COMMUNITY 
REVIEW 
BOARD 

children. They should also lobby tg improve the 

range of community facilities. 

The board can also monitor institutions and 

hold them accountable so that a child is not placed 

and forgotten by members of his community. The 

group agreed that in complex cases, a review board 

may need staff assistance to place a particular child. 

Community Review Boards should be involved with 

dismissals from institutions as well as admissions. 

II It is cheaper to rel ease peopl e from i Y1st; tu·· 

tions than to keep them there; therefore, there are 

many inappropriate dismissals," said one participant. 

Community Review Boards must make sure that departure 

at this point is a good decision for the client and 

must insure that a suitable follow-up plan has been 

developed. The client should be involv~d also in 

drawing up his own follow-up plans. 

Community Review Boards should monitor the 

overall quality of the institutional environment, 

in-forming t-he' publ i c and d·ee·i si o·n rna ker·s in both 

th~ executive and l~gislative branches of government 

about·· institutiona·l abuse andsuggesti.n'g alternative 

services. 
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ISSUES: 
COMMUNITY 
REVIEW 
BOARD 

Since the group concluded that large institu

tions have inherent environmental deficiencies, one 

participant proposed advocctes put major emphasis on 

closing large institutions. Others disagreed for 

several reasons. The community at large does not 

want to deal with those now institutionalized and 

thus there will always have to be places for the 

unwanted. Moreover, no matter how small the treat-

ment center, abuses can still exist and an advocacy 

system is necessary. 

ISSUES: As one participant pOinted out, lithe environment 
NORMALIZA-
TION of an institution is often designed for the conveni-

ence of the staff rather than to meet the needs of 

the residents. II For example, terrazzo floors are 

easy to clean but unpleasant and dangerous for resi

dents. One function of an advocate is to see that 

the environment is designed for the residents. 

Above all, a majority of the seminar members 

felt that one must have close interaction with the 

community and access to normal activities. All 

agr.eed t.ha t the best environment for a chi Zd who mus t 

be removed from his/her home is a small 3 quasi-famiZy 

environment. Particular group.s, such as s-everely 

retarded children who need constant care, pose the 

greatest challenge in setting up standards in normal-

ization. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

1. Establish standard rights for all children 

in institutions. 

2. Establish standard definitions of what con-

stitutes child maltreatment in an institution. 

3. Establish mandated internal advocacy programs 

for all institutions, jointly supervised by a citi

zen's panel and the institution's superintendent. 

4. Establish a system for documenting and evalu

ating all restrictions of rights. This should be 

combined with documentation of aCcidents and injuries 

with photographs. 

~. Establish standardized guidelines for deter

mining the limitations and constraints of staff 

interaction with children. 

6. Establish advocacy procedures to act on the 

information provided by investigation in order to 

produce change. 

7. Advocates ~houldtrain and orient staff on 

rights of children and their role in implementing 

these rights. 

8. Establish a national clearinghouse on the 

delivery of services to children in institutions. 
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WHY DO 
INSTITU
TIONS 
EXIST? 

Of INSTITUTIONALIZATION SEMINAR 

Members of the deinstitutionalization working 

group ~greed that the basic rationale for institu-

tions is the "presumed" demand of soci.ety to 

separate .p.eopl~ ... '!'Iho are different from our midst. 

This concern for separation and isolation contin

ues to exist in spite of evidence that everyone 

. benefits from contact with peers. 

Current state and federal laws and regulations 

e nco u r a-g-e . t-h e '-p 1 ace m·e n t 0 f c h 11 d r e n i n ins tit u -

tions because child reari~g is perceived as either 

a family £r a state responsibility. The lack of 

partnership between the state and the family 

requires that one party give up the child, while 

the other assumes total responsibility. The social 

welfare system therefore becomes an either/or 
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WHY DO 
INSTITU
TIONS 
EXIST? 

system where there is no continuum of services that 

would enable families with ch,ldren who have special 

needs to provde extra care for children in their own 

homes. 

The orientation of professional social workers 

and planners toward pathology and the medical model 

also promotes the use of institutions. All deviance 

;s perceived as pathology which must be "cured." 

Institutions are built to resemble hospitals; no 

attempt is made to design facilities that stimulate 

normal homelike conditions with specialized facilities 

designed for the needs of the residents. 

One particip~nt expressed a minority viewpoint 

when he stated some positive reasons for the existence 

of institutions. He described some institutions that 

he visited in Israel and Europe which he thought were 

effective. He stressed the value of the stability 

of institutions and expressed concern about the insta

bility in many group homes: 

"Institutions can be a fine surgical instru
ment for the incision of certain types of 
behavior. The institution is an extremely 
powerful environment. Although it does 
have potential to destroy, it also has 
enormous power to heal. II 
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WHY DO 
INSTITU
TIONS 
EXIST? 

Most members of the group felt that institu-

tions continue to exist because there are many 

vested interests working to keep them open. They 

identified institutional staffs, professionals, poli

ticians, and business suppliers among the vested 

interest groups. Federal and state budgets and regu

lations are geared toward institutional funding and 

it is difficult to redirect these funds away from 

institutions toward community-based care. 

The group agreed that deinstitutionaZization 

is largely a political rather than a technical ques-

tion. One could~ theoretically~ devise and test a 

variety of alternative approaches to deinstitutional-

ization. Trying them out depends on resolving 

difficuZt poZ.itical issues. 

RATIijNALE No child shall be offered less by society than 
FOR OEIN-
STITUTION- that offered the normal child. This requires that 
ALIZATION 

each child's capacity for community living and 

personal growth be clearly determined and that the 

child must be placed in circumstances that maximize 

his/her potential. 

Large institutions are very resistant to change. 

IIJhe more powerful the institution, the more resistant 
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RATIONALE to change," said one group member. Most members 
FOR DEIN-
STITUTION- strongly believed that it is essential to eZiminate 
ALIZATION 

large institutions rather tha~ making a hopeless 

effort to improve them. With the development of small 

programs and more individualized placements, account

ability for services rendered and service failures 

will be much easier to determine. Extremely high 

cost was seen as a severe barrier to improving insti-

tutions. 

"Institutions can be improved up and beyond 
what they are now .. but it can be said indis
putably that institutions cannot provide a 
family environment." 

While orie member felt that an effective insti-

tution is not a contradiction in terms, most of the 

group members expressed strong pessimism about 

improving institutions. As one stated: 

"There are no large state-run institutions 
anywhere that 1 know that are providing 
adequate care for any patient population .. 
How many state-run institutions would be 
in existence if they had to draw their 
clientele on a voluntaty basis? 

The group perceived institutianal care as a last 

resQrt for .the profoundly mu·Z t-i,..- handicapped chi ld 

with overwhelming dependency needs. 
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STRATEGIES One sminar member advocated a strategy that 
FOR 
DEINSTITU- would enable the clirnts with the most serious prob
TIONALIZA-
TION lems to be deinstitutionalized first. At the present 

time institutions usually mainstream their best clients 

first since that is much easier. Secondly~ the insti

tutional staff become demoralized if only the patients 

with the most severe problems remain within the insti-

tution because of the creaming off of the clients with 

less serious problems. Another advantage of tackling 

the most difficult cases first is that if the programs 

are successf~l, it will be relatively easy to deinsti

tutionalize the remaining residents. 

As the patient popuLation in institutions begins 

to decreqse~ it is crucial for the money to be 

redirected from the institutionaZ budget into adequate 

community services for the mainstreamed population. 

At the same time plans must be made for providing 

adequate programs to retrain institutional emplciyees 

for new.jobs. 

As part of the deinstitutionalization plan~ it 

is important to drastically reduce or even eliminate 

any new admissions tocexisting institutions by 

placing clients in "family settings~" suc.h as foster 

homes and group homes. 
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STRATEGIES Any strategy for deinstitutionalization must 
FOR 
DEINSTITU- provide opportunities for citizen involvement and 
TIONALIZA-
TION prepare the receiving communities for deinstitu-

COST 

RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

. 
l ., 
I~ 

tionalization. 

"I don1t believe that deinstitutionalization 

will result in any cost savings; in fact it will 

probably be somewhat more expensive," said one 

participant. They felt the issue was not whether 

institutions are more or less expensive than community 

services. The critical issue is how to provide satis

factory services for the money expended. 

The cost argument is best couched in a welfare 

economics equation: cost/satisfaction; not cost/unit 

performance. The cost of the deinstitutionalization 

process is high because the transition/start up 

costs are likely to be double present costs. 

Politicians nee~ to understand the high costs 

of transition; they need to redirect institutional 

operating monies to community services for the main-

streamed clients. 

Development of a Service System with Consumer 
Accountability 

The seminar group developed a new model of ser-

vice delivery based on the philosophy that the 



COMMEN
TIONS 

government should get out of the business of pro

viding direct services to clients. Government 

service dollars should be attached to individual 

clients and not placed in an institutional budget. 

Clients or a legally responsible representative, 

other than a public agency, should be able to pick 

and choose the services that they need in a competi

tive IIfree market ll of service providers. This 

elective consumer oriented services delivery approach 

would have built in accountability because of the 

competitive nature of the system. Since clients 

would have a choice between competing services, 

only services that were really effective would survive. 

Such a system would have the following components: 

Citizen invoZvement 

Citizen advocacy boards should be established 

to provide citizen involvement in program planning. 

A successful consumer-oriented service del.ivery 

system would require public information to allow 

informed consumer choices. Staff would be trained 

to relate services to consumer needs. In addition 

citizen boards would establish an advocate for each , 

child receiving service. 
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RECOMMEN
DATIONS 

Purohase of servioe 

The state guvernment would continue to pay for 

services but not directly provide them. The state's 

role would be to monitor the quality of services 

provided by non-government agencies. 

Vouoher sy stem 

Every child with special needs/problems would 

be given a voucher to pay for the services that he/ 

she needed. The state through purchase of service 

agreements could offer a variety of services which 

the child selects. Service monies would be distri-

buted directly to clients who would select specific 

services. 

A voucher system of services requires incentives 

to prevent lengthy unnecessary service and encourage 

services to children with the most serious problems. 

Strict licensing requirements would be established 

by the state government for all service providers. 

While service providers could advertise their ser-

vices, strict "truth in advertising" laws would be 

necessary to protect the consumer. 

The group suggested the establishment of a 

Consumer Service Bureau to educate consumers about 
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RECOM'MEN
DATIONS 

different types of services and provide information 

on service providers. The Small Business Administra-

tion could be asked to provide the necessary capital 

for start up loans for competing private service 

providers. 

Advantages of consumer-oriented delivery system 

A major advantage would be the development of a 

source of accountability outside the service system. 

The voucher system approach would allow consumers to 

coordinate and utilize the existing varie~y of fed-

era1 categorical programs. Institutions are not 

inherently a defective form of care. Under a voucher 

system those institutions capable of responding to 

consumers' needs would have a place in the care con-

tinuum and would not function as a dumping group or 

placement of last resort. 
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GOALS 

COMMUNITY STRATEGIES SEMINAR 

AZZ ohiZdren~ whether sooiaZZy~ mentaZly~ or 

physioaZZy handioapped~ have a right to live and 

reoeive servioes in the most normal and least 

restriotive setting oompatibZe with their needs. 

Therefore, a continuum of services is necessary, 

ranging from care in onels own home to community 

care to institutionalization. 

Community support for a variety of servioes 

and for the elimination of institutional abuse 

derives from aotive oommunity participation in the 

provision and monitoring of oare. Community advi-

sory boards comprised of nei~hbors and interested 

in~ividuals is .one way of ensuring active community 

involvement and institutional accountability. 

Although there was a clear consensus in the 

group that less restrictive settings were prefer

able to institutional care, there was no consensus 
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JOALS that institutions should be totally eliminated. 

Such care may be necessary for youths who have 

demonstrated that they pose a serious danger to 

themselves or society and for multiple handicapped 

children who require sophisticated and continuous 

medical or specialized care. However, such children 

compose a very small percentage of the children cur

rently institutionalized. The focus should be on 

modifying institutions in an orderly and planned 

way. Meanwhile, states shouZd be pequiped to 

deveZop standapds fop pesidentiaZ pZaaement which 

encourage the development of alternatives to unnec-

essary institutionalization such as day services 

and community residences. 

ALTERNATIVES: The deveZopment of day ppogpams fop handiaapped 
HOME CARE 

ppe-sahooZeps is neaessapy fop keeping ahiZdpen at 

home. ~elf-help groups composed of parents of 

handicapped children could provide mutual support and 

advocate for better services. IIPeople who are imme-

diately affected by a disability have the greatest 

concern and the most self interest in doing something 

about it,ll commented one participant. 

Physicians were identified as a IIcommunity" who 

could help discourage unnecessary institutionalization 
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ALTERNA
TIVES: 
HOME CARE 

if they were more knowledgeable about existing and 

needed alternatives. More complete health screening 

for aTl pre-schoolers is also needed to adequately 

assess children's medical, social, and intellectual 

capacities. Currently many low-income childr~n 

receive complete health screening through public 

.health facilities but children from other income 

groups are neglected. 

The development of useful and flexible standards 

for denoting children with probZems is an important 

aspect to professional treatment. Current labels 

influence the kind of recommendations professionals 

will make regarding the type of care required. 

The launching of a massive educational effort 

to s~nsitize the public to the needs and rights of 

handicapped children was identified as a major 

strategy for generating support for families to keep 

their handicapped children at home. The group criti

cized the movie industry for producing films that 

portray some children as evil and strange. Educating 

the public to the needs of handicapped youngsters is 

best begun with young children. 

One participant captured the group's feelings 

about changing public attitudes in the following 

comment: 
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ALTERNA
TIVES: 
HOME CARE 

ALTERNA
TIVES: 
COMMUNITY
BASED 
SERVICES 

"We need to get people back to where they 
used to be when they would take care of 
their own. We have to convince people that 
it is in ou~ own self intefest to be sup
portive of these families who can provide 
a nurturing family environment for a child 
who is handicapped because ultimately we 
affect and are affected by the world we 
live in and our children will live in." 

Community care has frequently resulted from 

court orders or the desire to quickly decrease 

state human service costs. Professionals have to 

recognize a community's legitimate fear of being 

oversaturated with community residences. Careful 

planning~ gradual phasing out of institutions~ and 

ooordination among different state agenoies is 

required for each oommunity. An effective long 

range plan to develop community care would include 

at least the following: 

a. Broad based eduoation oampaign on the need 

and nature of community care through newspapers, 

television, pamphlets, and through local civic 

organizations such as the Lions Clubs, the Jaycees, 

and churches. The importance of involving elected 

officials in the planning process and in the dis-

semination of information was emphasized. One 

member of the group emphasized the importance of 

getting all these different groups involved in the 
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ALTERNA
T I V ES : 
COMMUNITY
BASED 
SERVICES 

planning process before there is a crisis so that 

they are educated and ready to lend their support 

and clout when it is needed.· State legislators in 

particular need to know more clearly what the goals 

of community care services are and how they function. 

Any educational program should stress enriching com-

munities by altowing them to experience the full 

range of human abilities and disabilities. 

Any educational campaign must allow for the 

fact that certain groups of people will not be respon

sive to the concept of community residences either 

because of fear for their safety, the fear that property 

values will decline, racism or fear that the area will 

be oversaturated with "undesirable" services. The 

public also tends to have unrealistically high expec

tations of community residences and the persons they 

serve, expecting more from handicapped persons living 

in the community th~n from those in institutions. 

When children receiving community services fail to 

m~et these un~6alistic expectations, the public is 

then quick to say IIthey can't mak'e it. 1I 

b. State agencies must have adequate resources 

to monitor community residences. Monitoring community 

homes is time consuming because community homes are 

so decentralized. 
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ALTERNA- c. Current zoning laws are a major obstacle 
TIVES: 
COMMUNITY- to the opening of group homes in many neighborhoods. 
i:1.L\SED 
SERVICES One member spoke of the need for a "carrot stick" 

approach to the zoning issue which would combine 

authority and citizen involvement in the planning 

process. One valuable strategy is the passage of 

zoning laws in every state which recognize community 

re~idences as legal single family use> but which also 

provides for appropriate dispersion and density stand-

ards to help insure that they are equitably distributed. 

d. Funding must follow people from institutions 

to the community. Adequate funding for community 

residence and staff can serve as an incentive for 

communities to support group homes though sometimes 

it takes a court order to get funds to implement 

community programs. Community residences should trade 

with local merchants, provide some social services for 

the community as an incentive for acceptance, and 

whenever possible hire staff from the local community. 

Also to the extent possible, a comhlunity r€sidenc(~ 

should give priority to serving local persons, 

e. In8~itutional staff must pe involved in plan-

ning for ·deinstitutionaZization and be retrained to 

work in community facilities. While it is desirable 

to try to place institutional workers in comm~nity-

.... . . 
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ALTERNA- based services, as civil service employees they often 
TIVES: 
COMMUNITY- enjoy generous fringe benefits which community homes 
BASED 
SERVICES cannot afford to pay. Moreover, their unions usually 

ISSUES: 
CITIZEN 
ADVISORY 
BOARDS 

have restrictions which are incompatible with the 

jobs at community homes, such as a limited number 

of work hours for a group home parent. Planners 

must work with the unions to resolve these difficult 

issues. 

f. Ppoviding sepvices which the community has 

identified as needed aZZows an opganization to 

deveZop credibiZity and to be accepted as part of 

the community. An agency which has the respect of 
." 

a community is much more likely to be able to 

establish a group home. 

Citizen advisory boards can be important in 

planning programs and in building in accountability. 

These boards would be composed of consumers, inter

ested citizens, neighbors, public officials, media 

representatives, professionals and lIalumnili of insti-

tutions. As one participant commented: 

IIWe must begin to develop citizen participa
tion in our programs and then be prepared ' 
for what that means. fhts is not a recipe 
for peace, but a recipe for growth and 
change. 1I 
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ISSUE: 
INSTITU
TIONS 

The greater the involvement of outsiders in an 

institution the easier it is to control maltreatment. 

Programs that involve the public as direct service 

volunteers can both improve the quality of institu

tional care and heJp to break down negative stereotypes 

that the community has about the clients and treatment. 

ISSUE: Citizen Advisory Boards must be indigenous to 
COMMUNITY 
RESIDENCES the community and meet on a regular basis. To be 

effective they must also represent an area small 

enough to allow for representation of the distinct 

character of a particular neighborhood and provide 

ongoing information to the public and neighbors rather 

than only during times of stress and crisis. 

In order to develop strategies which will garner 

the necessary community support, charted below are 

the different kinds of "communities" which need to 

be approached, the issues which are most relevant to 

each "community" and the strategies which will deal 

with the issues. 

Community: The General Public 

Issues: rights of children; corporal punishment; 
community responsibility and enrichment; 
public and professional attitudes toward 
handicapped persons 
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ISSUE: 
COMMUNITY 
RESIDENCES 

Strategies:* litigation; education (mass media, 
literature, school courses); legis
lation; regulatory power; one-to-one 
contact 

Community: SpeoiaZ Interest/GovernmentaZ Interest 
(including Professional Organizations; 
Legislators; Unions) 

Issues: breakdown of stereotypes of clisnts and care; 
breakdown of invested bureaucratic interests; 
development of appropriate services; retrain
ing and reallocation of staff; accountability 
and monitoring; fiscal support; zoning and 
community residences 

Strategies:* initial and ongoing involvement in total 
process; money following child; state 
legislation; zoning/staff ratios, etc.; 
direct contact with program/client staff 
to build investment; continuing and ' 
comprehensive information sharing; open 
system. 

Community: LooaZ Community (including neighbors, 
elected officials, informal leaders, 
block associations and local businesses) 

Issues: acceptance of residence/program; acceptanc~ 
of a particular site; integration of client 
in community; fiscal support (CETA, etc.); 
accountability/monitoring; volunteer services 

Strategies:* (1) community education and involvement 
by means of: identification of power 
structure, linkage to hierarchy, compre
hensive and continuous education, 
involvement in site selection, special 
program devising, neighborhood advisory 
board, direct service, provision of 
services by facility to community, use 
local business as resource, involve 
alumni, consortium and open system; 

(2) accountability for quality practice 
including: staff support groups, in-

*Many of the strategies listed are applicable to more 
than one issue and one community. 
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ISSUE: 
COMMUNITY 
RESIDENCES 

service training, collegial decision 
making; 

(3) professional responsibility to com
munity involving inventory of services 
to avoid saturation, maintenance; 

(4) appropriate law ordinances. 

Strategi~s for developing public support for community 

residences is presented in the publication A Handbook 

for Community Residences, which is available at $3.50 

per copy through CRISP, Westchester Community Service 

Council, 237 Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, New 

York 10605. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Six months before the conference convened, four overrid-

ing objectives were identified by the conference sponsors. As 

a first step toward understanding and impacting institutional 

maltreatment, the conference was to: 

Identify issues and problems: 

Identify areas where change is needed; 

Increase awareness and arouse concern in both 
the profes-s;-onal ahd·public coinmiiriities; 

Develop strategies aimed at preventing insti
tutional maltreatment. 

These categories present a convenient framework for syn

thesizing the major recommendations of the working seminars. 

Despite the disparity of background, interests, and perspec-

tive both ·within andam"ong the seminars, tlie recommendations 

on the whoJe present a surprisingly consistent picture of 

institutiona~ ma~treatment, and what ts to ~e done about it. 

For a broader discussion of these issues, ~ee Cornell Univer-

sity/New York State College of Human Ecology's Human Ecology 
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Forum (Vol. 8 Nos. 1-2), which are available at Box 27, Roberts 

Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853 at a cost of 

$l.50 each. 

ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

Participants devoted much attention to defining basic 

concepts of the institution, and maltreatment. What is--and is 

not--an institution? W~at constitutes maltreatment? These ques

tions, and the responses generated~ are reflected in the individual 

seminar reports. They formed the basis for all that followed. 

Next the seminars focused on the {nstitutions themselves: 

their size, goals, organizational structure, staff quality, inter

nal inconsistencies, relationships with surrounding communftie~, 

views of the world.Witb few exceptions, participants agreed 

that large institutions served few~o~i~T or resident purposes, 

and should be supplanted by home care and smaller structures. 

A second problem area raised in several seminars involved 

public attitudes toward children in institutions. It was obs~rved 

that retarded children and juvenile~ in correctional institutions, 

for exampl~, are regard~d as different, or bad, or dangerous, 

making community placement extremely difficult. This led, in 

addition, to insufficient funding for their care, and lack of 

concern for neglect and abuse. 
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An underlying discussion theme in several seminars involved 

the absence of rights or profe~sional support for residents and 

their fami1ies. Lacking formal procedures, institutions too 

often subjected residents to arbitrary treatment and control, 

subjett only to the impulse of the staff. And lacking funds, 

facilities, and access to systematic, professional support, fami

lies who wish to keep their retarded, disturbed or handicapped 

child at home are forced, instead, toward the institutionalization 

they seek to avoid. Identified issues and problems ranged widely

from these areas to touch a spectrum of social, individual and 

institutional concerns. 

AREAS WHERE CHANGE IS NEEDED 

Participants began with the institutions themselves. They 

were too large, they said, inadequately staffed and funded, too 

isolated from the community and from the families of the residents. 

Some felt, in addition, that residential institutions for children 

came to define their mission 1n terms of the institution's need 

to survive and grow, distinct from the needs of children. The 

institutions themselves, and the people who staff them, had to 

change. 

Changing the institutions required change in other areas of 

public and private responsibility. Participants in several semi

nars discussed the need for expanded stat~ and federal l~gislation 
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and regulation of ,residential institutions for children. Changing 

relationships between: institutions and the community was also 

needed, as part of the process of deinstitutionalization and the 
, . . 

creation of mor~ caring environments. 

Further~ore, there is a need for more knowledge concerning 

the nature~nd incidence of 'institutional maltreatment of childreh. 
/ 

/ 

Proced~r~'s and protocols need to be developed for receiving and 
/ , 

invest)lgating reports o'f in'stftutional maltreatment and instituting 
/ 

c 0 ~,ylc t fv e act ion. 
/ 

./ 
Finally, several of the seminars discussed the need for coordi-

nation and rationalization of care, both within and among institu

tions. Too often, a continuum of treatment and services is lacking, 

pushing staff and reside~ts toward long-term neglect rather than 

long-term care. 

AWAREN ESS AND CONe ERN I N THE PU Bl I C AND PROF ESS I aNAL 'COMMUN I TIES 

Public awareness was a major concern of several of the semi-
\ ' 

nars. ,The Mental. Retardation seminor, for example, focused primary 
.' ' 

attention on this issue. :They endorsed "a major national campaign .. 

to educate both citizens and governmental officials about the high 

financial and human costs of institutionalizing the retarded." 

National e1f6rt~ t~ ccille~t ~nd disseminate informatiori on insti

tutional abuse; commu~ity edu~ation through the media, ichools; and 

other foru~s;~o~m~nii; and tTtfzen"advisory board~; furthe~ sta~e" 
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and local conferences on institutional abuse; and a national 

clearinghouse on services to children were endorsed by partici

pants. 

Education of the professional community was addressed less 

frequently. The need for additional state and local conferences 

was discussed, and several of the seminars addressed the need for 

state and national efforts to support the passage of necessary 

laws and regulations, and the development of model prevention 

and treatment programs. 

STRATEGIES TO PREVENT lNSTITUTIONAL MALTREATMENT 

Over a hundred recommendations were generated by the seminars, 

most of them aimed directly at reducing institutional maltreatment. 

For their range and flavor, review the reports of the individual 

groups themselves. 

Several classes of strategies merit further mention. These 

include: 

SHORT TERM 

Public education campaigns 

National information collection ana dissemination 

State and local institutional abuse conferences 

Lobbying and legislative action 

-- Standard rights for children 
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MlP-TERM 

, 
Stan~ard definition of abuse and neglect 

Mandated internal advQcacy· programs 

Removal of juvenile status offenders from 
correctional institutions 

Granting of litigative powers to Depart~ 
ment of Justice 

Altering institutional rules, regulations and pro
cedures 

Guaranteed appropriate treatment 

Internal accountabi,ity 

Guidelines for model programs 

Plan to return residents to family or 
community 

Elimination of isolation, seclusion, and 
corporal punishment 

Improving staff 

Selection 

Training 

Pay anq career ladder 

Developing community support 

Community accountability and endorsement 

Revised funding plans 

Support, services, and s~bsjdies for families 
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LONG-TERM 

Deinstitutionalization 

Placement of residents in home or community 

Close all large institutions 

Development of comprehensive community services 

Accountability/monitoring of deinstitutionalized 
programs 

Testing of program alternatives 

Funding client-specific services 

Programs demonstrating model program management 

Voucher system 

Research 

Testing program alternatives 

Develop and compile information on the extent of 
human and social ~osts 

Develop taxonomy of social costs 

Improved formative and summative evaluation 
procedures 

Analyze relationships between residential 
institutions for children and other institu
tional framewDrks 

A tall order. But the longest journey does, in fact, begin 

with a single step. Let us continu~! 

~~~--------------------------------------------------
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Section III 

The material contained in this section consists of excerpts from 

Volume 8, No.1, Summer 1977 and Volume 8, No.2, Autumn 1977 of 

the Human Ecology Forum, a quarterly publication of the New York 

State College of Human Ecology, a statutory college of the State 

University, Co:rp;ell University, Ithaca, New York. 

For additional information concerning these materials, contact: 

Mr. Thomas Hanna, Editor 
Human Ecology Forum 
Box 27 Roberts Hall 
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Human ECOlogy fOlUm 
Institutional Child Abuse: Part One 

Human Ecology Forum is a qUllrterly 
publication of the New York State Col
lege of Human Ecology, a statutory.col
lege of the State University, Cornell Uni
versity, Ithaca, N.Y. 

2 'Iewpolnt: Inslllun;:ns 
are AbUSive 
The patterns in our society that put 
our children into institutions also 
make those institutions abusive. If 
protecting the rights of chilrlren is a 
worthy goal, a conflict emerges: 
what is best for the child's rights is 
frequently disruptive to the system 
and its institutions. By D. Peter 
Drotman and Michael S. Golrlstein. 

4 Our Children's Keepers: 
Inslltullons In an Ahuslve Soclely 

tional Center on Child ,ibuse aild 
Neglect: "Probably the most signifi
cant cause of institutional abuse is 
the fact that it costs money to care 
for children properly." 

10 WordsWorlh 
Rachel Won't Be Going Home 

There is a bare room where yo.ur 
future can be explained to you. An 
excerpt from a novel in progress by 
Edward Hower. 

Poems of the childrt<11 

12 Lifeline 
Here is a human resource for people 
cpncerned with the problems of in
stitutional child abuse. This roster 
lists the participants in the first-ever 
National Workshop on Institutional 
Child Abuse at Cornell in June 
1977. 

16 Topical Storms 

Institutional child abuse is an Amer- 1 Be a Good Citizen 
ican shame. Centuries of attempts 6 Trapped Inside an Institution 

Here are the recent recommenda
tions o.n ending institutional child 
abuse formulated by partieipa.1ts in 
the national workshop. 

at reform have failed to wipe it out. 78 !'line Ways 
New approaches are being devel- 16 Yesterday 

17 Resource 
Darkness Covers Me oped, so we went to decision mak- 0 

ers around the country to, find the 19~>' First Day at South Ll!~sing 

An annotated list of available infor
mation on child abuse and neglect. 
Prepared by"Mary Farrell. 1 I'm a f<nife national prognosis.' ' 20 

Happy Days 

9 Isn't MOney a small pari 
of Ihe Problem 01 
Insillunonal Child Abuse? 
Mike Veley interviews Douglas 
Besharov, the director of the Na-

Aboul This Issue 
We began work in the coldest part 
of the winter. Our plan was to have 
a complete issue by the time of the 
National Workshop on Institutional 
Child Abuse in June 1977. Our topic 
got the best of us. We found we had 
to continue our interviews, editing 
and writing right through the work
shop and into the hottest weeks of 
summer. We Came out with enough 
material for two tissues. And we set 
out to publish both near enough in 
time to give readers a better sense 
of the topic than our normal three
month hiatus would allow. 

Part One attempts to open some 
doors - doors to the mind - by 

, seeking people's view from one end 
of the country to the other and by 

" going into the hearts of the children 
who are "clients" of institutions 
and into the perceptions of a novel
ist who worked in .an upstate, ru
rally located "youth center." The 
purpose of Humall Ecology Forum 

These poems were ail written by 20 Editor's Choice 
resident~ of South Lansing Center, A description of how Massachusetts 
operated by the New York State Di- closed its juvenile prisons. 
vision for Youth in Lansing, N. Y. 
Collected and edited by Marli 
Stalher. 21 Publisher'S Page 
is to explore problems and r.aise traveled the days from winter 
concerns, certainly, but the maga- through summer. Since we began, 
zine's goal is to provide readers Willowbrook has been ,in the news 
with access to resources from the again and again. Philadelphia Mag
N.Y. State College of Human Ecol- azine received a prestigious maga
ogy and elsewhere for dealing with zine publisher's award for an ex
such problems and concerns. Our Po.se of conditions in Pennhurst, 
new departments, "Resource," one of those megabed institutions. 
"Lifeline," and "Editor's Choice" A very small residential institution, 
constitute a major. portion of this Elmcrest in Syracuse, N.Y., came 
issue. under a cloud of scandal and was 

closed for the time being anyway, 
Part Two will take us into places its small group of boys shipped off 

normally closed to us - behind the 
doors. Included are a tale from in- to other, settings. Camp Mc-
side Willowbrook, a view of juve- Cormick, also in N~w York State, 
nile detention centers, and of adult was burned to the ground under 

s,uspicious c.ircumstances. The eigh
jails that hold children, and a testing teen youths who had been housed 
of the mood prevailing in the help- th.ere were moved directly to. an
ing professions. We take a close 
look at what is going on behind the other "youth center," Industry. 
one door that, like Frank Stockton's And then Industry came under a 
"The Lady and the Tiger" conceals cloud with reports of violence and 
either the real solution or the root" abuse by residents. against resi
source of institutional child abuse: dents. The Lansing Center also suf
the American home. fered some incidents and this struck 

close to home: the poems in this is
H has been an odyssey 'that, has sue and in Part Two are written by 

left a mark on all of us who have former Lansing residents and Ted 
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Hower's piece herein is about his 
work at Lansing. We know from 
our weeks of interviews that these 
are eruptions that come from the 
stresSes endured by children and by 
the institutions they reside in. We 
know that the workshop recently 
held at Cornell marks a striving on 
~he part of policy makers to face the 
problems~ of institutional. abuse at a 
time when such abuse is on the rise. 
We have become aware that so far 
the tide of abuse is flowing, that the 
need for additional resources is 
growing, that the general mood of 
the public is against the needed pub
lic spending in this area as in all oth
ers. We, therefore, sympathize with 
anyone who feels less than 
positivistic. 

The public policy is, however, 
that there is a job to be done. Our 
magazine sets out some of the steps 
to be taken and programs being at· 
tempted. As.a direct outcome of the 
workshop held in the College of Hu
man Ecology, a comprehensive 
analysis of the. problem will appear 

early next year in the form of a pub
lication tentatively being titled Insti
tutional Child Abuse: A Preliminary 
Report. It will examine the social 
costs of the problem,deinstitution
aIization, community support for, 
community residences, child and 
family. advocacy, legal implications, 
a perspective on correctional insti
tutions and other topics. 

The report is directed at a wide 
audience, including .administrators 
and 'workers in child care facilities; 
other health care workers; federal, 
state and local officials; chilli edvo
cates; lawyers; police and correc
tions officials; and interested citi
zens .. The report is to be published 
by the National Center on Child 
Abuse and Neglect, U.S. Depart
ment of Health, Education and Wel
fare. It is being developed by the 
Family Life Development .Center. in 
the College of Human Ecology in 
consultation with Centre Research 
Associates of Newton Cen tre, 
Mass. 
T.H. 

Be A Good Citizen 

Go ahead, 
line us up 
against a wall 
one by one 
pick out a title 
for us all 
PINS, 
Title two 
COPs 
Title one 
or three 
volunteers 
JDs 
and name 
your schools 
one by one 
you seem so 
proud of them 
lock ups 
centers 
group homes 
f00ter homes 
treatment homes 
you're all so proud 
of yourselves 

just get all of the 
trouble make'rs 
and 
maniacs 
off of the streets 
and lock them up 
and your troubles 
will just be fine 

let them s~ffer, 
they got theirselves 
into it and like 
good citizens 

. you pay your taxes 



Viewpoint: 
Inslilulions 
are Abusivs 
By D. Peter Drotman 
and Michael S. GOldstein 
In 1763, the welfare department of 
St. Andrew's and St. George's par
ishes in London were instructed to 
care for 59 impoverished infants. By 
1765, 57 were dead. This is only 
slightly less remarkable in view of 
the recording that from 1767 to 1769 
(non-epidemic years) half the 16,000 
children born in London died. In 
1874, a New York judge made a 
landmark decision by defining Mary 
Ellen, a child abused by her step
parents, as a member of the "ani
mal kingdom." Thus he applied to 
her the law preventing animal cru
elty and allowed the Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
to remove the girl to safety. There 
were then no laws or societies to 
protect children from parents, em
ployers or anyone else. More than 
100 years later, while the rights of 
children are now discussed openly, 
we seem to have accepted the "bat
tered child syndrome" as a house
hold term and the media are filled 
with stories of the nation's Willow
brooks. It may be, in fact, that ur
ban, industrial society with its 
small, geographically mobile, iso
lated family units and de-emphasis 
of community responsibility has 
created the potential for increasing, 
not decreasing, child abuse of all 
sorts. 

We are concerned with the rights 
and needs of those children who 
have the most meager emotional, 
familial and financial resources. 
These are children who have been 
labeled by medical, educational or 
legal authorities as requiring re
moval from the larger society for 
some defect (real or imagined) in 
themselves or those around them. 

There are three easily distinguish
able arenas where child abuse oc
curs. The most well known of these 
is the home. This type of child 
abuse has been well documented in 
the popular and academic press. It 
may be intentional or unconscious. 
It has been known to stem from 
hostile, disciplinary, constructive, 

educational or even religious moti
vations. This type of abuse may oc
cur once, occasionally or chroni
cally. The major efforts at child 
abuse prevention, study and treat
ment have dealt with abuse in the 
home. 

The second arena of child abuse, 
is in the institutions that are respon
sible for children. It is entirely ap
propriate to begin to examine insti
tutional child abuse that occurs in 
such settings as day care centers, 
schools, courts, child care agencies, 
welfare departments, hospitals, cor
rectional and residential facilities. 
Dr. David Gil of Brandeis Univer
sity has defined this type of child 
abuse aptly: 

"In such settings, acts and policies 
of commission or omission that in
hibit, or insufficiently promote, the 
development of children, or that de
prive children of, or fail to provide 
them with, material, emotional, and 
symbolic means needed for their op
timal development, constitute abu
sive acts or conditions. Such acts or 
policies may originate with an indi
vidual employee of an institution, 
such as a teacher, child care 
worker, judge, probation officer, or 
social worker, or they may be im
plicit in the standard practices and 
policies of given agencies and insti
tutions. In the same way as in the 
home, abusive acts and conditions 
in institutional settings may also re
sult from supposedly constructive, 
or from negative and hostile atti
tudes toward children, and they 
may be one-time or occasional 
events or regular patterns." 

When child abuse is viewed this 
way, it appears to be endemic in in
stitutional facilities for the care and 
education of children, since these 
settings usually do little to actualize 
the human potential of children in 
their care. Analysis of institutional 
child abuse reveals that it is not dis
tributed randomly throughout the 
population. Minority children, chil
dren from deprived socioeconomic 
backgrounds, handicapped children 
and socially deviant children are un
likely to find optimal development 
inside an institution. However, even 
settings serving children from privi
leged backgrounds rarely encourage 
the optimal development of all chil
dren in their care. These institutions 
also inhibit the children's spontane
ity and creativity and promote con
formity rather than critical, inde-

pendent living. Legally sanctioned 
child abuse is experienced by sev
eral hundred thousand children un
der foster care, in reform or correc
tional facilities, or entrusted to 
institutions for those defined as 
mentally retarded. The universal 
failure of these settings to assure 
optimum development for children 
is well known to professionals and 
increasingly known to lay people. 
Here is where the need for child ad
vocacy is most acute. 

THe third arena of child abuse is 
societal. All too frequently our so
cial policies sanction or cause se
vere discrepancies between the ac
tual circumstances of children and 
conditions needed for their optimal 
development. The consequences of 
such social policies are that millions 
of children in our society live in 
poverty and are inadequately nour
ished, clothed, housed and edu
cated; their health is not a.ssured be
cause of substandard medical care; 
their neighborhoods decay; mean
ingful occupational opportunities 
are not available to them; and alien
ation is widespread among them. 
This arena of abuse is the most im
pervious to change. It nevertheless 
contains the greatest potential for 
improvement of the condition of 
children. Clearly, the ultimate ap
proaches to child abuse prevention 
will be found at this level. How
ever, the radical changes needed -
changes that would alter both fami
lies and institutions - are not yet 
on the horizon. 

The influence that institutions and 
government exert over the lives of 
children, especially evident in 
schools, residential institutions and 
public health agencies, has not 
come without conflict. Today these 
conflicts are manifest in areas such 
as sex education, the right to with
hold medical treatment and custody 
proceedings, among others. The un
derlying conflict is between the 
rights of children and the rights of 
adults to control children. Recently, 
in discussions of these issues a new 
phrase is often heard: "children's 
liberation." One of the basic tenets 
and tools of this movement is the 
notion of advocacy. 

A movement like children's liber
ation arises from a large number of 
factors, many of which are overlap
ping, mutually reinforcing and diffi
cult to isolate. The first is develop
ment of a capital intensive, highly 
industrialized society. In such a 50-
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ciety the population is predomi
nantly urban as well as more afflu
ent than previously. Traditional 
forms of social control, such as reli
gion, become less important. Fam
ily size decreases and the role of 
women and other subjugated groups 
starts to move toward equality with 
dominant groups. These moves are 
most often slow, frequently self
consciously directed and usually 
marked by societal, institutional and 
individual resistance to change. 

By the early 1970s most groups 
within American society that had 
been excluded from sharing fully in 
the control and the benefits of soci
ety had at least begun to organize 
for improvement in their position or 
as it is often termed, "liberation." 
Such groups varied widely in their 
defining characteristic (race, ethnic
ity, age, sex, sexual preference, 
physical handicap, legal stigma), 
tactics, goals, conception of "liber
ation," acceptance by the larger so
ciety and degree of success. 

It is in this social context that in
stitutionalized children, a group 
with very limited power over their 
own lives, have become the focus of 
a liberation movement. Children's 
liberation appears surprising be· 
cause all children, especially institu
tionalized children, would seem so 
lacking in power, resources, experi
ence, and survival ability as to be 
unable to form such a movement. 
Children's liberation, as opposed to 
other liberation movements, is thus 
infinitely more dependent on advo
cates from Lhe ranks of the "oppres
sors"; in this case, adults. Two 
groups of adults have been impor
tant enough to be considered factors 
in the rise of the movement. 

The first group consists of the 50-
called "helping professions" (psy
chiatry, clinical psychology and so
cial work) along with the academic 
disciplines in the social and life sci
ences that provide their theoretical 
base. Virtually every theoretical 
and clinical perspective in these 
fields recognizes the key role of 
childhood in human development. 
Some theorists such as Freud, Pi
aget, and Erikson have specified the 
stages of development through 
which children pass and have 
shown how profoundly each stage 
depends on the .ones preceeding it. 
The complete acceptance of the reli
ance upon such perspectives by the 
helping professions has created a 
pool of concerned and articulate 
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adults Who have an intellectual, 
professional and value interest in 
helping institutionalized children 
reach their fullest potential. They 
see themselves as advocates of chil
dren and their "liberation" from 
whatever forces' would limit their 
fullest development. This is the case 
even though the phrase "fullest de
velopment" might have no agreed· 
on meaning among these advocates. 

Lawyers and jurists are a second 
group that has taken on a new 
awareness of the significance of 
childhood. In the past, children 
were little more legally than the 
chattel of their parents. The law. 
even to this day in many cases, has 
not recognized children as persons, 
nor has it segregated the interests of 
children from those of their parents. 
This is a vital area since the extent 
to which the law and lawyers can be 
mobilized is a major factor in suc
cess or failure of most liberation 
movements in industrial society. 
"Children's liberation," far from 
being an exception is. due to its in
ability to use power tactics, even 
more dependent on legal maneu
vel's. However, the acknowledg
ment of children as a group requir
ing liberation, no matter how 
vaguely defined, has T)ot ap
proached the degree of acceptance 
among lawyers and jurists that it 
has in the helping professions. 

Still there has been a recent 
marked change of view of childhood 
by the legal profession and this, 
combined with the interest of the 
helping professions and some edu
cators, has led to a naSCent social 
movement in favor of enhancing the 
rights of children. 

Clearly. any advocacy movement 
is destined to be accompanied by 
conflict. This is especially true in 
advocating for institutionalized chil
dren who frequently have no literal 
or figurative voice of their own. 
Who then is competent to advocate 
for the child? Until recently the an
swer has been to depend on the par
ent. guardian or institution to which 
the child is bound. That significant 
conflicts of interest have arisen in 
this arena is unquestionable, given 
the scope of problems and the num
ber of children affected. 

With the divorce rate increasing, 

The tll/thol's ((1'(1 bOlh III Ihe School q!' 
Public Hcalth ((I IIic Ullil'C'l'sily Id' Cali
.fin·l1ill, Los AI/gcles. 

well over one million children a 
year go through custody hearings 
and procedures. More than two mil
lion children are currently excluded 
from school for variolls reasons 
from lack of toilet training to 
truancy., Hundreds of thousands of 
children are in institutions. Fre
quently ,no one speaks for these 
children; when a professional does 
so, that pel;son is often an employee 
of the very court, school or institu
tion that may be denying the child 
due process. The basic conflict the 
advocates crust face is between the 
therapeutic or developmental int~r
ests of their charges and the institu
tional interests of their employers. 
Rather than acknowledge this con
flict all too frequently the typical 
"advocate" ignores or represses it. 

The deciSion to institutionalize a 
child. then, is a crucial one ~ more 
crucial to the child's future than is 
the decision to incarcerate an adult, 
yet only the adult is entitled to due 
process. When children are institu· 
tionalized it is typically because 
they have been rejected by family, 
school or local helping agencies
all of which function best with 
quiet, conrorming, 'normal' chil
dren. However, every system can 
always identify its children who are 
most hyperactiVe, educationally 
handicapped or what·have-you. 
These children are the ones referred 
for institutionalization, which then 
frees the 'sy;f'~m' to subsequently 
identify its ne,(t most bothersome 
member. The conflict .here is be
tween what is best for the child and 
what is least disruptive of the sys
tem. By default the true child advo
cate becomes the adversary of a 
bureaucracy. Only the strongest and 
most independent advocates can 
stand up to an institution eager to 
justify its existence or its budget by 
a continuous flow and even backlog 
of referrals. Advocates cannot serve 
the protection of children'sriglits 
and support the institutions at the 
same time. Even the strongest ad
vocacy in the current context can 
be only slightly ameliorative. This is 
not solution enough to the' problems 
of abuse in institutions. To the ex
tent that the struggle to provide for 
children's rights is a positive goals, 
We must prevent the institutionali
zation of the children. OnlY by de
creasing the need. for and the pres~ 
ence of institutions for children can 
we eliminate the abuses inflicted in 
such places. c 
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E ach community has its own An increasing corps of critics has solitary confinement cells, put to 
human ecology, the system begun to repudiate the notion that hard labor and placed -- as punish

" through which its members such children benefit from care in ment - in dormitories with older 
relate. A community's health can be large institutions. They argue that inmates where they were sexually 
gauged by how well it responds to institutions are impersonal, discon- abused. In addition, there was racial 
members needs, how thoroughly it nected from the rest of society, un- segregation, a prohibition against 
accommodates diversity, how easily responsive to the needs of the chil- speaking Spanish among a popula
it integrates the excluded, and how dren in their care, incapable of tion one-third Chicano and a lack of 
devotedly it encourages a common providing a healthy developmental. effective treatment and schooling. 
sense of caring for the problems of environment, and that they some- ,Jerome Miller, who dismantled 
individuals. times abuse and brutalize' children. the large juvenile correction institu-

As a nation of communities, the The major drive among today's tions in Massachusetts earlier in the 
United States has developed reformers is to empty the large rural decade and who is now Commis
through time a pattern of entrusting facilities and replace them with sioner of Youth in Pennsylvania, 
the care of troubled individuals to small residences, family (foster) told Corrections magazine, "I think 
others. The pattern is based Qn the care and day centers and programs that most places that house juve
development of institutions -- a in the child's hometown. niles are underneath [it all] brutal, I 
new institution, it seems, for each ,Massachusetts was a leader think that huge institutions with 
newly defined problem. Until very among the states in replacing its coerced populations are based in 
recently, the pattern has resulted in large juvenile correction centers violence. 

~~~~~~==~----------a countryside dotted with large with small community based facili- BLAME THE SYSTEM 
15uiIdings: brick and mortar ta house ties. Other states are following and "There is a difference between a 
an expanding nl!mber of needful in- certain federal regulations tie tax system that brings out the worst im
dividuals: sizable, places with dollars to the concept. The courts pulses in people and people who are 
hundreds or even thousands of beds have begun to take some strong bad. At Roslindale [an institution in 
whose occupants, once they get steps. In Texas for example, juridi- Massachusetts], for instance, we 
there, tend to remain there for many cal findings of inhumane conditions hired young,radicaf students out of 
years. in the large congregate care institu- Harvard to work, and within six 

Rurally le-cated residential facili- tions have lea to a court order to th th c· t I mon s, ey were las CIS s .... 
ties have been idealized on and off the state's Youth Council to de- don't go around saying we had an 
throughout our history. The most velop community based facilities. evil staff; I said that we had a sys
idealized have been those created Surfacing evidence of widespread tem that mistreated people and 
for the protection of children. From physical, psychological and sexual brought out people's worst im
the earliest orphanages and hospi- abuse of children in large institu- pUlses." 
tals to the most recent.develop- tions has been one of the strong jm- Social historian David Rothman 
mental centers and detention petuses to the new trend of "dein- (in "Decarcerating Prisoners and 
camps, such facilities have been .de- stitutionalization." Such evidence Patients'" in Civil Liberties Review, 
scribed as places where the ,aban-' includes child abuse by staff (di- Fall 1973) has written in a similar 
doned, abused, handicapped and rectly), by administration and offi- vein: ,"Earlier reformers always 
deprived could get a new start and a cialdom (indirectly) and by the chil- placed the blame for institutional 
protective environment far from the, dren themselves (with the tacit failures on a poorly trained service 
depraved conditions they might permission of those responsible f,?r staff, or insufficient funding, or 
have faced back in their home com- ,the children's well-being). faulty administrators. We, for our 
munities, For the severely hand i- The prqble,ms in some institutions part, are blaming the system. The 
capped, ,the ideal reflects a social have been well publicized. Even if very idea of incarceration is now 
admission that the. ~hore of caring is the definition of institutional child suspect. It is not the wardens or the 
too great for even the most loving abuse were liinited to the most ob- guards or the attendants that are ,to 
and giving of families. For the delin- vious categories -- the 'p hysical, blame for the inadequacies: it is the 
quent, .the ideal reflects a social sexual, nutritional, drug and ther- very notion 'of correcting or curing 
aw~hness that the road out of trou- . apy-related mistreatment of children people by locking them up behind 
blejprobably didn't exist in the in other-than-home settings -- there walls." , 
chilCl's home or neighborhood. is compelling evidence that some- Although physical brutality is the 

The ideal was based in fact. From thing is wrong. most obvious and dramatic abuse, 
the earliest days of the republic to ,In Weeping in the, Playtime of many authorities talk of more subtle 
the turn of the prese,ntcentury, a Others: America's Incarcerated and perva'sive forms of institutional 
"village idiot" syndrome persisted Children. author Kenneth Wooden abuse. 
and was fairly widespread. The has detailed the physical and psy- Dr. Jeanne Deschner of theCen~ 
"abnormal" child and,the down-chological brutality perpetrated on ter for Applied Research and Evalu
trodden child' of the street were su b- children in the name of treatment in ation in Houston says instances' of 
ject to everything from public abuse institutions around the country. physical abuse are "fairlY rare. ", 
to mob murder'when temper or ca- In·the case of Texas, a year-long But she points to "abuse in the 
price moved the community's les~ investigation by the FBI of the juve- sense that kids are not getting t~e, 
humane members; The rllral resi- nile corrections, system established treatment they need." She told Us 
dential facility Was designed to e1im- that the facilities were operated that ."They're just', being ware
inate such incidents and' to protect with officially Sanctioned brutality. houseq" tuckeci away somewhere. 
the most unfortunate children., . Inmates were beaten,tear gassed in more 
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That type of abuse is very, very 
common. In large institutil:lus,.you 
end up moving groups rathel'.than 
dealing with people. 

"When children are institutional
ized, they are taken away from 
their communities and families," 
Deschner says. "They don't learn 
the skills that they will need as 
adults. They need treatment rather 
than being told what to do all the 

running the institution treat the 
children. " 

Similarly, Rothman warns, "The 
benevolent aims of the founders of 
prisons and asylums did not prevent 
the subsequent degeneration of 
those institutions, and the nobility 
of our ambitions is no guarantee 
that alternatives to incarceration 
will not be as awful as the buildings 
they replace. 

time. They should be learning to de- LEGACY OF FAILURE 
velop responsibility for their fi-
nances, food, entertainment and so- "It is one thing to give lip service to 
cial life., Up to this point in our, the concept," Rothman points out 
history, we have used the nuclear in his article "and quite another 
family to teach these skills. In insti- thing to implement it successfully." 
tutions, we have not." Rothman, a professor at Columbia 

Additionally, the very structure University, wrote that our attempts 
of the institution isolates youngsters to improve the institutional system 
by age. They find themselves in the reflect "a history of changes with
bizarre situation of spending their out reform." He says that "each 
most formative years with only their generation discovers anew the scan
peers and their keepers as models. daIs of incarceration, each sets out 

The result is that children are to correct them and each passes on 
psychologically and socially crip- a legacy of failure. " 
pled by their dependence on the Implementing deinstitu~iol1aliza
custodial care of institutions. They tion, some proponents J?redict, will 
develop a self-concept of being mean difficult politicai struggles 

. " "different." Many cannot cope with a variety offactions. 
whell they re-enter society and end At the pioneer National Work
up returning to institutional settings shop on Institutional Child Abuse 
- jails or mental hospitals - as held at Cornell in June 1977, Penn
adults. sylvania's Jerome Miller said, 

Like Deschner, George Thomas, "Deinstitutionalization is not a 
president of the Regional Institute technical issue, not a matter of 
of Social Welfare in Georgia, states knowing what to do. It is a matter 
that in terms of the thousands of in- of the will to do it. 
stitutions in this country, the physi- '. 'When talking about deinstitu
cal abuse of children "is not that tionalizat1on, we are not simply 
widespread." He, however, argues talking about making a decision to 
that institutional child abuse occurs close big buildings; we are talking 
"in an administrative sense': be- about vested interests, contracts, 
cause of "unjust practices leading architectural fees [and state offi
to a child's inappropriate con- cials'] cozy relationships with 
finement." contractors." 

"The primary abuse," he said in When these large public facilities 
our telephone interview, "is in de- were created, they engendered 
priving children of the right to a de- thousands of jobs and frequently be
cent home by placing them directly came the most important economic 
in institutions and keeping them force in the small communities 
there ill prolonged care - deprived where they were located. The swing 
of a placement that at least approxi- to deinstitutionalization has thrown 
mates a natural home." both those jobs and the economic 

Thomas warns that the deinstitu- stability of those communities into 
tionalization of children will not au- uncertainty, but even AFSCME 
to mati cally end the problems of (the American Federation of State, 
abuse normally identified with County and Municipal Employees) 
larger institutions. "Part of the an- is on record as supporting the trend. 
swer to getting rid of that kind of The conditions they place on such 
abuse," he says, "is to acknowl- support will surprise no one: they 
edge that there is no magical envi- call for the guarantee for the well

; ronment. There is nothing necessar- being of institutionalized clients and 
ily less abusi.ve. about a more for the guarantee of new jobs for 
individualized setting. The quality workers displaced by the process of 
of care depends on how the people deinstitutionalization. 
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Miller pointed to a recent episode 
in Pennsylvania where he had an
nounced plans to transfer juvenile 
offenders from an adult prison to 
smaller care settings. Miller said 
that AFSCME exerted strong politi
cal pressures against the move. 
AFSCME has, in fact, opposed 
Miller's attempts in the three states 
where he has worked - Massachu
setts, lIIinois and Pennsylvania. 

At Cornell, Miller said that to 
break the political bottlenecks that 
stymie reform, deinstitutionalization 
proponents must address the prob
lem of "the captive-keeper relation
ship" in state-run institutions that, 
in many cases, allows clients' inter
ests to be ignored. 

"I think we have to ask ourselves 
why, at a time when Dorothea Dix 
was campaigning against the use of 
leg irons and manacles in state insti
tutions in the 19th century, McLean 
Hospital in Boston, (which served 
children of the wealthy) had a pet
ting zoo and open-ended visiting 
hours. I think the reason was one of 
consumerism: wealthy people could 
come and go freely at McLean and 
they could take their money with 
them if they were unhappy with 
what it bought in the way of care for 
their children. " 

Based on the belief that the same 
type of consumer choice should ex
ist among the residents of state-run 
institutions, some reformers are 
pushing for a voucher system that 
would allow greater consumer 
power over the services received. 
Under the plan, the institutionalized 
person or the person's family would 
receive an allotment of money to 
spend for institutional services and, 
if dissatisfied with the quality of 
care in one setting, could transfer to 
another. The voucher system is 
basep on the rationale that if con
sumers are given the power of the 
purse, institutions would be more 
responsive to their needs. They be
lieve this would lead to a wider vari
ety and availability of services . 

.. A voucher system introduces 
some type of consumerism into' the 
system, a greater questioning and 
more accountability than we have 
now," stated Berkeley's Martin 
Wollins in discussions at the Cornel! 
conference. 

Ronald Feldman, Director of the 
~oys Town Center for the Study of 
Youth Development, added, "A 
voucher system would create a free 
market economy where one does 
t' 

not exist." 
It is important to listen to Roth

man and consider the possibility 
that a voucher system is yet another 
reform without change. What ex
actly does vouchering do for the 
welfare· of the child and the child's 
family? Will voucheringend abuse? 
Would shifting children into 
smaller, more personalized settings 
in a location selected and approved 
by the family, break the child :)Ut of 
isolation from the normal rhythms 
of the community or' would it 
merely he a new kind of isolation? 
What is the social outcome - does 
vouchering make for abetter, less' 
abusive society? Is it a clear step in 
that direction, with easily under
stood steps that follow? 

UNHEALTHY URGE 

Many observers have commented 
on the irony that Americaris seem 
intolerant of differences between 
people even though "individual
ism" is one of the society's highest 
values. ' 

Historically we have labeled 
hundreds of thousands as misfits to 
be put out of sight behind the walls 
and gates of institutions with names 
like Mountain Stream or Willow
brook. We seem ever ready to apply 
what Philip Slater refers to in the 
Pursuit of Loneliness as "the toilet 
assumption." We assume that "un
wanted matter, unwanted difficul
ties, unwanted complexities and ob
stacles will disappear if they are 
removed from our immediate field 
of vision." 

Neither a pocketful of vouchers 
nor a cadre of advocates can elimi
nate the unhealthy urge to flush' 
away members of the society who 
do not meet ,an arbitrary definition 
of normality. 

Cornell's family ecologist' Urie 
Bronfenbrenner talked about com
munity functioning and social isola
tion during an interview with Hu
man Ecology Forum. "It used to be 
that children were isolated in insti
tutions. Now they're becoming iso
lated outside of institutions. So very' 
often deinstitutionalization means 
placing the child back into a world 
as alienated as the institution it
self," he said. 

The development of a healthy hu
man ecology where the whole com
munity accepts' responsibility for 
the needs of each of its members is 
a critical priority in Bronfenbren-

more 

,r 
Ni,~e Ways of Looking at Death 

;' 

1 
Death is alright if it happens 
at night! creeps up like dark 
dies away like a spark. 

2 
Death isn't me " 

I don't like de'ath, 
Dead people or animal$ 
make me cold 
feels lil<e ice. 

3 
Death is strange 
Death means 
Reincarnation to 
some' people. Qeath 
is weird. People die 
and people live I then 
what's the use of living 
if people die 

4 
!J,.must be an experience 
but I can't really say. , 
It's..nothing anyone 
ha's eve ... 'come back 
to tell. 
It must be an experience, 

S 
Death is dark 
the unknown 
it's scary and frightening, 
Why must it 
seem so bad 

6 
do it if you want 
but don l not do it 
for me. 

7 
I love life 

1, 

but I dislike mystery 
but I hate death - but 
I shall not want to see~ 
death. 

8 
I was born I know I'll die 
but when it will come 
it will be 
short silent and peaceful 
and beautiful because 
the wind will be blowing 
while I'll be 
still and peace1ul and my 
spirii will rest. 

9 
death make me feel 
like death. 



Yesterday you loved me, 
You said 'that you ca~ed. 
"" never forge.t 
The times that we shared 
Today I turn 
And find you're not there. 
It's hard to believe 
Th'at you really did care. 
I think of you often 
With tears in my e'yes. 

, I turn and I. s.ay 
"I love you, good-bye!" 

ner's analysis. "One of the funda
mental problems with American so
ciety," said Bronfenbrenner, "is 
that we fragment everything. The 
essence of a social system is net
works. You don't sever. You keep 
connections. " 

"I've argued that it is very impor
tant for all neighborhoods in every 
community to keep track of what's 
happening to their children and the 
people who are or would be avail
able. to become involved in the lives 
of those children. I think that ap
plies immediately to the case where 
you have de institutionalized chil
dren in the community. Who's 
available for them? What type of 
place do they have? What is the 
community willing to do in order to 
give them a meaningful role? 

"The Chinese have given that a 
tremendous amount of careful 
thought, so that what we call 'mis
fits' in our society are 'fits' in 
theirs. " 

In the context of Bronfenbren
ner's analysis, it is conceivable that 
a voucher system could isolate the 
child and the child's family from the 
fuller community and separate the 
community from the realities of the 
needful child's life just as effec
tively as the pre.sent system does. 

Larry King, who works as an ad
vocate for institutionalized children 
in North Carolina, has expressed 
concerns about deinstituti,onaliza
tion as a cure-all. In a telephone in
terview, King said, while he is op
posed to big institutions because 
they are "innately evil in their con
cept and philosophy," deinstitution
alization is often undertaken "to 
comply with trends, not people's 
needs. Where do people go when 
they leave large institutions? The 
emphasis has been on discharge, 
not relocation." As a result, accord
ing to King, a population once invis-

ible to us in resident facilities is 
made even more invisible by being 
dispersed from those facilities. 

Many people we interviewed 
pointed to problems that plague in
stitutions: underbudgeting, over
crowding, unqualified staff and lack 
of proper training for personnel. 
Some also claimed that media re
ports had exaggerated and distorted 
the p~oblem of institutional child 
abuse. . 

Douglas Besharov, executive di
rector of the National Center on 
Child Abuse and Neglect in HEW 
(the sponsors of the Cornell work
shops) said in a radio interview that 
"institutions are a necessary and 
very constructive mode of helping 
and caring for young children." 
A vowing that abuse of children in 
institutions is ,widespread, he 
pointed to the high cost of proper 
care and noted that the "great pres
sure" on tax dollars is a contribut
ing factor. 

He said that there is also a ten
dency in our society to use institu
tions as places where we can shuttle 
people off into the background
people whom we think are unattrac
tive or ugly or uncared for. It's not 
just lack of money, but also a lack 
of humanity," he said. (See the 
complete interview on page 9.) 

John Doris, a researcher in atypi
cal development at the College of 
Human Ecology, argued another 
side of the question. Not only is in
stitutional care expensive, but also 
it is necessary in the most severe 
and complex cases. Communities 
are simply incapable of providing 
services that the most needful re
quire. Severe mental and physical 
disabilities cannot be properly at
tended to in small towns with any
thing like the effectiveness that they 
can in appropriate congregate care 
settings. 

CARINQgOMMUNITIES 

A final set of questions emerged for 
us. Can institutions exist without 
abusing children? Will communities 
take responsibility for children who 
need special help? Is there a plan to 
deinstitutionalize that promises any
thing but a new set of institutions at 
the local level - more humane, 
perhaps, but still institutions? Is 
deinstitutionalization, in fact, re
institutionalization? 

In the end we concluded that if 
institutional child abuse is to disap
pear, communities must take back 

responsibility for all but the most 
terribly handicapped of their chil
dren. Connections must be made, 
caring communities created. 

Our informants led us to under
stand that institutions can play a 
primary role in making the neces
sary connections. 

Those connections can be facili
tated by people who provide a hu~ 
man service function: local govern
ment officials, governing boards of 
service, agency administrators and 
workers, and the media., 

Three kinds of connections were 
suggested to us: 

1. That' the treatment of the most 
needful children - those who re
quire care in a resident institution 
permanently or for an extended pe
riod of time and at a distance from 
home - be extended to the family 
so that the family can share in com
munity life despite the special re
sponsibility for their special child. 

2. That institutions that do not 
require permanent residency break 
down the barriers between the insti
tutions and the community. 

3. That whenever possible chil
dren be released from institutions, 
and that the institutions assist those 
children, as well as their families, in 
becoming integrated into their 
neighborhoods and surrounding 
community. 

The impulsion must develop both 
from the community and from the. 
institutions engendered by the com
munity. Human service workers of 
all sorts - nutritionists, youth lead
ers, representatives of the mass me
dia, governmental and institutional 
board members, volunteers, profes
sionals, community service workers 
and organizers, Cooperative Exten
sion agents, teachers, scholars and 
technicians - have roles to play 
that are definable at the local level. 

One very discouraging aspect of 
our interviews was the almost unan
imous admission that the 'in'stitu
tions that are harboring abuse are 
functionally outside the boundaries 
of full accountability and monitor
ing. Self-correcting mechanisms are 
not even marginally effective. Ad
ministrative redress is generally un
wieldy at best. 

It gets down to this: institutions 
need to be well integrated into com
munities, and communities need to 
take direct responsibility for their 
children - even in a society tl~at 
Bronfenbrenner points .out giyes no 
rewards for such caring. . c 

;~ 
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Douglas Besharov, director of 
the National Center on Child 
Abuse and Neglect, was in
tervifwed by Media Services 
radio specialist Michael Veley 
during the National Work
shop on Institutional Child 
Abuse held recently at the 
N. Y. State College of Human 
Ecology, Cornell University. 

Q First of all, what is your defini
tion of institutional child abuse? 

A There is no single definition.ln
stitutional child abuse ranges 

from acts of beastiality and brutal
ity, unreasonable and terrible cor
poral punishment, murder and sex
ual abuse, all the way to what may 
be the most pervasive form of 
abuse: the failure to adequately plan 
for and treat the long-term needs of 
children living in residential 
institutions. 

Q How serious a problem is insti
tutional child abuse in the 

United States today? 

A We have no numbers as yet be
cause institutional child abuse, 

like child abuse performed by par
ents, occurs behind closed doors. 
But we do know from the glimpses 
we've seen that it is a widespread 
problem involving many young 
children. 

Q Some people say that the most 
serious form of abuse is institu

tionalization itself. Do you agree 
with that? 
• Sometimes it can be, but I also 
II think that the institutions are a 
necessary and very constructive 
mode of helping and caring for 
young people. 

Q ~re some types of institutions 
'!lore likely to provide an envi

rOfllljlent for child abuse than 
others? 

I Yes. I think the wisdom, which 
is both scientific and common

sense, is that the larger an institu
tion is the harder time it has having 
heart and compassion. Federal stan
dards recommend, and I personally 
feel, that institutions really should 
not be large congregate centers be
cause such places breed in
humanity. 

Q. W.hY i.s· child abuse, both in in
stItutIons and the home, so 

widespread today? What are some 
'Of the causes? 
% 

, .} 

Q: Isn'I' , 
money a 
small P8rt
Of the ,', 
prOblem of 
insliluliona'i 
,c~rld ab~Se? 
A. No~ , 

~ !;) 

A Probably the most significant 
cause of institutional child 

abuse and neglect is the fact that it 
costs a great deal of money to care 
for children properly. If institutional 
care for one child for o,ne year costs 
$50,000, clearly it is difficult to de
liver quality care in a time when 
there is great pressure on state and 
local tax dollars. And so I think 
money is a major problem .. But I 
would be remiss if I didn't say there 
is also a tendency to shuttle people 
off into the background - people 
who are ugly or uncared for or unat
tractive. Many of the abused and 
neglected children, many mentally 
retarded children or handicapped 
children can be pushed aside. les 
not just lack of money, but also a 
lack of humanity. 

Q Do abused children tend to be 
abusive parents when they grow 

up? 

A Although the scientific informa
tion is not yet in, it's clear that 

many, many parents who abuse 
their children were themselves 
abused as children. There are other 
social costs. Many violent crimi
nals, many murderers, many mug
gers were abused and neglected as 
children. The evidence isn't in; but 
it appears there is a relationship be
tween a positive, nurturant upbring
ing, a safe environment, and ab
sence of later violent activity. 

Q What are some of the goals of 
the National Center on Child 

Abuse and Neglect concerning insti
tutional child abuse? 

A The National Center's role is 
one of assisting others. We 

don't provide direct services. We 
help state and local agencies pro
vide them. We are attempting with 
this (The College of Human Ecol~ 
ogy's National Workshop], the first 
of our major activities related to in
stitutional child abuse and neglect, 
to draw attention to the problem, to 
engage the interests 'of profession
als, and from there to build our 
knowledge and then to help others 
use that knowledge to improve pre
ventive and corrective programs. 

Q Would a law similar to New 
York's law on reporting child 

abuse in the home be beneficia'! if 
adapted to institutional child abuse? 

A It's sure to be a complicated 
process, and the law will have 

to change somewhat in relation to 
institutional abuse. But yes, I think 
that ultimately we will have to have 
a law that says that certain types of 
professionals must report the brutal
ity they see in institutions. Lord 
knows there should be no objection 
to that. 

'Q Who actually is responsible for 
an abused child in an institu

tion? Is it the institution or the staff 
member who might abuse the child? 

A Aren't we all responsible? 

Q You mentioned that money was 
a problem, but isn't money 

really a small part of the overall 
problem? 

A No. 

Q 
A 

Will you explain? 
It costs money to have high 
quality institutions. If we want 

them, we'll have to pay for them. 

Q Are institutions basically under
staffed today with unqualified 

people? 

A I can't generalize, but I can say 
this: if you have a person who is 

paid $4,800 a year to serve as a 
caretaker to children in an institu
tion; yet a welfare client can receive 
$'5,600 a year just by hav'ill:g>chn~ 
dren at home, lthink you have a 
serious discrepancy. That· says 
something about the quality ~f care 
that will go on in institutions,[J 
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T: ed has made an appoint- "I guess not." 
ment with Rachel to tell her Silence. The office is hot and 
the bad news he's learned close. Rachel unfreezes for a mo-

from her aftercare worker, who has ment, not to acknowledge the tears 
had contacts recently with her fam- and wipe them away, but to light a 
ily in the small Canadian border cigarette. Ted lights one, too, and 
town where she lives. Ted and now the air is unbreathable. But 
Rachel go downstairs and find an neither of them feels like getting up 
empty office to talk in. Rachel has to open the door. Rachel fixes her 
been on edge for weeks waiting to gaze on the wall again. 
find out if she can go home on a trial "My brother stopped doing 
visit. She's been speaking up in that," she says, finally. 
group sessions, going to school reg- "With your sisters?" 
ularly, avoiding arguments, and she "Yeah." She glares at Ted, the 
deserves a trial visit. Ted has to tell faintest glimmer of defiance alive in 
her that she can't have one. her eyes. 

The office is small and bare: two "I wish that was so. But it's not 
wooden chairs, a desk, and some vi- what your sisters told the police." 
deotape equipment on the shelves. "They said that? To the cops?" 
Rachel sits down gingerly in her Two more tears start down Rachel's 
chair. She has a look oil her plain cheeks in the damp grooves of the 
country face like that of a puppy not last ones. 
knowing whether to expect a biscuit Ted tries a few consol ing re-
or a kick in the mouth. marks, but she just keeps smoking 

"Rachel, I'm afraid J'mjust going and staring, her expression as blank 
to have to tell you this straight," he as the videotape lenses staring back 
begins. "It's the only way I can fig- at her from the wall. He makes one 
ure out to do it." As he tells her, last try. "You must be fed up, suf
she sets her lips tight and stares fering for other people's mistakes." 
hard at the wall. The kick doesn't "All my life," she says. "I've al-
hurt so much that way. ways gotten punished for other peo-

Rachel's mother has been taken pIe's mistakes. When my father was 
to court, charged with neglect, and alive, he was always making me suf
had hLr two daughter8-- Rachel's fer for his mistakes. He'd come 
younger sisters - removed from home and beat up my mother, and if 
her home. The court learned that any of us kids said anything to him, 
Rachel's boyfriend, Bobby, has he'd beat us up, too. I learned to 
been sleeping with Rachel's sisters keep my mouth shut. It didn't do no 
and has gotten the thirteen-year-old good, really. I wouldn't get beat so 
one pregnant. Also, Rachel's seven- much, but my mother was always 
teen-year-old brother, a friend of accusing me of trying to kiss his 
Bobby's, has been sleeping with the ass, trying to be his favorite, and 
sisters, too. Rachel's mother appar- stuff like that. Like it was my fault 
ently made no efforts to control her he gave her a hard time. So I didn't 
daughters' sexl,lal activities, be- say nothing to her, either." 
cause they took place during parties "You took a lot of blame. Were 
in her living room, while she was at you angry about that?" 
home. "I don't know, I just kept my 

Rachel's face is ashen. She mouth shut. Anyway, after my fa
shakes her head slowly, mechani- ther died, me and my mother, we 
cally. "That can't be true. It can't always got along good." A long cig-
bc, Mr. Hower. ... " arette ash falls into Rachel's lap and 

''I'm sorry, Rachel." rolls onto the fi.Qor. "One person 
"I knew about Bobby. I mean, makes a mistake," she says, "and 

with my sister. I wrote my mother everybody's got to suffer. Home's 
onl to press no charges against him, no different from this goddamn 
because he wrote me he still cared place." She gives Ted a bitter look 
about me and still wanted to marry - he's the one who holds the group 
me." responsible for each member's be-

Two tears rolled down her .. havior. "If my mother's such a bad 
cheeks. They reached the corners of mother, how could she have raised 
her mouth at the same time. "I me?" 
guess he coc.ldn't keep his word. He "If I had the answer to that one. 
just couldn't keep it." " Ted shakes his head. "All I 

know is that you've done very well 
here. Everybody's proud of you. I 
admire you a lot fot what you've 
done here. " 

Rachel turns away. She's got too 
much on her mind to be affected by 
any compliments from him. 
"You're going to tell me I can't go 
home, now, aren't you? Not for a 
visit, not for when I'm released." 

"There's no way I can send you 
home. The court WOUldn't allow it. 
But as soon as we can find a foster 
home -" 

"I don't want no foster home." 
"Okay. There are group homes, . 

too. Like the one Janet's going to. 
I'm sure you could get in. "He tells 
her about the residential group 
homes run by the state. There are 
only seven girls in each, and two 
group sessions a week instead of 
five; you can go out on dates and 
get jobs after school and have your 
friends over -

"I ain't going. I'm going home," 
Rachel sets her jaw tight. 

"You want to live with your 
mother. " 

"Yeah. I ain't going to let nobody 
else try to take the place of my 
mother. I know I can't say anything 
to defend her, but that's what I 
want. I want to go home." 

They stare at each other. The de
fiance is coming alive in her eyes 
again, but it's a tired reflex, a 
chipped tin rabbit in a shooting gal
lery popping up to be shot down 
again. 

He's not going to shoot it down. 
"It's been a rough afternoon," he 
says. "I'm not going to argue with 
you, there's no point. YOli think 
about what you're going to do when 
you're released. I'll arrange it as 
soon as you tell me." He feels like 
hugging her, but he knows that 
shows of affection from staff terrify 
her. Instead, he will call Sonia up
stairs to come and talk with her. 
She'll cry in front of a woman. 
Then, when she has cried for sev
eral days, she'll come to him with 
the same ashen look on her face and 
tell him that she's willing to try a 
group home. ct. 

Edward fI(lII'er is (/ fictiol/ writer 11'110. 
has worked il/ 1I rl'sidential eellll'r fol' 
ttoubled youth il/ Upstate ·Nell.' York. 
This is WI excerpt ./i'O/ll /lis lIovel-il/
progress. Like Weeds. flowel'is CI/I'

relltly \I'orkilig III/del' gral/t fro/ll the Na
tiol/al EI/dowmelll for the Arts. 
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lifeline 
This Lifeline is a roster of the 
participants in the first-ever 
National Workshop on Insti-

'tutional Child Abuse. Spon
sored by the U.S. Department 
of Health, Education and 
Welfare through cooperation 

'.'-"-~""" with HEW's National Center 
on Child Abuse and Neglect, 
the workshop was organized 
and conducted by the Family 
Life Deveopment Center of 
the Department of Human 
Development and Family 
Studies 'in the New York 
State College of Human Ecol
ogy at Cornell University, 
June 5-8, 1977. 

The listhlig of participants 
under different categories is 
somewhat arbitrary; it merely 
reflects the working seminars 
each person was assigned rto. 
H does not necessarily in.di

. .r.tlR'IIH.'T.7). cate an individual's special 
area of involvement. 

A remarkable aspect of the 
1~>JI""f"~ NatioQal Workshop is that, by 

" intent, the participants came 
away from the meeting with 

an exposure to each 
other's viewpoint. The group 
is unique, then, in its expo
sure to knowledge and infor-

,'mation about institutional 
child abuse in the United 
States. 

, },;, E. Ronald Bard. PhD. Director 
I / Family Life Development Center 

'" .;; Cornell University 
• .' /,>' Ithaca, NY 14853 

./ /;/ (607) 256-7794 
.. " ;I , 

Douglas Besharov. Director 
National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect 
Washington, DC 20201 

, . (202) 755-0587 
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Kee Hall. Program Analyst 
National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect 
Washington, DC 20201 
(202) 755-0593 

Fred Krause. Executive r>irector 
President's Committee on Mental 
Retardation 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dolores Mayer, CAIN Specialist 
1961 Stout St. 7th fl. Region VIII 
Denver, CO 80202 

Terri P. Schwartz. A.ssistant to the 
Director 
Family Life Development Center 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
(607) 256-7794 

Thomas Stonecipher. Chief 
Policy Program Planning 
National Center on Child Abuse 
and Neglect 
Washington, DC 20201 
(202) 755-0593 

Leontine Young, DSW 
(609) (i55-0548 

TrQalmenl MOdalities 
amt A~counlabmlY 
Ed/hund v. Badroll'. MA. Executive 
Director 
Donald M. Whaley Children's 
Center 
1201 N, Grand Traverse St. 
Flint, MI 48503 

Samuel Clark, PhD 
Connecticut Child Welfare 
Association . 
55 Elizabeth St. 
Hartford, CT 06105 

Daie Crandal/, CSW, Executive 
Director 
St. Peter's School 
Jacob's Hill 
Peekskill, NY 10566 
(914) 737-5200 

Dr. Larry L, Dye, Deputy Dil'ector 
for Rehabilitative Services . 
N.Y.S. Division for Youth' 
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IDOl-cal Siorms Recommendations To End 
II . Inslitutional Child Abuse 

Large institutions are not good for 
children. That was the consensus 
among the 80 professionals who at
tended the National Workshop on 
Institutional Child Abuse at Cornell 
in June. They made 16 major rec
ommendations aimed at eliminating 
the physical, emotional and intellec
tual abuse of children in in
stitutions. 

The recommendations are: 

• Halt the construction of all large 
institutions for children. 
• Replace existing large institutiom 
with smaller institutions located 
near large cities. 

• Treat children in their own homes 
whenever possible. 

Darkness covers me like a blanket 

Only I dont feel w9rm and secure 

Theres a ringing In my nears and a 

rhythm 

In my body that teljs me thlng.~ 

are 

not alright 

I feel down and I mean down" 

ThE;' yarlous thoughts In my head 

draw closer together and.tangle 

Within oach other 

But they dont form one solitary 

. thought 

They Irlcr@ase and scream 

'and )1(;1:].1 and go around 

Irl my head until I ~ ready to 

scream 

,I close my eyes and I feel as If 

they~mlng down on me 

smothering me 
.(jr . 

I feel small and tiny 

Just lYing down, I feel helpless 

as my body takes on a whole new 

Image. a completely different 

Sh3P: 
Sometimes I feel Ilkb I m growing 

too. bigger and bigger, until 1m 

ready to explode 

But then 

It goes away 

• Place children in a homelike set- The National Workshop on 1nsti
ting - such as a foster or group tutionalChild Abuse was conducted 
home in their community - when by the Family Life Development 
they must be removed from home Center, a resource demonstration 
for their own safety. project on child abuse prevention 
• Keep mentally retarded children located at the N.Y. State College of 
out of institutions. Human Ecology, Cornell and was 
• Jail only those juveniles who funded by the National Center 0n 
have committed violent crimes; Child Abuse and Neglect, U.S. De
never incarc"'r;!.te 'status offenders' partment of'Health, Education and 
who are '.. .. ' of acts such as Welfare. 
truancy that '",,- ld not be punished Participants represented child ad-

vocates, former inmates, social serif committed by adults. . . vice agencies, labor unions, the 
• Encourage p.flvate, competIng White House, state and federal reg
agencies - not the ~overn~ent - . ulators, community groups, univer
to develop comI!1umty child ser- sities as well as institutions .. 
vices; i~sure that those agen~i~s a~e They placed the blame for current 
ans.werable to the commumtles In institutional problems on communi
which they are located. ties that want mentally retarded and 
• Develop voucher systems - delinquent children out of sight, and 
money that moves with each child on a system of financihg and staffing 
- rather than financing institutions institutions that encourages the in
directly. ' stitutions to hold on to children 
• Educate parents, neighbors and rather than treating them for re-
volunteers about the need for day lease. j 

care, group homes and halfway Both the child and the communjty 
hOllses in their communities. suffer, said Frank Schneiger, dir'tc-
• Limit the size of institutions to 20 tor. of the Protective Services Re-

source Institute in New Jersey. 
beds or less; provide one staff mem- "The child loses identity, the ability 
ber for every three children. to make friends, family and cultural 
• Establish standard rights and ad- ties, family values, and suffers a 
vocacy programs for all institution- great deal· of unhappiness·," 
alized children. Schnelger said. "Communities lose. 
• Train institutional staff on their the capacity. to deal with differences 
responsibilities in insuring chil-' and diversity." 
dren's rights. Louis M. Thrasher, director of 
• Allow the children the right to re- the office ~f special litigatio,n in .th~ 
fuse treatment without being pun- U:S. Ju~t~c.e De,?artme~~ s .Clvil 
ished; require institutionalized ,chil- Rights DlVlslOn ~ald. th~t ~hlldren 
dren to do only what all children should never be mstitutlOnalized for 
must do, such as attend school. care and treat~ent unless every 

. . other alternative has been ex-
~ Abolish the use o~ cor,?oral pun- hausted." 
Ish":lent,. d~ug~ a~d Isolation. a.s ~e-tJnfortUl;ately, he said, the cur
stramts. m lllStltu~lOns; use CriSIS m- rent system not only puts children 
terventlOn teams mstea~. in institutions but guarantees· that 
• Establish independent agencies in many will stay there, for years ... All 
each institution that would have the the economic incentives go to hold
power to investigate complaints ing on to the body of the child," 
about abuse and hold public hear- Thrasher explained. "The longer 
lngs; report complaints about abuse they have it, the more money they 
fo parents and police. get. There ought to be guarantees 
• Require all people dealing with that unless. a child care age~cy 
child care services' (including meets. speCific. goals by speCific 
judges) to visit institutions for chil- dates, It must gl~e up' the child to a 
dren; educate all child care person- more normal settmg. c 
nel in childr~n's rights. Jim Titlls 
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Editor's Choice 
Instead 01 Prison closed. Arrangements were made to 

house 39 youths temporarily in a 
dorm at the University of Massa
chusetts at Amherst. In the beginning, there was no 

grand design or very much prior 
planning for closing down the juve- • The remaining male juveniles in 
nile training schools in Massachu- custody - 60 youths from Lancas
setts. The ingredients present (in ter Training School and two recep-
1972) for permitting the decarcera- tion centers, Westfield and Roslin
don to become a reality included: A dale - were also sent to the 
governor who wanted a new and hu- University of Massachusetts. They 
mane way of dealing with children remained there for a month, each 
committed to the state's care. Pro- working with a student advocate. 
gressive legislation which created a • July 1974, the last juvenile institu
Department of Youth Services tion was closed: a cottage at Lan~ 
(DYS) under a super agency of hu- caster which housed 20 young 

man services and empowered the women. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
DYS commissioner to place youth . Thus was the Massachusetts jtive- ~ 

in any institution or program. Key nile prison system entirely disman-~ !:':~~~~~~;1~~~~~~~1~~~~~21 media support. Active child advo- tied. The swift closing of institu-
cate groups. A new, creative com- tions forced the development of 
missioner, Dr. Jerome Miller. dynamic alternatives to meet the 

Dr. Miller was appointed in Octo- needs of the youngsters. The wide 
ber 1969. Quickly he became con- range of community programs per
vinced that the juvenile institutions mitted enormous flexibility for pro-
in Massachusetts could not be hu- gram shifting. The administrative 
mapized. He proceeded one by one system was decentralized, with 
to shut them down: seven regional offices set up to 
• August 1970, the Institute for Ju- make all decisions about individual Happy.day~ 
veriiJe Guidance af Bridgewater youth placements and needs. AI-
Correctional Unit was closed. This most all services for the juveniles are here again 
institution had handled the most dif- were contracted from private agen- N' , h" 
ficult and obstreperous youth in the cies, resulting in the creation of a ,.' o,t ,~y re not, ' 
system. Most of the 60 boys were wide range of community programs. theY,.'.',re.·, g' '"one, .aga, in 
sent home on parole; 12 who had Volumes are being written about ' ' '. ' ' 
been committed for major violent the "success", or "failure" of the The.ski,e$' are blue 
crimes were housed in a cottage on experiment. Nonetheless,' for prison 
the grounds of Lyman School. abolitionists, Miller's very act of anc:lcle~r ag(lin 
• March 1971, the entire population decaging and his willingnes's to take ' , ,,,,' ' 
of Oakdale, boys seven to twelve, the risks Iltyolved, stands as a N~,tl1~y'i'efl()~, 
was-parol~d." , " SY~~~I;fti~~~l:u~h~e~O~~~gt~e Mas- theY'~r, bl~ck';:lga.n 
• By ~prIl ~9?1, the average, time sachusett- juvenile experiment oc- 'L'.' ~ . ." "','.' ,,, 
served m tr~mmg schools had been curred in the same half decade'. One . et $ $Ing aaQng 
cut from eIght months to three res onse a sy' mbo! of th state's 'f' .' h" : ' , " " • 

th Th "d '1 I -, p, ." e ,OC eer,a98m ~on s. e aver<tge, at y popu a brute power _ elimmatIOn by death' i; '. ,".', .;'-' .. ,. ., 

tIOn had dropped from 1,200 youths of prisoners and hostages. The,N.O· ... ile .. '.t'SS.·. '.ing as. onn 
to under 400. other a hUman response- elimina,. <J:,~ : .-', ' .. ' ... ,' ... ' ij:II 
• December 1971, the Industrial tion ~f. the cage for most of those <Of:dtJJ.P,~rag.ain.. ..' 
~1~~~~.1 ~~stB~l~h:t c~n~~~e: :e~! caught In that system. C · .. 'Ha:": .... . i, di'~;are . 
paroled' a few were transferred to From Instead of Prisons: A Handbook ," ,. ;J)pY,.:: .. ', .Y:";" . ~.. ','. 
Lyman.' As part of his public infor- for.Abolitj~nists. p'riso/1 Research Edll-ift,~{~.:'.9,~I .... ·,,: :.: ' 
mation campaign, Dr. Miller and ca/1011 AC/IO/1 Project, by Fay Knopp, '. r.:.,:",.:j:l,.': . .:::, "-.'(1":' • :-,,,:,:: ::, 
some of the youngsters sledgeham- Coordillato;· PREAP and JOIl Reiger"1J~C),::gIQqm,~':)ilYS . 

mered the bars of the segregation ~~~I~:~,~~I'~fD~/;~I~.~{;:~sN~;. ~~!:86~~a© \':~t~,:~it~:i'O:i)~;/ " 
cells in the disciplinary unit. 1976. Address orders to PREAP, 3049 .. :""!,'~:'~~i;!7:~';', ,}:\.:,;(""'~, . 

~/~~~~~n~7ty~:~ o~ho~~ ~~~ tp~i~~:d~~it~~e;';;~:~~:;~~' NY 13224; t:;~{2;~j,A;i:\fd,~~,~X:;:,~:r,2i,:L 



Human EcOlogy fOlum 
Insiliulional Child Abuse: Pari Two 

AbDUl This Issue 
This is the second in our two-part 
series on institutional child abuse. 
Our aim from the beginning has 
been to provide an open platform 
for discussion. Institutional abuse 
has only recently been acknowl
edged as being both serious and 
growing. Our purpose is to avail hu
man service workers of current per
spectives and extant resources that 
can be applied to the needs of com
munities and institutions. 

Our stimulus was the organizing 
of the National Workshop on Insti
tutional Child Abuse - the first of 
its kind - conducted in June 1977 
by the N. Y. State College of H u
man Ecology's Family Life Devel
opment Center at Cornell. Initiated 
by HEW's National Center on Child 
Abuse and Neglect, the workshop 
brought together nearly 100 govern-

ment officials, child advocates, legal 
authorities, institutional employees' 
representatives, human develop
ment researchers, institution admin
istrators and others invited to share 
common knowledge and to impart 
that knowledge to the National Cen
ter and to thousands of human ser
vice professionals concerned whh 
the welfare of children in institu
tions. 

In our first issue, we concluded 
that, in spite of very favorable 
changes in policy and law that aim 
to protect the rights of children in 
institutions and to return as mnny 
children as possible to a normal life 
in their own communities, our soci
ety is proving inadequately commit
ted to protecting children. Our in
formants - including everyone 
from top federal officials to institu
tionalized children - led us to dis
cover three fundamental shortcom-

ings. Institutions housing children 
are generally denied adequate hu
man, technical and fiscal resources 
to assure the well-being of children. 
There are inadequate ties between 
institutions, communities and fami
lies of committed children. And the 
prevailing attitude still persists 
(among the general public and, un
fortunately, the human service com
munity) that society is better off 
with troubled and handicapped chil
dren tucked away out of sight and 
out of mind in institutions far re
moved from the normal life C'f the 
community. 

The recommendations developed 
at the National Workshop (see HEF 
Vol. 8, No. 1) would, if imple
mented, do a great deal to improve 
the lot of children now institutional
ized and to provide community cen
tered services for children who are 
better off outside the confines of 
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institutional care. In this 
issue we continue the forum from' a 
different perspective. Here our con
cern is not so much with abuse in
side the institution as with an abu
sive society. We hope that the 
resources provided here give insight 
into the plight of children who are, 
as one article explain's, aliens in 
their own land. We also look at the 
constraints and potential break
throughs that directly affect the hu
man services. To do this, our staff 
and contributors have gone to the 
hallways of government, institu
tions, and academia and into the 
minds of the children, the human 
service professionals and the public 
officials. 

Two themes are inadequately ex
plored in our issues and should be 
identified before we give cloture. for 
now, to the topic of institutional 
child abuse. The first is that in this 
abusive society we must be con
cerned abo our conscious and un
conscious intolerance of children 
we see as "different." The s ... cond 
is that VIe must become aware that 
while we proclaim that the human 
services are here to help the needful 
we "use" them, in a societal sense, 
to bring the needful under social 
control. 

Our exoloration has been con
fined to in'stitutions for "abnormal" 
children, whether so labeled be
cause of physical or mental handi
caps or because of their tendency 
in someone's point of view to be 
"antisocial." We have ignored the 
direct and indirect child abuse that 
takes place because of the nature of 
the educational system and its insti
tutions. Yet the image of the human 
service worker as social control 
agent is most strongly drawn in the 
field of normal education. Two writ
ers in the College of Human Ecol
ogy, DOli Barr and Virginia Van
derslice, have underscored the 
point. Troubled students, they ob
serve. are provided in educational 
institutions with a range of counsel
ing services. If the institution's 
goals are carefully examined, they 
contend. it is discovered that the 
counselor's job is to bring the dys
functional student into harmony 
with the institution's mode of opera
tion. Should this harmony be be
yond the coons!!lor's ability. the 
student is deeine(f" better off denied 
~ place in"the institution. When that 
happens. we suggest, the student is 

put at high risk of becoming an alien 
among us. 

Barr and Vanderslice propose 
that the counselors who look in
stead at the needs of students in 
terms of how the institution might 
change to meet those needs (per
haps the dysfunction of the student 
derives from the dysfunction of the 
institution) will find themselves in 
harmony with the troubled student 
but at odds with the institution. By 
putting counseling above the exer
cise of social con trol, the coun
selors become dysfunctional in the 
eyes of the institution: they lose 
their jobs. This is just another form 
of alienation born of the penchant of 
individuals, families, institutions 
and the general public to narrow 
membership in our society by con
stricted rules of inclusion. 

By implication, the rule that hu
man service workers are primarily 

\. 

agents of social control (in the same 
sense as truant officers. the police 
and prison guards) instead of ser
vants of individual change and 
growth may be the cause of the per
petuation of a system that puts 
more and more children in the cate
gory of aliens in their own land. 
Hence the themes or. social control 
and social alienation.become inti
mately linked, with one perpetuat
ing the other. 

Theoreticians we've talked to 
during the past year seem to divide 
into two camps: one camp would 
have us cut through the dilemma by 
placing a series of external pres
sures on institutions and, through 
them, on localities that will force a 
c/lange. This is one consequence of 
"deinsti tutionalization" with its 
concomitant injection of "aliens" 
into communities. Two pressures 
are engendered: existing institutions 
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are becoming populated with ex
tremely stress-ridden children that 
the staffs are not necessarily 
equipped to serve, and communities 
(with most of the burden falling on 
community based institutions) are 
becoming populated by children 
who have already lost good social 
coping instincts. 

The other camp sees the dilemma 
as beyond resolution until families, 
schools and neighborhoods (along 
with community structures of all 
types) decide by some moral leap t6 
take responsibility for all children 
regardless of "deviance" from cur
rent community norms. 

Both camps seem inspired by a 
realization that the tax support for 
needful children _. for all children's 
needs in fact - is headed down
ward or is s,hifting to new formats 
that put the fundamental responsi- , 
bility in the community. The shame 
of child abuse, in and out of institu
tions, according to our informants 
in both camps, does flourish in the 
absence of a blind willingness to 
spend money to eradicate it, but it 
flourishes equally on a blind inhu
manity at the most local level that, 
demands that highly troubled chil
dren, so visible when around, be 
made invisible. 

Whatever the governmental initia
tives at the federal, state and local 
levels, for the time being at least, 
those providing dire<;t services to 
families and children in need are the 
ones fighting the backgame. We 
hope the resources our special is
sues have enumerated are of use to 
all the helping professions. Through 
legislation and initiatives in child 
protective services and other activi
ties in the Department of Social Ser
vices, in the Division for Youth and 
in the Department of Mental Hy
giene, along with a range of techni
cal support services from the State 
University units, including the Col
lege of Human Ecology and its 
Family Life Development Center 
and other programs, the State of 
New York is providing models for, 
assisting frontline direct-service 
agencies. As we note in this issue, 
research and consultative services 
from Human Ecology are feeding 
directly into consideration of family 
impact analysis and development of 
community based improvements in 
the ecology of families. 

These are hopeful signs not just 
for families and communities in 

New York but also for the country 
at large. 

It has' been difficult to find opti
mism anywhere. Institutional abuse 
is on the rise, and new reporting 
techniques are revealing larger and 
larger statistics of child abuse in 
families and in such shocking cate
gories as the exploitation of children 
,in pornography. A million children 
run away from home each year. If 
New York statistics hold for the na
tion, there are at least 250,000 chil
dren maltreated according to au
thenticated reports, with uncounted 
others maltreated who do not show 
up in any reports. Hundreds of 
thousands of children are institu
tionalized in circumstances where it 
is difficult to prevent abuse or ne-

glect in some form. As Kaaren 
Gaines implies in her article,' the 
runaways are either already victims 
of abuse and neglect or risk becom
ing victims by their peculiar alien 
status. As Drew Krauss points out, 
deinstitutionalized children are so 
scarred by their experience that 
they run the risk of maltreatment 
throughout their lives. 

We feel compelled to join Urie 
Bronfenbrenner in his optimism that 
the positive values in our national 
life will prevail to bring "irrational 
caring" (the antithesis of "doing 
your own thing' ') for all of our chil
dren. How we get from a "me-first" 
attitude (cf., "The New Breed," p. 
12) to a commitment that "We're in 
this together" remains to be seen. c ' 



The movement to "deinstitutional-' 
ize" has been under way in many' 
states for several years. Ideally it ' 
refers to the process of shifting the 
care of our mentally ill, develop; 
mentally disahled and otherwise 
troubled citizens from large state
run hospitals and schools to 
smaller, more human-sized agen
cies and special homes scattered 
throughout the various commUl Wes 
of the state. in the past several 
years I have obtained a limited 
front-line view of the reality of de
institutionalization as it applies to 
the mildly-to-modera1ely retarded 
and to the long-term "chronic". 
mental patient. In 1970 I worked at 
Willowbrook State School on Staten 
Island. My stay there was sand
wiched between stints at Greystone 
Psychiatric Hospital in New Jersey 
and Brandon Training School in 
Vermont where similar deinstitu
tionalizations of programs are un- \ 
del' way. In each case I worked as a 
ward attendant or the equivalent .. 

Today I'm employed as a group 
leader at Meadow House Adult Day 
Center in Ithaca, New York. Often 
our task is to deal with the problems 
faced by the long-institutionalized 
when they re-enter the community. 
Some of the people I work with now 
were, in fact, Willowbrook residents 
prior to their assignment to tlzi!' 
Ithaca area. Although I have yet to 
run into anyone from Building 5 I 

where I worked, some people tell 
me which building they lived in, and 
I catch a mental picture of tlze place 
and the kind of residents who lived 
there. . 

Recently I have tried to tie my ex
perience of institutions and deiflsti
tutional(zation together (laking 
stock of where I am now in my 
work) by remembering the way it 
was for me at Willowbrook. I have 
'been revisiting the scene (in my , 
mind at least) of my introduction to . 
this world of outC{lsts. 

W: iIlowbrook was called a 
school, but it was populated . 

. . by every category of person 
<::Iassified as retarded, including p~o-

. pie of all age groups, from infants to 
the elderly. This meant that there 
were some full-grown residents who 
functioned at the level of babies and 
otht:.i/'s who were only marginally 

"below the inteJlectua:i'norm fof their' 
ages. When I was at Willowbrook 
()nly a relatively small number of ' 
the 5,000 residents received any-
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thing that might be called schooling, 
What I see most clearly of Wil

lowbrook is not the building I 
worked in but the halls of the infir
mary ward. They were filled with 
little wooden carts set on two 
spoked wheels. The carts came and 
went quietly attended by black men 
and women dressed in hospital 
whites. Inside the carts were con
torted little creatures, impossible 
tangles of tiny twisted limbs with 
open sores where bone and flesh 
were in constant contact with the 
wood. Their great round heads were 
motionless for the most part but the 
eyes, incongruously beautiful, were 
always looking. 

It is not hard to understand how 
such people have been ignored by 
the rest of us. To keep them in the 
community would require a commit
ment of love that very few are able 
to muster. As long as there are such 
unfortunates there will be some sort 
of government facility to care for 
them. We can make the institutions 
decent, smaller, and more humane, 
we can provide the residents with 
dignity but we can never overcome 
the ineffable sadness of their plight. 
But very, very few of those desig
nated as retarded or develop
mentally disabled fall into this cate
gory of total dependence on 
institutions. After working at sev
eral institutions, I take it as obvious 
that the people we call. "retarded" 
are more normal than abnormal and 
that the behaviors that separate 
"them" from "us" derive from 
their own survival responses to the 
systematic brutalization they have 
suffered in institutions.' For the vast 
majority of residents in my experi
ence, institutionalization itself is an 
abuse. 

first day that we attendants were 
keepers in a prison. The residents 
knew they were inmates, Our chief 
job was to control them like a sheep 
dog contrbls a flock, Our weapons 
were our bark, and if necessary, our 
bite, But, of course, it never really 
worked because the residents were 
human beings and did not tend to 
act like sheep. They battled us, 
They battled being a herd. They 
scrambled and scratched for every 
bit of attention, every advantage 
they could get. Staff and residents 
were partners in a ritual of reward 
and punishment that left both sides 
deeply scarred. 

The major test of each and every 
day was the trip to the cafeteria. We 
had to shape up the residents be
hind the locked door of Ward C, 
march them down a side stairway to 
another door, unlock that and then 
proceed over a grassy hill some 200 
yards to the dining hall. There were 
2 or 3 attendants and some 50 boys. 
The technique used to accomplish 
the transfer with a minimum of inci
dent had been mastered by the vet
eran attendants in Building 5. 

The trick was to make the resi
dents fear you and hate you just as 
a recruit hates his drill instructor. It 
consisted of routinely going up and 
down the line cussing out, slapping, 
ridiculing and otherwise abusing in
dividuals almost randomly, since 
the element of surprise was an im
portant ingredient in engendering 
the. necessary fear. Attendants 
could show no quarter, no softness, 
unless they were completely in con
trol. And the attendants were al
ways afraid because a resident's an~ 
ger, so long supressed, could and 
would explode at any sign of weak
ness in the staff: roles could quickly 
be reversed. 

The residents were not criminals 
nor were the attendants inherently 
evil men. Staff and residents wel'e 
acting out a pattern of relationshlD 
that had been established long be
fore any of us had arrived on the 
scene. I walked into this situation 
physi\;ally afraid of tne violence in
herent in almost any interaction in 
the ward and emotionally terrified 

1 started at Willowbrook in the 
spring of 1970. I was a conscien
tious objector doing alternate ser
vice and as such Was about the only 
young white college boy in my job. 
My building was divided into four 
wards, each holding 20 to 60 boys 
segregated according to age and, to 
a lesser degree, functional ability. 
Downstairs were the younger boys; 
1 worked upstairs with teen-aged 
boys officially labeled as mildly or 
moderately retarded, None of them The allthor has worked for sel'era! years 
needed to be there. lI'it/! the mentally Iwndicapped in a Wlri-

et,\' of institutio/la! settings. He is a 
, Thefir~t t,bing l did on my shift, gl'OIIP !eadeFin"MeiidvlI' HOllse, a day 

was to pick up my keys at the sta- center jor //lenwlly disflll'hl.'d and IWlldi
tion in the downstairs foyer, The CliPped (ldll!ts in Ithaca, N, y, He Iwd 
keys were important both for lock~ his first stajJ' position lI'ith handicapped 
ing out and lockJng in. I realized the clients in WillolI'brook. 
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of tapping the reserves of violent 
rage in my own heart. I found my
self torn between my disgust at the 
brutality of the system I was work
ing in and my need to feel I be
longed in the staff, 

In 1970 Willowbrook was poor 
and non-white. In my building 
three-fourths of the residents were 
black or Puerto Rican and almost all 
came from poor families. The staff 
consisted almost entirely of middle
aged black men and women from 
the city, many of whom had been 
working two jobs for years to make 
ends meet. We weren't paid much, 
Most of us had to travel long dis
tances by ferry, train, or car to get 
to and from work. Many of us were 
always tired, overextended, There 
was a quiet bitterness: the staff 
weren't getting any breaks, just a 
couple of stingy paychecks, so there 
wasn't much left for them to give. 

The residents, the "kids, ,j knew 
what the score was: to get away 
with what you could because that 
was all you were going to get. If you 
were strong and aggre'ssive you 
would intimidate the other residents 
and conduct guerrilla warfare 
against the staff. If you were 
weaker but perhaps smarter you 
survived by ingratiating yourself 
with those you feared most, playing 
staff and stronger residents against 
each other. 

Some of the residents wound up 
playing the role of "girlfriend" to 
the leaders of the ward. They were 
softly feminine in appearance and 
passive in their interactions with 
their boyfriends. There was sex be
tween boys on the ward, but it was 
mostly hesitant groping because al
though most had the sexual desires 
appropriate to their ages, few had 
learned what sexual intercourse 
was. Without question, they were 
never going to get any sex educa
tion in this setting. Their gropings 
were either laughed at, ridiculed or 
punished with confinement or extra 
>,;ork duties by the staff. Still, 
,'Ihether you were on the top or on 
t;1e bottom sexually as a resident in 
thIS ward was a signincant expres
sion of your status in ward society. 

In this system I was quickly 
tested by the residents, The aggres
sive leaders decided that I was "on 
the bottom" and acted accordingly. 
Any time I was left alone with the 
group I was challenged, tested, in
sulted, ridiculed, Many times I had 
to control a roomful of residents 

more 



myself. At these times the tough ence, the ones who successfully ad
guys would break all the rules and just to Family Care are the 
confront me with a fist fight if I tried counterparts of McCoy and Perez, 
to stop them. More than once I non-aggressive if! nature. Those 
backed down from a curled lip and a who demonstrate a modicum of 
drawn back fist. Each time I did my willfulness or !lre at all unruly tend 
anger grew closer to the bursting to wind up back in the institution, in 
point. this case, Broome· Development 

Finally it happened. We were giv- Center. The behaviors they adopted 
ing showers as usual on a summer for survival at Willowbrook have 
evening, having the boys &trip in the made them chronic inmates, out
bare cavernous day room, then siders in a society unprepared to 
herding them two or three at a time come to terms with them. 
into the shower stalls, finally send- Since 1970, all the children I 
ing them out to dress in PJs and get knew at Willowbrook have become 
into bed.' Each of the four atten- adults. With waves of reform still 
dants had to control his own sector. sweeping the institution, it is a good 
I was in the shower room acting as bet that most of those new adults 
monitor. A self-styled little tough. have moved on to new care set
guy was indulging himself with wav- lings. Perhaps they are in family 
ing his penis at me and inviting me care -living with "foster" families 
to "have some fun with 'it." I of the same economic background 
stepped into the shower and hit him they themselves came from. The 
across the mouth as hard as I could. movement to deinstitutionalization 
He shut up, and I felt a wave of sat- means that large residential facili
isfaction. I could feel the approval ties are on their way out in our soci
of the other attendants. There was a ety. The mentally retarded and dis
quiet nodding of heads from the abled are bringing the problems 
other sectors. It was the moment of they developed in the institutions 
my true induction into the system. I back into the communlti,es they 
quit a week later. 

That's the ugly residue of my 
days at Willowbrook, but there are 
happier memories. I remember the 
tall, good-looking, older te.en-ager, 
McCoy (not his actual name) who 
was fascinated with learning the 
planets revolved around the sun and 
contemplating the incredible dis
tance from us of the stars. He had 
retreated from the rough-and-tum
ble reality of the ward into his own 
world of magic and mystery. He 
was astounded and ecstatic that I 
was willing to discuss his specula
tions with him. He began to return 
every day from the classroom with 
a new idea or snippet of information 
to share with me. I remember Perez 
(also a fictitious name) who looked 
softly at me one night and said "Mr. 
Krauss, you're not like the other 
ones, you're nice." And the night 
when (dues paid and battles fought) 
the older attendants and the boys 
became almost fathers and sons 
sharing the laughter of common ex
periences and the closeness of a 
common weariness. 
Several of the clients I noll' 1I'0rk 
with at Meadow House are ex-resi
dents of Willowbrook who have 
been farmed out to Broome Devel
opment Cent(!r and thell PUt into 
Family Care in Nell' York's deinsti
tutionalization drive. In my experi-

came from. What an irony. They 
had been sent away because the 
community couldn't handle their be
havior. Now they are conling back. 
Is the community any better 
equipped to deal with them now? 
How mallY communities even have 
a day center like Meadow House? 
Does anybody but l'he people who 
work most cloudy witlt them realize 
that the children of Willowbrook 
have the same human needs, emo
tions, desires alld responses as 
everybody else in spite of their fu.nc
tional disability? 

As a group leader in an adult day 
center that tries to provide oppor
tunities for resocializatioll into the 
commu.nity for released residents of 
the state facilities, I know that most 
of them will always be institutional
ized ill one way or the other, Al
though they may lead fuller lives in 
many ways, the adjustment they 
made inside Willowbrook and 
places like it, will always underlie 
and undermine their adjustment to 
the outside world alld will shorten 
the time they have left to lead q 
more valuable existence. C 
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lileline 
Information and publication~' on the 
welfare of children in institutions are 
available from the following organi
zations. These and other organiza
tions are listed in Sodal and Health 
Agencies of New York City, 197§ .. ·76, 
N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 
1975, and Encyclopedia of Associa
tions (Margaret Fisk, ed.), Detroit, 
MI: Gale Research Co., 1976. 

tation; maintains a reference library 
and information service. 
Educational Guidance Center for 
the Mentally Retarded 
1235 Park Ave. 
New York, NY 10028 
(212) 876-1609 
Duke Funderburke, President 

Provides vocational training, 
counseling, speech therapy, recrea-

American Association on Mental tional, social and cultural activities 
Deficiency to "enhance the capabilities and po-
5201 Connecticut NW tentials of all age groups and levels 
Washington, DC 20015 of mental retardation." 
(202) 244-8143 
George S%yanis, Executive End Violence Against the Next 
D· t Generation ,rec or 

Studies the cause, treatment and 977 Keeler Ave. 
prevention of mental retardation. Berkeley, CA 94708 

(415) 527-0454 
American Humane Association Adah Maurer, Executive Director 
Children's Division Promotes the elimination of cor-
P.O. Box 1226 poral punishment from schools and 
Denver, CO 80201 institutions. Collects and dissemi-

Coordinates child protective ser- nates information about corporal 
vices across the nation. punishment and its effects and pro-
Center for the Study of Legal motes alternative methods of raising 
Authority and Mental Patient Status and educating children. 
P.O. Box 822 International Union for Child 
Berkeley, CA 94701 Welfare 
(415) 526-5415 International Centre 
Robert T. Roth, Executive Officer Rue De Varembe, 1 

Acts as a research center and CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland 
clearinghouse for information on M. Pierre Zumbach, Secretary 
mental institutions, psychotechnol- General 
ogy and law. Promotes mental pa- Publicizes the principles of the 
tients' right to refuse mental Declaration of the Rights of the 
institutionalization and opposes Child (adopted by the UN General 
psychotechnological experimenta- Assembly, 1959) throughout the 
tion on human beings. world. Works to raise the standards 
Child Abuse Listening Mediation of child welfare. 
(CALM) National Association for Mental 
P.O. Box 718 Health 
Santa Barbara, CA 93102 1800 N. Kent St. 
(805) 963-1115 Rossly, V A 22209 
Enid L. Pike, Executive Director . (703) 526-6405 

Attempts to prevent child abuse 
by reaching abusive and potentially 

Brian O'Connell, Executive 
Director 

Devotes its volunteer services to 
the fight against mental illness. Pro
motes the training of expert person
nel for hospitals, clinics and re
search projects. Visits hospitals and 
centers to assure adequacy of care. 
National Association (if Training 
Schools and Juvenile Agencies -
5256 N. Central Ave. 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 
(317) 257-3955 
Windell W. Fewell, Executive 
Secreta/Y-Treasurer 

Disseminates ideas on the func
tion, philosophy and goals of the ju
venile correctional field with em
phasis on institutional rehabilitative 
programs. Concerns itself with 
training and working conditions of 
qualified personnel. 
National Committee to Abolish 
Corporal Punishment in Schools 
549 Parkhurst 
Dallas, TX 75218 

Serves as a clearinghouse for in
formation, legal briefs and statistics 
on the abolition of corporal punish
ment in public schoo!s. Promotes 
special funding to "No-swatting" 
school districts-where corporal 
punishment has been abolished. 
National Consortium for Child 
Mental Health Services 
1800 R St. NW 
Suite 904 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202) 462-3755 
George Tarjan, MD, Chairman 

Serves as a forum for the ex
(';hange of information on child men
tal health services. Brings concerns 
to appropriate local, state and fed
eral agencies. c 

abusive parents through 24-hour lis
tening service. 
Child Welfare League of America 
67 Irving Place 

I'm scared ~o go to my new home' 
But I don't want to stay here 
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New York, NY 10003 
(212) 254-7410 
Joseph Reid, Executive Director 

Devotes its efforts to improving 
care and services for deprived, de
pendent, neglected children, youth 
and their families. Provides consul-

I'm Scared I don't wanna leave my friends 
But I don't wanna stay here 
I'm frightened about going to' a new 
school 0 

"But I don't want to stay here . 
• 



View from Ihe While House: 
Federallnilialives 10 End 
Instilutional Child Abuse 
By t M. uJiM" Parham p~cta~ions o~ ourselves and our so-

cIety Increase. 

One of my earliest jobs in insti- In the past. year I found myself, 
tutions - thirty years ago - . by virtue of office, in the position of 
was as a night attendant in being a named defendant in a law 

the juvenile detention home in At- suit alleging denial of rights of chil
lanta. I witnessed subtle and not so dren in our state mental hospitals 
subtle abuse of children - rendered because of failure to provide appro
amost always by wen-meaning peo- priate, least-restrictive forms of 
pIe without conscious or evident community treatment. The plaintiffs 
malicious intent -- people who won in federal district court. The 
thought they were doing what was Attorney General of Georgia has ap
best for these children. pealed the matter and the Supreme 

Ten years after those early expe- Court of the United States has 
riences, in 1957, fresh out of social agreed to review it. I and the other 
work training, I went to Savannah, defendants in the case will go down 
Georgia, to assume responsibility in the history books for better or 
for ajuvenile and domestic-relations worse. My hope is that the result 
court, the first in our state. Savan- will benefit the children. 
nah had been a community that I have often been a willing defen
made heavy use of institutional dant and have even, on occasion, 
care. One of the very first orphan- suggested suits where it appeared 
ages in the colonies was established that legislative and/or administrative 
there in the 1730s, and the tradition remedies would be impossible in 
had continued. Juvenile matters had any reasonable measure, but I do 
been supervised before our arrival not recall being consulted prior to 
by a retired major who said to me this suit. Although I shared the 
with obvious pride: "In Savannah, plaintiffs' concerns, I have been 
we are equipped to care for a child ambivalent about using litigation as 
from birth to adulthood without the primary approach to the issue 
ever having to expose it to family and believe that a more considered 
life." _ effort at administrative negotiation 

In 1962, I prepared a report for would have been more productive 
the Georgia General Assembly and at this stage. The state-of-the-art 
called it "A Look at Georgia's questions around what ccnstit~tes 
Troubled Children." Its opening "appropriate treatment" still seem 
page recounted a horribly bizarre to me very ambiguous as a basis for 
tale of institutional child abuse by the establishment of rights. A re
an obviously demented woman. lated question in the case (concern
That event in 1919 had formed the ing protection for the child against 
basis for the first state legislation to voluntary commitment by a too
license and regulate such facilities. willing parent or guardian) seemed 
On the same opening page, other vi- to me a very appropriate question 
gnettes cited the fact that 6,000 chil- forjudicial review. 
dren had been jailed in our state the Last year, I found myself in the 
previous year and that a serious middle on two other child welfare 
children'S home scandal had once iss~es: one on the rights of foster 
again erupted. parents when a child is removed 

Since that time we improved in 'from their custody to be placed for 
Georgia, but having lived and adoption and the other on standards 
worked in this field for three or four for facilities caring for mentally re
decades, I find that yesterday's tarded children. I mention them 
goals, once achieved, often become only to suggest that long experience 
the "jumping off" point for new sobers one on "knee jerk" reac
goals. This is a natural and healthy tions to complex problems. The flip 
process that occurs as knowledge side of that, of course, is too rillich 
grows, awareness expands, and ex- sobriety tempers the passion needed 

for effective advocacy. At this stage 
of my experience, I hope to avoid 
either extreme. 

Federal activity related to institu
tional child abuse is not always easy 
to. discern, even from my vantage 
point in the White House. 

At the White House itself, the 
matter, to my knowledge, has re
ceived no specific attention as yet. 
The Domestic Policy Staff reports 
no activity. The only activity in the 
Office. of Management and Budget 
has been in response to the 
congressional initiatives related to 
various legislation which would, 
they say, increfise costs beyond the 
Administration's proposed budget 
ceilings, This, of course, Is their re
sponsibility, irrespective of the mer
its of particular proposals. 

I think it can be argued that the 
Administration's larger initiatives in 
relation to creating employment, 
holding down inflation, achieving 
greater equity in the tax system, 
welfare reform, health, housing, 
etc., are related to questions of in
stitutional care, because if they are 
successful, families will be strength
ened and demands for institutional 
care will be lessened. I realize that 
such indirect effects are not enough 
to satisfy strong and single-minded 
advocates. 

I can say from direct personal ex
perience that the President and the 
First Lady are keenly interested in 
the issue. Their strong support, at 
considerable political risk,' enabled 
us to make substantial progress in 
Georgia on deins'litutionalization of 
delinquf.lnts, the mentally retarded, 
and the mentally ill. One item on 
the agenda of the First Lady's Men
tal Health Commission is deinstitu
tionalization. 

At the Department of Health, Ed
ucation and Welfare, I found that a 
decision memorandum on deinstitu
tionalization has been prepared for 
the Secretary's attention by the Of
fice of Planning and Evaluation. 
This memo is a response to the 
General Accounting Office (GAO) 
report issued in January 1977 enti
tled "Returning the Mentally Dis
abled to the Community: Govern
ment Needs to Do More." An 
expanded level of analysis and plan
ning is recommended to assure that 
existing programs are complemen
tary and mutually supportive rather 
than working at cross-purposes. 
The Secretary's decision should be 
forthcoming. 
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. Doug Besharov has already in
formed readers of Human Ecology 

; Forum about the new federal initia
tives being planned through HEW's 
National Center on Child Abuse and 
Neglect. The Center's initial major 
step was in sponsoring the first na
tional workshop ever held to ex
plore the nature of child abuse in in
stitutions. Held at Cornell 
University by the N.Y. ,State Col
lege of Human Ecology's Family 
Life Development Center, the 
workshop has provided profession
als across the United States with in
formation, perspectives and recom
mendations that will help guide 

. future fegeral activitie§. [See REF, 
Vol. 8, No. 1.] 

At LEAA (the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration), Fred 
Nader, acting director of the Office 
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention, continues to speak with 
great passion about the need to 
deinstitutionalize the status offender 
from juvenile facilities. That strat-

"i egy continues to be their top prior .. 
ity; recent congressional action will 
,apparently continue support for that 
goal even though it extends the pe
riod of time states are allowed to 
achieve 100 percent compliance. 
Mr. Nader spoke of the need to 
deinstitutio,talize other than status 
offenders in the juvenile justice sys
tem. Both he and Martin Gula of the 
Children's Bureau spoke with im
pressive awareness of the impact of 
deinstitutionalization on related ser
vice systems in the community -
including the schools, the man
power training system, community 
mental health, social services, and 
other forms of substitute care, to 
name just a few. 

In the Congress, the Ways and 
Means Committee is supporting 
very significant increases in child 
welfare appropriations and technical 
changes that will allow the use of in
stitutional foster care monies to be 
used to support adoption subsidy 
and care in public facilities of 
twenty-five or less beds. This 
amendment was sponsored by Rep. 
Charles Rangel of New York and 
supports the pattern established last 
year by the Keys amendment al
lowing SSI support for children in 
group homes of 16 beds or less and 
the Mikva amendment requiring 

T. M. Jim Parham is Associclll! Assis
tant to the Prl!sident jor Intergovern
lIlental Reiation,I'. 
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that children under six on SSI must 
receive services aimed at preventing 
institutionalization. The GAO has 
just issued a report, "Children in 
Foster Care Institutions - Steps 
Government Can Take To Improve 
Their Care." This was in response 
to a request from Congressmen 
Miller and Brademas. Its major 
findings indicated that agencies fre
quently do not provide services to 
the child or his family while he is in 
care; states are not complying with 
federal regulations regarding pay
ments; and licensing standards are 
not enforced consistently. 

Studies of deinstitutionalization 
are under way in both HEW and 

LEAA. It is interesting to note that 
researchers in one. study sponsored 
by the government are not aware of 
the existence of others.··We need to 
improve communication between 
agencies that share an interest in is
sues that cut across the govern
ment's departmental boundaries. 
We hope that these notes on federal 
activities help Forum readers learn 
something about the mechanisms -
administrative, legislative and judi
cial - that are currently in use to 
help improve the welfare of children 
in institutions, especially in these 
times when institutional abuse is 
being reported with increasing fre
quency. [] 
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Edllor's Choice 

Time DOls: A Siudy in Failure 
Clyde Perkins, sixteen, lay on 
his bunk at Fort Grant, Ari
zona, State Training School 
for Boys. "Clyde, lvhat are 
these?" I directed his atten
tion to three indelible marks 
on the delta of his left thumb 
and forefinger. "Time dots -
each one means time spent in 
training school. ' , 

Clyde had been incarcer
ated almost constantly since 
he had first come to Fort 
Grant at the age of ten. "This 
time I'm back for parole vio
lation, but hell, I cw£'t find no 
job because of my record!" 
According· to juvenile delin
quency statistics compiled by 
the state of Massachusetts 
before it closed down its facil
ities, young Perkins is a clas
sic case: one of the 88 percent 
whose family is at or near 
poverty level; one of 60 per
cent whose mother or father 
suffers from serious alcohol
ism or drug addiction; and 
one of the 33 percent who 
come from a broken home. 
Clyde's "time dots" are 
themselves national statistics: 
74 to 80 percent of all juvenile 
offenders repeat crimes after 
punishment. 

Clyde lVas inital!.v charged 
with a "status offense" (non
criminal), the vehicle by 
which 50 percellt of our way-

. ward children are locked up, 
the;oeby removing them from 
community and parental re
sponsibilit.v. This young man 
was receiving no professional 
help to. cope Il'itlz his prob
lems. He had leamed to strip 
a car during his visit to Fort 
Grant, but that education 
earned him ({ return trip to 
captivity. 

As I left the room, I 
glanced back at the bitter 

boy, 'eyes forward, elbows on 
knees, fingers e.y.'tended, his 
right index finger slowly ca
ressing the time dots on his 
left hand. "I just got a hateful 
suspicion for everyone." 
In the spring of 1973, the New York 
Times did an an exteilsive series on 
juvenile justice in NI:W York City. 
All the horror stori,es were told: 
b('JUtings, forced homosexual acts, 
rapes, forgotten chilldren shifted 
from one agency to another without 
help. But the most depressing 
aspect Times reporter Lesley 
Oelsner's series documented was 
the total despair of not only the chil
dren but also the public officials 
charged with their care and treat
ment. 

"What we've done to kids is just 
disgraceful," said Judge Phillip D. 
Roache of the Brooklyn Family 
Court. "We send them direct to the 
adult criminal courts, by our inade
quacies and our inability to stop 
them when they start." Retired 
Manhattan Family Court Judge Jus
tine Wise Polier stated, "I see it as 
a fraud against the child and a fraud 
against society." Juvenile Court 
Judge Florence M. Kelley said, "I 
don't think we've even tried, really 
tried, a full schedule of rehabilita
tion. " 

Joseph Moore, director of social 
services at the Gallagy facility in 
New York City, commented: "We 
have a psychiatric staff to do evalu
ations but not to do treatment." 
John F. Leis, director of another 
New York City youth facility, said: 
"I think the program as it exists 
now should be dosed. " 

Milton Luger, formerly in charge 
of New York State's Training 
Schools, said flatly: "Too many of 
our facilities don't know how to 
work effectively with ki'\:l." Mr. 
Wayne Mucci, former New York 
City director of all children's institu
tions, confessed: "Eventually, YOll 

could probably do away with institu
tions .... Institutions are doomed 
to failure and can harm the children 
who enter them .... The system is 
really a very damaging one for most 
kids who get involved in it. " 

In a remarkably blunt speech be
fore the twentieth annual meeting of 

the American Academy of Child 
Psychiatry in October of 1973, Chief 
Judge David L. Bazelon of the 
United States Court of App~als in 
Washington, D.C., admonis\~Jd his 
audience: 

., I earnestly submit that your 
greatest contribution is to be brut
tally honest in loudly proclaiming 
that you do not have either the 
knowledge or the tools or the wi
zardy to wipe out the afflictions of 
most children in our communities 
and institutions. It's time for all of 
us caretakers to stop hiding the 
smell of society's outhouses. No 
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matter how hidden by bushes or 
how deodorized, it still smells like 
an outhouse!" 

In 1974, historical oecisions 
handed down by two United States 
District federal judges - one in 
Texas, another In Indiana - ruled 
that the incarcerated child has a 
constitutional "right to treatment." 
Their strongly worded rulings fur
ther negated the illusion of treat
ment the penal industry has hereto
fore prepetrated on the American 
pUblic. Indiana appealed the ruling 
but lost in the U.S. Court of Ap
peals in a three-to-nothing vote. 

"Right to treatment" litigation 
grew out of the efforts of young 
lawyers and youth advocacy organi
zations investigating treatment and 
punishment within facilities where 
professiQnais were being paid to re
habilitate, train and teach misguided 
children. Responding to such pow
erful lawsuits and realizing the pub
lic will not tolerate a 70-80 percent 
failure rate, correctional institutions 
and officials across the country are 
currently engaged in various de
grees of reform. But I must report 
that after visiting many states and 
reviewing current efforts, I have 
seen nothing more than the cosmet
ics of reform - long on public rela
tions and short on meaningful per
formance. I found that facilities in 
the throes of change got heavy 
newspaper coverage, but the arti
cles suffered similarities - the 
praising of ~ new superintendent, 
the projection of a "new image" -
with very little said about changes 
that would benefit inmates .... 

Most institutional reformers and 
security advocates believe that 
more intensive and individualized 
treatment can be given - even on a 
one-to-one basis - if there are 
more funds and newer, larger ac
commodations. I found the premise 
worth pursuing. 

I visited the massive, newly con
structed $4 million Pierce County 
Juvenile Detention Center in Wash
ington State. As we toured, Direc
tor Harold J. Mulholland was ob
viously proud. Within the 
administration complex, most of the 
offices ringed a picturesque court
yard built for visitation of parents 
and children. Here, staff looked out 
daily on California quail, chukars 
and mallards and readily identified 
some unusual birds - the amethyst 
pheasant (a cross between a pheas
ant and a peacock), the Impeyan 
Pheasant from India and the great 
ring-necked pheasant of Chinese or
igin - as they pranced about the 
tailored garden. Some of the birds 
were sitting on eggs, and Mulhol
land was able to give an account of 
their progress. 

Since the institution had been 
built for the inmates, I couldn't help 
but find gross contrast between the 

. beautiful, esthetic, spacious staff of
fices and the stark, sterile accom
modations for the juveniles. Subtle 
as the placement of the barbed wire 

was supposed to be, my eyes saw it 
in the rain gutters, draped over roof 
angles and wrapped like Christmas 
lights around supportive beams. 
The fence was a source of local 
pride. Unbreakable, unable to be 
climbed or seen through - the ulti
mate in penal fencing .... 

Inside, the walls were bare, with
out pictures or artwork. The televi
sion rooms had TV sets and chairs, 
nothing more. "Furniture and rugs 
have been destroyed by the little 
bastards: well, they won't get any 
more," said the director as we hur
ried through. The security wing had 
the latest in electronic gadgets: The 
locked enclosures were scanned by 
closed-circuit TV so that fewer 
guards were needed. The large con
trol area in the general popUlation 
room was reminiscen t of 1930 
prison architecture. For the most 
part, the children stayed in their 
rooms. Food was delivered on trays 
through the thick iron doors. 

I entered one of the cells and 
closed the door behind me. On the 
slab of steel was scratched: "I 
would rather be dead than here." 
Some youngsters had found ways to 
entertain themselves by ripping off 
overhead ceiling blocks and knock
ing holes in the walls and ceilings. 
Some of the bare spots on the walls 
were covered with "mosaic" de
signs made with wet toilet paper 
and inspired by botedom and frus
tration. 

A faded purple and gray water 
color of a dandelivn lay on the table 
in the arts and crafts room. In
scribed on it were these words: 
"Dandelions are so much like my
selfl.Just an ugly weed nobody 
wants. " 

New institutions, under the guise 
of reform, still provide the same old 
illusion of treatment. Until the con
flict of security versus treatment is 
resolved, the costly illusion will re
main. And until the smooth veneer 
of rhetoric and public relations is re
moved from the penal bedrock of 
indifference, injustice, mistreatment 
and corruption, new institutions, 
new reforms, new administrations 
and new programs will continue to 
delude the paying pUblic. c 

From Weeping in the Playtime of Others 
hy Kelllleth Woodell. Copyright © /976 
hI' Kelllleth Woodell. Used with pcn/li,I'
sioll of McGral\'-Hili Book CompallY. 



Section IV 

The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, P.L. 93-247, directed 

that Federal standards for child abuse and neglect prevention and 

treatment programs and projects be developed. This section contains 

excerpts from the draft Federal Standards for Child Abuse and Ne

glect Prevention and Tr.eatment Programs and Projects, published by 

the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in March 1978. 

In addition to Section K of the Standards, which deals specifically 

with the prevention and correction of institutional child abuse and 

neglect, the Table of Contents from the standards has been included 

in order that the reader might have some appreciation for the over

all scope of the basic document. 

Comments and suggestions are invited and will be considered as 

the Standards are finalizeq. Address correspondence to the Director, 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. 
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SECTION K: STANDARDS FOR THE PREVENTION AND CCrRRECTION OF 
INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

The overall objectives of these Standards are to: 
, " 

• Encourage the prevention, identification, and correction 
of institutional child abuse and neglect; and 

• Reduce the unnecessary institutionalization of children. 

Standards under this Section are divided into two parts. 
The first part of these Standards addresses the State's responsi
bilities in ensuring that children residing ~n institutions are 
receiving proper care and treatment. The second pertains to an 
institution's responsibilities in admitting, treating, and dis
dhargi~g children in general, and children suspected of being 
abused or neglected in particular. 

The Section is divided into two parts because of the unique 
status of institutions. Like other service delivery systems, 
institutions should strive to prevent, identify, and treat child 
abuse and neglect. However, unlike other service dellvery systems, 
institutions serve as surrogate caretakers. In this role, they 
may accept into their care abused or neglected children, or may, 
themse+ves, abuse or neglect children. Hence, the Standards in the 
first part recommend that an Independent State Agency be designated 
to oversee institutions' activities, especially those activities 
related to the prevention and treatment of institutional child 
abuse and neglect. 

Part I: States' Responsibilities 

The main purpose of these Standards is to provide states with 
guidance for establishing an independent review of instibli:ional 
abuse and neglect, and to encourage States to promote good car~ 
for every child residing in an institution. The difficulties 
private and public institutions may have in achieving the Standards 
and the diffi.culties that States may encounter in enforcing these 
Standards are acknowledged. For exarnple t pr1.vate institutions 
are heavily dependent on third party payors (insurance companies, 
private contributors, parents, etc.) who may not be willing to' 
underwrite the administrative costs a.ttendant with these Standards, 
arid thus, private institutions may have to seek financial support 
through other means. The Standards also recognize that State 
licensing agencies often do not have sufficient qualified staff to 
monitor institutions. In some cases, licensing agencies do not have 
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STANDARDS ~OR THE PREVENTION AND CORRECTION OF 
INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

a set of appropriate standards against which to measure institu
tions. The Standards in Part I are intended to help resolve these 
problems. 

Part II: Institutions' Responsibilities 

The Standards and Guidelines in Part II which relate to in
stitutional roles, policies, procedures, and responsibilities, 
are intended, first, to provide guidance for determining when and 
for how long an institutional setting is appropriate for a child. 
Until recently, pla.cement.in an institution was viewed as an 
acceptable first ~lternative for a "problem" child. Recent re
search has shown that, ,regardless of the quality of care provided, 
institutionalization exacts a psychological cost from the individual 
which makes his reentry into community life difficult, ;If not im
possible. Hence, the concept of "least restrictive alternative" has 
emerged as the appropriate guideline in determining what placement 
alternative is most suitable. 

These Standards also encourage institutions to pay special 
attention to abused or neglected children admitted to their care. 
Unless there is such e~phasip on the part of institutions, his
tories of child abuse and neglect may be overlooked by institutional 
staf~ as well as the relationships of the abuse and neglect to 
other problems that the children exhibit (e.g., delinque:t:J.t behavior 
provoking further abuse). Finally, these Standards are intended to 
support the continuing improvement of the overall quality of in
stitutional services by stressing the importance of Federal and 
St'lte legislation and. regu+ations governing institutional care. 
Institutions, ho~h public and private, often have been indirectly 
responsible for child abuse and neglect through the lack of ade
quate monies, standards, and enforcerqent of these standards. 

Developing Standards and Guidelines for all the aspects of 
child care ins~itutions is beyond the scope of this document. 
However, the Standards and Guidel'ines in thi's" Section are 
applicable to all residential child care institutions, regardless 
of the child's presenting problems. 

DEFINITIONS 

The follOwing definitiohs are provided to assi~i the reader 
in understanding the scope, intent, and purpose of these Standards: 
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Institution 

A residential facility, or a foster home, that admits 
children, including abused or neglected children, under the age 
of 18, for care, treatment, and/or training. 

Independent State Agency 

An agency at the State level which is' concerned with the 
quality of care provided to children placed in institutions; and 
receives, evaluates, and recommends corrective action on reports 
of institutional· abuse and neglect. The agency so designated need 
not be one exclusively devoted to the prevention and treatment 
of institutional abuse and neglect, but should be an agency (such 
as one that aSSUID~S the role of ombudsman) whose advocacy missions 
clearly include the special needs of this pppulation. This agency 
should also make periodic evaluations of institutions and submit 
reports of its findings to the State Child Protection Coordinating 
Committee. 

Human Rights Committee 

A committee established by the institution to be responsible 
for developing ~nd implementing child abuse and neglect reporting 
procedures! in addition to other procedures concerne.d with human 
rights. 

Least Restrictive Alternative 

The least restrictive alternative is defined in terms of the 
two major settings in which a child lives: his home and his 
school. When applied to the child's home setting, 'it dictates 
that the child should be placed in that living situation which 
most closely resembles a normal, healthYf family home, while en
suring a full range of needed care and treatment. In general, 
the hierarchy of commonly used alternative residential settings is: 

(1) natural family. 
(2) foster family 
(3) group home 
(4) weekday only residential school 
(5) "open," 24-hour-per-day'institutional setting within 

or near the child's natural community 
(6) "open," 24-hour-per-day institutional setting located 

some distance from the child's natural community 
(7) locked, 24-hour-per-day institutional settin~ 
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The least restrictive alternative applied to a school setting 
is that setting which meets the child's special educational and 
training needs. A hierarchy of commonly used settings is: 

(1) regular classroom 
(2) regular classrpom plus special services after school 
(3) regular classroom except for selected special classes 

during the school day 
(4) self-contained, special classroom setting 
(5) special treatment centers which also provide education 

and training appropriate to the child's needs and 
abilities 

(As the child's special educational and training needs are inter
related with the choice of the residential setting, both warrant 
consideration when applying the concept of "least restrictive 
alternative. ") 

The reader should also review Standards A-2, A-7, A-B, and 
A-9 in STATE LAW, as these Standards define and establish the 
legal basis for the State Child Protection Division, the Independ
ent State Agency, licensing agencies, and the state child Protection 
Coordinating Committee. 

PART I: STATES' RESPONSIBILITIES 

Administration and Management 

STANDARD K-I-I 

THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES SHOULD DESIGNATE AN 
INDEPENDENT S~ATE AGENCY TO OVERSEE RESIDENTIAL CHILD CARE INSTI
TUTIONS AND ASSESS REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Guidelines 

• Determine with the State Child Protection Coordinating 
Committee the following: 
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(1) appointment of a Director wi thin the Independent: 
State Agency to take prime responsibility for the 
prevention and treatment of institutional child 
abuse and neglect, including his term of office 

(2) staffing and resource needs, including: considera
tion of staff with expertise in child development, 
child protective services, and child welfare ser
vices; assessment and review; licensing; and labor 
relations and bargaining 

(3) roles and responsibilities for overseeing child 
care institutions 

• Determine with the State Child Protection Coordinating 
Committee and with the Independent State Agency the 
follov-7inQ: 

(1) procedures for receiving reports of institutional 
child abuse and neglect to include: 
(a) immediate transmittal of any report of insti

tutional abuse or neglect from the State Child 
Protection Division to the Independent State 
Agency 

(b) the Independent State Agency's arrangements for 
receiving reports and initiating an emergency 
assessment 24 hours per day, seven days per week 

(2) procedures for requesting and receiving from State 
departments, local agencies, private organizations, 
and institutions information necessary to discharge 
the prescribed responsibilities, including the 
authority to subpoena records and witnesses 

(3) data to be submitted for inclusion in the Annual 
State plan dn Services for Children and Families, 
and in the Annual Report on Child Abuse and Neglect 
Prevention and Treatment which is to be forwarded 

Commentary 

to the Governor and State Legislature (Cross-reference 
to STATE AUTHORITY, p. III-55) 

This Standard gives the State Department of Social Services 
authority to designate the Independent State Agency best suited 
to handle institutional child maltreatment without having to 
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rely on that Agency's ability to absorb the cost of the added 
responsibility. Such an arrangement, for example, would allow 
the Agency investigating the institutional abuse or neglect to 
receive child protective funds, including those derived from 
federal programs, such as Title XX of the Social Security Act. 

\ 

STANDARD K-I-2 

EACH CHILD-PLACING AGENCY SHOULD USE, WHENEVER POSSIBLE, AN 
IN-STATE INSTITUTION FOR PL~CEMENT 

Guidelines 

• Utilize an out-of-State institution only if its treatment 
program is unavailabLe in the State and is required for the 
child needing placement 

• Receive prior approval from the Independent State Agency 
for the placement of a child in an out-of-State institution: 

(1) if the placement is approved, staff from the child
placing agency are to conduct a pre-placement, on-site 
interview with the out-of-State institutional staff, 
and arrange for a pre-placement, on-site visit for the 
child and his family 

(2) if the child is 'placed, the child-placing agency is to 
arrange for'periodic visits between the child and his 
parents during the year 

• Monitor an out-of-State institution used for placement by: 

(1) having agency staff visit the child at least twice a 
year 

(2) obtaining detailed information about the nature and 
level of care and treatment being used in 'the lnsti tution 

(3) requiring periodic treatment progress reports from th~ 
institution 

(4) maintaining close contact with licensing agencies in 
the other State to ensure that the institution meets 
licensing requirements and has not had its license 
revoked 
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STANDARD K-I-3 

rHE INDEPENDENT STATE AGENCY SHOULD CONDUCT REGYLAR REVIEWS OF 
ALL RESIDENTIAL CHILD CARE INSTITUTIONS IN THE STATE OR REVIEW 
THOSE PERFORMED BY OTHER AUTHORITIES 

Guidelines 

• Compile and maintain an updated file of public and 
private institutions 

• Conduct reviews of public and private institutions which 
include on-site, unannounced visits 

• Focus reviews on the following: 

(1) the existence, range, and quality of treatment 
services 

(2) the institution's policies on child management 
(3) the institution's fiscal policies, procedures, 

and priorities, including purchase-of-service 
agreemen'cs 

(4) the number and qualifications of staff; staff 
selection, screening, and performance evaluation; 
staff rotation policies and procedures; staff 
supervision; and staff pre- and in-service training 

commentary 

If an organization or agency other than the Independent 
State Agency is mandated to conduct reviews of institutions, 
the Independent State Agency may consider this other review 
in lieu of its own. However, the Independent State Agency 
should still have the authority to conduct on-site reviews. 
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STANDARD K-I-4 

THE INDEPENDENT STATE AGENCY SHOULD WORK WITH STATE AND COUNTY 
LICENSING AGENCIES TO ENSURE THAT LICENSING CODES, REQUIREMENTS, 
AND STANDARDS ARE ENFORCED 

Guidelines 

• Compil~ and maintain an updated file of State a.nd county 
licensing agencies, child-placing agencie~, and juvenile 
and family· courts 

• Establish and maintain liaison with State and county 
licensing agencies 

• Assess licensing codes, requirements, and standards 
of State and county licensing agencies, by recognizing 
that: 

(1) State standards for child care in institutions 
may not exist or existing ones may be inadequate 

(2) licensing codes, requirements, and standards should 
deal with physcial conditions of facilities as well 
as their treatment programs 

(3') regular inspections of public and private insti tu'" 
tions by the appropriate State and county licensing 
agencies are necessary and are to be encouraged 

• Develop State stand,~rds for child care in inntitutions 
if they do not exist or if existing ones art"! inadequate 

• Develop SUCh standards in conjuncticn with the appropriate 
child-placing agencies and appropriate State and county 
licensing agencies 

• Communicate regularly with State and county licensing 
agencies for:· 

(1) receipt of their inspection reports on public and 
private institutions 

(2) up-to-date information on changes in the licensing 
status of all public and private institutions 

(3) suggestions as to how the Independent State Agency 
can assist State and county licensing agencies in 
enforcing their Standards and/or licensing require-
ments . 
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• Notify child-placing agencies, and juvenile and family 
courts in the licensing status of all public and private 
institutions 

• Assist private and smaller public institutions in 
identifying alternative funding sources to be used in 
implementing these Standards; these alternative 
may include: 

(1) direct cost reimbursement to the institution 
(2) staffing support through the Independent State Agency 
(3) advocating legislative action to require private and 

Federal insurance companies to include coverage of 
these costs as reimbursable 

Prevention and Treatment 

STANDARD K-I-5 

THE INDEPENDENT STATE AGENCY SHOULD ASSESS ImPORTS OF SUSPECTED 
INSTITU'l'IONAL CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Guidelines 

t. Recognize that some cases of institutional child abuse' 
and neglect require the authoritative intervention of 
law enforcement agencies 

~ Develop, with the State child Protection Division, pro
cedures for assessing reports of institutional child 
abuse or neglect: . 

(1) ,procedures are to be written . 
(2) procedures are to focus onl eme~ginbi ciiferia; 

response.to emergency reports; response to other 
reports; notifylng the institution's director, 
the child's advocate, the child's parent(s), and the 
child's placing ~gency, about the report and assessment 

• Request that the institution initiate its own evaluat.ion 
of the alleged situation if it has not yet done so 
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• Assign Independent State Agency staff to perform the 
as£essID~nt, see the child, and determine whether the 
allegation is true, and whether the child is safe, 
requires another placement, or can remain in the insti
tution; to include: 

(1) gathering information from the following sources: 
. the individual who made the report, institutional 
personnel, the child, the child's parent(s), and col
lateral community resources such as medical or edu
cational resources 

(2) if appropriate, obtaining medica~ psychiatric, and/or 
psychological assessments of the child to be performed 
by physicians, psychiatrists, or psychologists who 
are not affiliated with the institution 

(3) when removal is necessary, seeking consent from the 
institution's director, the child's parent, and/or 
the child-placing agency; or, if indicated due to 
imminent danger to the child, considering the need 
to exercise temporary protective custody authority 
(Cross-reference to STATE LAW, p. III-16) 

(4) in event of removal, working with the child-placing 
agency and the State Child Protection Division to 
locate alternative temporary placement for the child 

• Inform parallel public ag'encies involved with the child, 
and State and county licensing agencies, of the allega
tion 

• Conduct on-site inspection and review of the institution 
e.::~rly in the assessment process, and encourage the insti
tution to implement its own corrective measures 

• Complete the assessment within 60 days after receipt of 
the report, with the option of an additional 30-day 
extension, if good cause for the extension is shown and 
it is approved by the State Child Protection Division 

• Intervene in situations of alleged ihstit~tional abuse 
or neglect involving a child placed from another State' 
in the same manner as described for the assessment of any 
other rep6rt, except for these differences: 

(1) share the assessment process and findings with the 
other State's Child Protection Division 

(2) share the assessment process and findings with the 
child's placing agency in the other St~te 
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• Follow post-assessment procedures which include: 

(1) holding a fact-finding review to determine if the 
reported institutional child abuse or neglect is 
unfounded, indicated, or founded 

(2) allowing the institution to participate fully in 
the review and assessment of all relevant facts 
which pertain to the allegation (except those 
necessitating the disclosure of individuals' ident
ities,which would breach confidentiality agreements) 

(3) providing the institution with the opportunity to 
share the results of its own inquiry and to state 
its reactions to the allegations and to the assess
ment findings 

(4) allowing the institution time to perform corrective 
action if the report is founded or indicated 

(5) documenting the final assessment findings in a re
port to be submitted to the State Child Protection 
Divisiontwhich includes recommendations for cor
rective action 

(6) submitting the final assessment report to appropriate 
State and county licensing agencies, the appropriate 
child-placing agency I and law enforcement authorities,l 
when appropriate 

(7) notifying the child's parents of the final ~ssessment 
findings 

• Obtain the State Child Protection Division's recommenda
tion's for corrective action and/or their approval of 
the institution's and the Independent State Agency's 
recommendations for corrective action 

• Consider the reports on assessment findings and the report on 
corrective action as public documents, if the report of, insti
tutional abuse or neglect is founded, but information on the 
identities of the children involved is not to be disclosed 

STANDARD K-I.-6 

THE INDEPENDENT STATE AGENCY SHOULD REQUEST THAT THE LOCAL COM
MUNITY CHILD PROTECTION COORDINATING COUNCIL ASSIST IN ANY NEGO-. . 

TIATIONS ON CORRECTIVE ACTION THAT REQUIRE CONCILIATION 

Guidelines 

• Cross-reference to LOCAL AUTHORITY, STANDARD E-5, 
p. III~·86 and $tandard 1<-II-lO, p. III-246 
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• :Encourage the Community Council to: 

(1) provide assistance when the State Child Protection 
Division and the institution are unable to reach 
agreement on appropriate corrective action to al
leviate the conditions which led to the institu
tional abuse or neglect 

(2) conduct negotiations between the State Child 
Protection Division and the institution 

(3) document. final corrective action in a report to 
be submitted to the State Child Protection Divi
sion and the institution for final review 

(4) forward the report to the child's placing agency 
and State and county licensing agencies 

Resource Enhancement 

STANDARD K-I-7 
'\ , 

THE INDEPENDENT STATE AGENCY SHOULD WORK WITH THE STATE AND COM
MUNITY TO DEVELOP ALTERNATIVES TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF 
CHILDREN 

Guidelines 

• Participate on the State Child Protection Coordinating 
Committee 

• Request information and contributions from the institu
tional staff participating on Community Child Protection 
Coordinating Councils 
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• Work with State and community government agencies, pri
vate organizations, professional associations, ad
vocacy groups, and concerned citizens to stimulate the 
development of comprehensive community support services 
as alternatives to the institutionalization of children 

• Utilize printed and visual media to heighten public 
awareness of issues related to the institutionalization 
and de-institutionalization of children 

• Prepare and regularly update detailed programmatic 
descriptions of public and private institutions for 
dissemination to child-placing agencies, juvenile and 
family courts, State and county licensing agencies, and 
residential child care institutions with emphasis on 
those institutions that have developed or are developing 
alternatives for the children placed in their institu
tions 

STANDARD K-I-8 

THE INDEPENDENT STATE AGENCY SHOULD PROMOTE THE ESTABLISHMENT 
AND OPEFATION OF INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ADVOCACY PROGRAMS 

Guidelines 

• Compile and maintain an updated file which identifies 
existing or planned institutional child advocacy programs, 
and problems encountered by advocates 

• Compile and disseminate guidance materials '1.:0 a.dvocates 
regarding such things as needs of children, conditions 
that need improvement, and alternatives to institutionali
zation 

• Sponsor an annual conference for advocates for the pur
pose of sharing information 

• Serve as a clearinghouse for institutional child ad
vocacy programs 

• Cross,...reference to Standard K-II-2, p. 111- 2 33 
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PART II: INSTITUTIONS' RESPONSIBILITIES 

Administration and Management 

STANDARD 1<-II-l 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD HIRE QUALIFIED AND SUFFICIENT STAFF 

Guidelines 

• Determine the number of staff and tLe qualifications 
necessary for sufficient care, based on the institution's 
size, purpose, children's ethnic backgrounds, and child
ren's special needs, including the special needs of child
ren with histories of abuse and neglect 

• Establish' policies for staff recruitment, screening, and hir
ing, including a probationary period for new employees 

• Hire professional staff who are licensed, certified, or 
registered as required by State law 

• Ensure that staff hired to work with children have had prior 
training in child development and training in recognizing 
indicators of child abuse and neglect 

• Establish individual worker caseloads, to be determined by 
such factors as: the children's chronological and mental ages; 
nature of the children's problems and other characteristics· 
type and extent of work needed for children and parents; and 
the time required for individual and staff meetings and other 
responsibilities 

• Provide a p~ogr~m for continued staff development, including 
individual and group supervision for all staff 

• Compile, maintain, periodically update, and distribute to all 
employees a manual of .personnel policies and procedures 

• Include in the manual the following information: 

(1) the clearly defined purpose of the institution in terms 
of the specialized target popul~tion it is designed to 
serve 
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(2) job descriptions for all positions, including: qualifica
tions; education and skill~ required; a general descripp 
tion of duties and responsibilities; and the .type of 
supervision provided 

(3) conditions and procedures of employment 
(4) a, code of ethical conduct for all employees 
(5) a statement prohibiting child abuse and neglect by 

staff ' , 
(6) internal and external procedures for reporting and assess

ing suspected child abuse and neglect incidents 
(7) mechanisms for staff involvement in evaluating the 

functioning of the institution and personnel 

Commentary 

Institutions are responsible for meeting the needs of 
children who enter the institution as well as ensuring that children 
in their care are not abused or neglected by staff. Consequently, 
the hiring of qualified and sufficient 'staff is extremely important 
to guarantee that these responsibilities are effectively fulfilled. 
In addition, assignment of reasonable case19ads and continued staff, 
development are necessary to guarantee effective care and prevent 
staff abuse and neglect of children while they, are in an institution. 

STANDARD K-II- 2 
• 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD ESTABLISH A FORMAL CHILD ADVOCACY PROGRAM TO 
REPRESENT THE INTERESTS OF CHILDREN PLACED' IN 'rHE INSTITUTION 

Guidelines 

• Establish an advocacy program' which' meets 'the, following criteria: 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

( 4) 

each child within the institution has an identifiable 
advocate 
each advocate has complete access to: all records on the 
child; all levels of institutional staff; the child
placing-agency, and oth~k a~encies charged with 
monitoring the child's treatment 
each advocate ii ableto'expr.ss his concetns without 
f'ear 0 f reprisal by the insti tutlon 
each advocate has sufficient time to carry out his advocacy 
role 
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• Select and utilize an advocacy program which conforms to the 
needs and capabilities of the institution. Three al"ternati ve 
models are: 

(1) an internal advocacy program, the salient characteristics 
of which include: 
(a) full-time staff (hired by the institution) whose sole 

function is advocacy 
(b) advocacy staff directly responsible to the 

director 
(c) advocacy staff's participation on the Human Rights 

Committee (See Standard K-II-3) 

(2) an external, State-administered advocacy program, the 
salient characteristics of which include: 

"(a) advocates (hired by the State's licensing 
agencies) to serve one or more institutions 

(b) advocacy staff serve institutions within a 
designated geographic area (two hours or less 
travel time) 

(c) the ratio of advocates to residents dictated 
~y the number of,and dis.tanc!? between, 
institutions served (1:60 as basic guideline) 

(3) a citizen advocacy program, the salient charac
teristics of which include: 

(a) citizens in the child's community trained as 
advocates and assigned one to three children 

(b) the "citizen serves as a consistent advocate 
for the child through his institutional place
ment and any subsequent placements (e.g., 
institution<'ll, group home, foster care) 

(c) paid or volunteer citizen advocates, the status 
of which is dependent upon the resources of the 
community and the institution 

• Delegate the following responsibilities to the advocate: 

(1) ensuring that each entering child and his family are 
informed about their rights and responsibilities and 
their avenues of redress if those rights are violated 
by the institution 

(2), representing children whose rights are being violated 
or are alleged to have been violated 

(3) monitoring and advocating for change of inequitable 
policies and procedures prior to the need for 
judicial" intervention 
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(4) investigating and exam1n1ng any and all conditions 
which may interfere with free exercise of children's 
rights, except in the event of suspected child abuse 
or neglect, which is to be handled by the Human 
Rights Committee 

(5) working with the Human Rights Committee to perform 
internal assessments in the event of suspected child 
abuse or neglect 

(6) promoting staff involvement in evaluating the 
functioning of the institution and in determining 
staff training needs 

(7) consulting freely with any institutional employee, 
including. the director, about violations of 
children's and families' rights needing remediation 

Commentary 

It is the responsibility of each institution to est~blish 
or cooperate with an advocacy program for all children in its 
care. The purpose of the advocacy program is to represent the 
interests of the child and to prevent incidents of ins·titutional 
child abuse or neglect. However, this Standard recognizes that 
many institutions are or will be subject to Federal-or State
mandated advocacy programs. Therefore, if the interests of the 
preceding Guidelines are served by an existing advocacy program 
established in response t.O other requirements I and if that 
program includes abused or neglected children admitted to the 
institution, then it is unnecessary for the institution to 
develop a new advocacy program. The Guidelines are broad enough 
to be incorporated into an existing program or to become the 
basis for establishing a new program. 

Three models of advocacy program are outlined in the Guide
lines. These models are currently being considered or u.tilized 
by many institutions. Advantages and disadvantages associated 
with each of the models include: 

(1) internal advocacy program 
(a) advantages: "on-the-spot", full-time 

familiarity with the institution, a,nd easy 
accessibility to the institutionfs programs 
and staff 

(b) disadvantage: tendency of the advocate to 
lose objectivity because of close association 
to staff 

(2) external, State-administered advocacy progr~ 
(a) advantages: strengthens the licensing 

function of the State; advocate and 
insti tution benefit from kno\-vledge of 
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other institutions' programs and policies; and 
less chance of advocate identifying with the 
institution's staff 

(b) disadvantages: reduced level of knowledge 
about the institution, and less-developed 
working relationships with the staff to 
negotiate needed, changes ' 

(3) citizen ,advocacy program , 
(a) advantage: advocating for the child through

out a range of placements (i.e., institution 
to group horne to foster care) 

(b) disadvantages: lack of formal power to affect 
change; difficulties of recruitment and 
problems of volunteer turnover; and lack 
of familiarity with the specifics of the 
institution's services 

STANDARD K-II-3 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD ESTABLISH A HU~ffiN RIGHTS COMMITTEE TO 
HIPLEMENT CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT REPORTING PROCEDURES 

Guidelines 

e Establish, as an option" a Task Force to an existing 
Human Rights Committee 

• Include representatives from the professional staff, 
the advocacy program, the child care staff, patients 
or patient "representatives (consumers), and outside 
professionals 

• Delegate responsibility to ,the Human Right~ Committee 
for the' following: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

developing in'cernal reporting procedures for 
incid~nts of suspected child abuse and 'neglect 
disseminating to all staff written copies of re
porting procedures 
de!3 i gnating member(s) to be available.24 hours 
per day, seven days per week to accept reports of 
suspected abuse and neglect and mak~ official re
ports to the State Child Protection Division 

, 
/ 
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(4) performing internal a.ssessments of reports of sus
pected child abuse and neglect together with the 
chilq's advocate 

(5) providing staff training in recognition of child 
abuse and neglect and internal and external report
ing and assessment procedures 

(6) performing internal evaluations of policies, pro
grams, facilities, services, and personnel, includ
ing the need for additional or new types of personnel 

commentary 

This Standard should be consistent with similar requirements 
mandated by other laws or regulations. Therefore, the title and 
purposes of this committee may be incorporated into another com·
mittee or board. In addition, a Human Rights Committee may serve 
more than one institution, so long as consumer, advocate, and 
staff representation from each institution is included. At least 
two-thirds of the representation on the Committee should be. other 
than institutional staff. 

STANDARD K-II .... 4 
~~~~--~----

INSTITUTIONAL STAFF SHOULD PARTICIPATE ON THE STATE CHILD PROTECTION 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE AND ON THE COHMUNITY CHILD PROTECTION 
COORDINATING COUNCIL 

Guidelines 

• Cross reference to STATE AUTHORITY, p. III- 45 and LOCAL 
AUTHORITY, p. III- 86 

• Include a representative who has sufficient 'responsibility 
within an institution to represent the general interests 
and interpret the policies of inst~tutions 

• Assist in coordina1;.ing, planning, and imp le-rnent ing State 
and community child abuse and neglect prevention, iqenti
fication, and treatment efforts 
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• Contribute to the prepar.ation of the Annual State Plan 
on Services f~r Children and Families, the Annual 
Report on Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treat
ment, and the Local Plan of Action 

Prevention and Treatment 

STANDARD K-II-5 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD ACCEPT ONLY THOSE CHILDREN WHOSE NEEDS 
CANNOT BE MET IN A LESS RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT 

Guidelines 

• Recognize responsibility for refusing to admi,t a child 
whose needs cannot be met or whose needs can be met in 
a less ~estrictive setting 

• Convene diverse ·staff members, prior to the childis place~ 
ment, to determine if: 

(l) the proposed placement is the least res'tricti ve 
environment which meets the child's needs 

(2) the child's emotional, developmental, and educational 
needs can be met by the institution's program(s) 

(3) the llature of the chi.ld's family relationships and 
the family's current situation can be benefited by 
the placement 

(4) the family is vlilling to participate in planning for 
thEdr child and" in receiving treatment for themselves 

(5) the proposed placement (whenever possible) is near 
to the child's horne and family 

• Develop procedures to obtain, prior to placement, the 
chil.d' srecords, including tho.se of physical examination, 
psychological evaluation, psychiatric evaluation, educa
tional aSsessment, social history, and any history of 
abuse a.,nd neglect 

, 
; , 
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~. Arrange for at least one pre-placement, in--person inter
view of the child and his family and conduct an independ
ent professional assessment of the child, as necessary, to 
ensure that the decision to accept or reject a child for 
admission is based on the knowledge of all available 
sources and not just on past records 

• Develop procedures and time limits, if the placement proves 
to be inappropriate, for informing the child's placing 
agency that another setting must be found for the child 
(Cross-reference to Standard K~II-7, p. 1II-241); and 
participate in the search for an appropriate placement 
for the child 

STANDARD K-II-6 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD INFORM EVERY BNTERING CHILD AND HIS FAMILY 
OF THEIR RIGHTS AND THE RIGHTS OF THE INSTITUTION 

Guidelines 

• Recognize the child has rights to: 

(I) physical care and supervision 
(2) education and/or training 
(3) prompt medical care and treatment for physical 

health and emotional problems 
(4) emotional security . 
(5} freedom from.unnecessary chemical or physical 

restraint 
(6) protection from harm, neglect, and abuse 
(7) confidentiality of his records and mail 
(8) other rights as defined by law, regulation, or 

ot.her recognized" ·standards for the. inst·itution 

• Recognize the family has rights ,to: 

(1) participate in the treatment program, unless it is 
shown that harm to the child's progress will occur 

(2) receive information regarding the child's where
abou-ts and condition 
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(3) receive proprer legal notice on behalf of or " 
regarding their child (e.g., juvenile court review 
hearings) 

(4) make decisions, if their child is a minor, about 
the child's welfare including consent to health 
services 

(5) other rights as defined by law, regulaticD f or 
other recognized standards for the institution 

• Recognize the institution has rights to: 

(1) expect cooperation from the family and placing 
agency in developing a treatment plan 

(2) prescribe limits as to its services, consistent 
with its resources 

(3) establish reasonable rules for visiting the child 
(4) set and enforce an appropriate fee schedule for 

its services 
(5) establish rules to protect the well-being of all 

residents 
(6) take emergency measures to protect the child's 

health and safety without prior consent 
(7) other such rights as are necessary to maintain 

the institution's compliance with city, county, 
State, and Federal licensure and standards 

• Provide entering child, when child's age and condition 
indicate, with: 

(1) a copy of his rights 
(2) written information on advocate1s name, role, and 

method~ of contacting advocate 
(3) a copy of the family's rights 
(4) a copy of the institution's rights 

• Hold individual meetings or small group oral presentations 
regarding rights for a child when the child is able to 
understand, but unable to read 

• Provide family with: 

(I) a copy of their rights 
(2) written information on advocate's name, role, and 

location 
(3) ~ copy of the child's rights 
(4) a copy of the institution's rights 
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TANDARD K-II-7 

,ACH INSTITUTION SHOULD DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT, AT TIME OF 
'LACEMENT, A SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT PLAN FOR EVERY 
:HILD TO MEET HIS PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, AND DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS 

,uidelines 

• Recognize that an abused or neglected child requires 
professional treatment and is not to be placed in: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(1) an institution that provides only custodial care 
(2) a correctional facility or institution 

Identify the child's basic and unique physical, 
emotional, and development needs 

Recognize that the length of stay at the institution 
should be determined solely by the needs of the child 

Establish, within 30 days of admission, an estimate 
of length of stay needed by the child 

Develop an individualized treatment plan for the child, 
taking into account whether the placement is for sho~t
term, intermediate, or long-term care, with emphasis on 
services that will promote community reintegration and 
enhance adaptive skills for normal community life 

Ensure that the child's treatment plan includes specific 
time-limited, short- and long-term goals related to: 
medical and dental needs; educational, recreational. and 
emotional needs; social skills; family involvement; and 
plans for discharge and aftercare 

Plan and provide for the emotional well-being o~ the 
child through programs and activities that promote 
emotional security, relationships with adults and peers, 
and that include special clinical services, such as 
those performed by social workers, physicians, psycho
logists, and psychiatrists 

Involve the child and his family as fully as possible 
in developing the plan and in making decisions concerning 
him if such involvement is in ,the best interests of child 

Utilize additional procedures for a child placed in 
the institution as a result of child abuse or neglect: 

t 
t 
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(1) encourage the child protective services or foster 
care worker assigned to monitor the case to visit 
the child regularly and to participate in the 
institution's semi-annual, interdisciplinary 
review of the child's progress 

(2) submit a copy of the treatment plan and each 
progress report to the Local Child Protective 
Services unit for subsequent transmission to the 
State Division 

• Ensure equity of care through well-defined adminis
trative policies and procedures 

~ Comply with licensing codes, requirements, and standards 
of appropriate State and county licensing agencies 

• Establish procedures and time limits with respect to 
placement and possible discharge by: 

(1) conducting a professional review of the child's. 
progress at least monthly to ascertain appropriate
ness of placement in the institutional setting 

(2) notifying the child-placing agency when a less 
restrictive setting can meet the child's needs; 
notification should include a detailed progress 
report, date of anticipated discharge, and alterna
tive placement recommendations 

CQmmentary 

Three of the Guidelines in this Standard warrant further 
elaboration. With respect to the fifth Guideline on developing 
individualized treatment plans according to expected length of 
placement, the following discussion illuminates what is meant 
by short-, intermediate, and long-term care and how this affects 
treatment and discharge plans. 

First, if the stay is estimated at 45 days or less (short
term care), the institution should establish, before or within 
five days of admission, an individualized treatment plan which 
contains an estimated discharge date. Second, if the estimated 
length of stay at the institution is 46 days to one year (inter
mediate carer, or third, if the estimated length of stay is longer 
than one year (long-term care), the institution should prepare 
an individualized treatment plan within 30 days of admission. In 
any of the three instances, the individualized treatment plan should 
be reviewed with the child-placing agency. 
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Several additional suggestions regarding discharge may assist 
institutions in implementing the last Guideline, i.e., procedures 
dealing with discharge. If the child-placing agency agrees with 
the institution's assessment regarding discharge plans for a child, 
the agency should share with the institution its plans for the 
child's subsequent placement as well as its willingness to resume 
responsibility for the child on the agreed-upon discharge date. 
Should the child-placing agency disagree with the institution's 
recommendation for discharge, the agency should notify the insti
tution within 15 days. The institution and the chiid-placing 
agency should review the case again, and make a fi~dl decision as 
to the appropriate discharge date . 

. F~nally, although it is assumed that institutions will have 
the .. primary responsibility for determining the length of the 
child~s stay in the institution, the child's advocate may also 
request that a post-placement review be conducted for the purpose 
of considering discharge of the child. 

STANDARD K-II-8 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD INVOLVE F&~ILIES IN DECISION MAKING FOR 
THEIR CHILDREN AND PROVIDE FOR FAMILY INVOLVEMENT IN INSTI·· 

. TU-TIONAL .ACTIVITIES 

Guidelines 

• Recognize the responsibility to involve families in all 
phases of institutional activities 

• Assess ways in \'lhich familif':!s can be involved 

• Encourage families to become involved with their 
children. and the institution by: 

(1) inviting parents to formal staff reviews and 
including them in the reviews 

(2) .qoI1,eulting with the parents .about. anysignificanb 
change in the-treatment plan and advising them of 
such changes 

(3) establi'shing a wide' range' of time for child visi
tation including, at a minimum, daily visitation 
periods in the afternoon and evening 

• " ~. ~ 

I 
I 
~) 
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(4) limiting visiting rights during established hours 
only when it would clearly detract from the child's 
adjustment and treatment (e.g., during the period 
immediately following admission; when a specific 
treatment program is in effect; or when the visit 
would upset the child) 

(5) encouraging weekend, holiday, and vacation home 
visits with the family unless professionally con
traindicated by the treatment plan 

(6) providing counseling services to families, or 
ensuring that such services are available elsewhere 

(7) allowirrg and encouraging family to provide clothing, 
appropriate small gifts, allowance money, etc., for 
the child 

(8) encouraging family participation in activities 
such as holiday parties, birthday parties, unit 
outings, fielq days, etc. 

(9) establishing appropriate and reasonably frequent 
times when parents ca.n attend and observe treatment 
activities such as school classrooms, and recrea
tional activities 

• Sponsor and support a Parents' Organization by: 

(1) informing all parents of the Organization's exist
ence and how to apply for membership 

(2) ensuring that representatives of the Parent~' 
Organization are includedonmaj.or boards sponsored 
directly by the institution, such as the Human 
Rights Committee or Advisory Boards 

(3) a~ranging periodic meetings between administrative 
staff and the Parents' Organization to answer 
questions and discuss issues or concerns 

Unless it is determined through a professional assessment of 
the child's needs that the family's involvement will have a 
detrimental effect on the child, the institution should encourage 
family participation. The therapeutic benefits of family involve
ment., not only in caring Ior the child .but in all phases of the 
institution's activities, should be recognized by institutional 
staff. 
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Further, the institution and the child-placing agency $hould 
establish a specific plan of treatment for the fa.mily, coordinated 
with the child I s plan, to attempt ,to reach the goal of retnrning 
the child to his family. A decision which eliminates the eventual 
return to the family should be well-documented and should occur 
only after a thorough assessment of the child's and family's 
capabilities and prognosis. 

STANDARD K-II-9 

EA,CH INSTITUTION SHOULD COMPLY WITH THE STATE LAW IN Fi.EPORTING 
AND ASSESSING SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

Guidelines 

\ 

I 

• Recognize that institutional staff, and consultants may be 
mandated to report and are civilly liable; if they fail 
to report they can be charged with a misdemeanor 

• Recognize that parents, relatives, and friends are 
voluntary reporters and are encourag,ed to report 

• Make reports to an on-duty member of the Human Rights 
Committee who is required to report to the State Child 
Protection Division and to initiate the assessments; ,at 
the saffi~ time, notify the director of the institution of 
the reports 

• Cooperate with the Independent State Agency in conducting 
its own independent assessment of the suspected incident 
(Cross-reference to Standard K-I-5 p. III-227) 

• Recognize that procedures for reporting suspected abuse 
and neglect occurring in an institut:Lon are the same as 
those for reporting abuse and neglect occurring outside 
an institution 
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STANDARD K-II-IO 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD DEVELOP A PLAN FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 
IF A REPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT IS FOUNDED 

Guidelines 

• Present to the State Child Protection Division for 
review, a strategy for corrective action which: 

(1) is most feasible, given the institution'~ 
financial and operating realities 

(2) ensures that repetition of the'situation will 
not occur 

• Cooperate with the Community Child Protection Coordinating 
Council when agreement cannot be reached with the State 
Child Protection Division on appropriate corrective 
action (Cross-reference to Standard K-I-6, p. 111-229) 

Commentary 

In the past, the corrective strategy employed in known inci
dents of institutional child abuse and neglect has not always had 
a sufficient preventive component to ensure that there would be 
no repetition of the situation. For example, if a child has been 
physically assaulted, many institutions have considered it 
sufficient to merely terminate the employment of that staff 
member rather than to initiate a thorough review of its staff 
selection procedures and its policies related to child' care. 

The purpose of this Standard is to stress the need for States, 
communities, and institutions to develop a mechanism which will 
correct those situations which have led to institutional abuse and 
neglect in such a manner that subsequent child abuse and I.neglect 
will be prevented, i.e., to focus attention on broad and funda
mental issues ,rather than only on immediate efforts to a specific 
incident. Specifically, every corrective strategy developed as a 
result of a case of institutional abuse or neglect should address 
the following to determine where necess,ary improvements are needed: 

• Policies of'the institution which could range from de
institutionalization and community and family involvement 
in policy formulation, to policies on how children should 
be managed and'disciplined 

. ,~ 
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• Administrative practices and procedures, including the 
quality and experience of all levels of staff 

• Operational practices and procedures specifically relating 
to: screening of staff during the recruitment process; 
review of staff capabilities and performance; staff training 
after employment; and rotation of staff to minimize pressures. 

Resource Enhancement 

STANDARD K-II-ll 

INSTITUTIONAL STAFF SHOULD RECEIVE TRAINING IN THE PREVENTION, 
IDEN'l'IFICATION, AND TREATHENT OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT AND ON 
THEIR REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES AS DEFINED IN STATE LAW 

Guidelines 

• Recognize the current lack of training in child. abuse 
and neglect among most institutional staff 

• Recognize the impact of staff behavior on the develop
ment of children's behavior patterns ~nd personality 
characteristics 

• Identify training needs, training priorities, means for 
accomplishing training, and focus of training efforts 

• Establish performance criteria for staff to achieve and 
appropriate techniques to test achievement before 
allowing staff to work independently.with.children 

• Designate a specialist in the field of child abuse and 
neglect to conduct and/or coordinate the training 

• Provide continuous and regular pre-service and in-ser
vice tra.ining, including supervisory and management 
training for staff in supervisory positions, and 
training for child care personnel who are in day-to·· 
day contact with the children 

• Train staff directly or through arrangements with 
another institution or community resource: 

:." .. 
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• Utilize a multi-disciplinary approach to ttaining 

• Utilize availabl~ training materials suitable for 
institutional staff', developed by the State Child 
Protection Division 

• Focus training on: 

(1) the impact on children of the behavior of staff by: 
(a) stressing the importance of modeling appropri

ate behaviors, and the uses and abuses of 
behavior modification 

(b) discussing how to handle "problem" children 
in ways which do not involve physical 
discipline 

(2) community reintegration as a goal 
(3) normal and abnormal child development 
(4) definitions and indicators of child abuse and neglect 
(5) extent of child abuse and neglect in the community, 

State, and nation 
(6) internal and external child abuse and neglect report

ing and assessment procedures 

STANDARD K-II-12 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD CONDUCT AN ANNUAL REVIEW OF ITS CHILD 
ABUSE AND NEGLECT PREVENTION AND TREATMENT EFFORTS 

Guidelines 

• Perform evaluation by institutional staff who are trained 
in evaluation, with the option of requesting that the 
State Department of Social Services or the Local Social 
Services Agency assist with or perform the evaluation 

• Coordinate evaluation efforts with other institutions, 
if possible 

• Direct evaluation efforts toward such areas as: 
(1) statistics concerning, for example, the number 

of abused or neglected children who entered the 
institution, the number of children suspected 
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of being abused or neglected in the institution, 
and the number of abused and neglected children 
reintegratE~d into the cOI1U1luni ty from the. insti
tution 

(2) effectiveness of treatment services 
(3) quality of trai~ing efforts 
(4) effectiveness of reporting procedures 
(5) additional information needed to evaluate and 

improve child protection efforts 

\ 

STh~DARD K-II-13 

EACH INSTITUTION SHOULD ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN CQMMUNICATION WITH 
THE STATE AND THE COMMUNITY TO PROMOTE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF INSTI
TUTIONAl, CARE AND TO DEVELOP ALTERNATIVES TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION 
OF CHILDREN 

Guidelines 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Recognize that publ.ic awareness of the needs of children 
is necessary in developing viable alternatives to insti
tutionalization 

Iqentify tp.rget. audiences, such as: leaders of the 
community; vOluriteer organizations; anq Stqte and local 
legtslative o'fficials' . , 

Identify key information to be disseminated, with vari
ations to depend upon the target audience 

Identify areas. in which community resources can be uti
lized to foster alternatives to institutionalization 

• ,Identify areas 'in whi~h bommtihityvo11.~nteers· can be 
used'topromote public awareness 

• Establish administrative rules and regulations which promote 
community involvement. e.g., use of institution's facilities 
by the community,. the children's use of facilities ~,vH:hin 
the· co~unity 
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• Develop and disseminate materials on the responsibilities 
of the institution and the needs of institutionalized 
children, utilizing various media 

• Evaluate effectiveness of public awareness program 
annually 
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Section V 

The Model Child Protection Act with Commentary is being develop.ed by 

the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect; a draft version was 

issued in August of 1977 for review purposes only. It provides a 

model structure within which state services can be organized, de-

livered and coordinated in a unified and coherent approach. It is 

a tool which can assist states in improving their laws and adminis-

trative practices and procedures. 

In addition to Section 23 of the draft Model Act, which deals spe-

cifically with the reports of institutional child abuse and neglect, 

the Table of Contents has been included so that the reader might 

h~ve some appreciation for the overall scope of the basic document. 

Conuhertts and- sugge-st-H>liS are iIiviti?d and will be considered as the 

MQd~l Act is finalized. Address correspondence to the Director, 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. 
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TITLE V: GENERAL 

SECTION 23. REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE AND 

NEGLECT 

(a) The state department shall designate the public or 

private agency or aqencies responsible for investigating reports 

involving known or suspected institutional child abuse or neglect, 

t,hrough writteli agreement. The designated agency or agencies 

must be other than and separately administered from the one 

involved in, the alleged acts or omissions. Subject to the pre

ceeding limitation, the agency may be the'state department, the 

local child protective service, a law enforcement agency, 

or another appropriate agency_ 

COllllllent 

.'\ This subsection is meant to ensure the,t no agency polices 
itself in the investigation of a report of institutional abuse or 
neglect, as defined in section 4(h), supra. For e~ample, the state 
department may operate residential facilities for children. Under 
this section, it would designate an outside, d~sinterested agency 
to perform the investigation. This subsection recognizes that it 
may be desirable to designate different agencies to investigate 
child abuse or neglect in different types of institutional settings 
or for different areas in the state. (In some situations, it might 
be appr~priate to designate parental organizations.) Unlike cases 
of parental abuse and neglect, cases of institutional abuse and 
neglect often require the authoritative intervention of law 
enforcement agencies, such as the police or district attorney. 

I' 
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DRAFT 
(b) The agreement shall describe the specific terms 

and conditions of the designation, including the manner 

in which reports of known or suspected institutional 

child abuse or neglect will be received through the 

single statewide telephone number, the manner in which 

such reports will be investigated, the remedial action 

which will be taken, and the manner in which the statewide 

child protection center will be kept fully informed of the 

progress, findings, and disposit1.on -of the investigation. 

Comment 

By establishing clear lines of accountability betw-een the state 
department and the designated agency, this subsection places upon the 
state department the ultimate responsibility for the proper handling 
of reports of institutional child abuse and neglect. 

(c) To fulfill the purposes of this section, the 

state department may purchase the services of the public 

or private .agency designated to investigate reports of 

known or suspected institutional child abuse or neglect. 

Comment 

This subsection gives the state department the fiscal authority 
to designate the public or private agency best suited to handle each 
particular type of institutional child maltreatment without having to 
rely on that agency's ability to absorb the cost of the added 
responsibility. Such an arrangement would allow the agency investi
gating the institutional abuse or neglect to reC0ive child protective 
funds, including those derived from federal programs, such as Title XX 
of tbe Social Security Act. 
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Section VI 

This section contains the following information concerning resource 

materials which may be of interest to those who are interested in 

the prevention ',and correction of child maltreatment in institutions: 

Item A -- A review of The Inspection of Children's Institutions -

A Manual 

Item B -- A description of some newly developed training materials, 

The Residential Child Care Worker 

Item C -- A printout of abstracts of program information related to 

corporal punishment, institutional abuse and neglect, and 

institutionalized children contained in the Clearinghouse 

of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. 



Item A 

The National Colalition for Children's Justice is an organization 

dedicated to improving conditions for the one million children 

incarcerated each year in our nation's jails, reformatories, mental 

hospitals, and residential "treatment" facilities. The Coalition 

is working to arouse pu~iic concern over the treatment of children 

in public and priv·ate care and to build coalitions among civic 

and child advocacy groups at the Federal and state levels. Its 

goal is to develop permanent coalition among citizen groups, elected 

officials, and state liscensing agencies -- coalitions which can 

assume responsibility for monitoring and upgrading the conditions 

of children in public as well as private care. The method is to 

investigate cond:l,.tions within residential facilities, to devise 

strategies for more appropriate placement of the thousands of 

youngsters unnecessarily confined to them, and to ensure humane 

treatment for those who must remain institutionalized. 

Additional information can be obtained by contacting: 

The National Coalition for Children's Justice 
66 Witherspoon St. 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

Telephone: (609) 924-0902 

I 
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The Inspection of Children's Institutions - A Manual, National 
Coalition for Children's Justice, Princeton, New Jersey, December 1977 

The Coalition takes the position that the original "promise" behind 
the concept of establishing and operating children's institutions has 
endeq. in failure and disappointment. "The very institutions estab
lished to 'save, help, or treat' needy children have often abused, 
neglected, or brutalized them." It calls for the abolishment of all 
large institutions for children, an1 advocates for the implementation 
of small community based programs. However, recognizing the imprac
ticality of advocating for the total eradication of child caregiving 
institutions, the Coalition proposes that a community strategy be 
developed which would subject such institutions to periOdic external 
inspections. To that elld, the Coalition has developed a manual 
designed to provide an inspection team of experienced professionals, 
interested citizens and public officials with a design whereby a 
closer monitoring of children's institutional caregiving facilities 
can be accomplished. 

The manual breaks the inspection down into three principal groups of 
functional activities which would be examined: 

1. Management policies and administrative procedures to 
implement them. 

2. Factors which determine the quality of life. 

3. Factors which determine the quality of programs. 

Lists of some essential questions are provided so that the inspector 
might ask the right questions. 

For example, under management policies and administrative procedures, 
the following subsets of questions are supplied: 

Suggested questions to be answered by administrator and/or 
board members. 

Suggested questions concerning staff. 

Suggested questions to be asked of staff. 

Questions to be answered regarding admissions. 



Ques tions .to be answered rega.rding record-keeping. 

Some questions concerning accounting procedures. 

Quality of life questions relate to: 

Questions to be answered regarding buildings and grounds. 

Questions to be answered regarding daily life. 

Questions concerning discipline, disciplinary reports, 
and seclusion. 

Quality of programs questions are directed toward: 

Questions to be answered regarding the education program. 

Questions regarding the professional services being provided. 

Questions regarding discharge. 

Questions to ask the children being served. 

Unless you ask the right question, the answer is often misleading or 
at best incomplete. This manual is a good solution to that problem. 
For addition.al information concerning this manual,-contact the 
National Coalition for Children's Justice. 
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A NEW BASIC the COURSE· . 

residential 
child care 

worker 
fOR THE FIRST TIME . .. A COMPREHENSIVE 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR ADUt. TS WHO 
WORK WITH CHILDREN IN 
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES. 

The course meets a need for high quality instruc

tional material 

• It develops skills and knowledge in seven 
fundamental subjects 

• It is both self-instructional and a classroom 
curriculum 

• It is appropriate for academic and institutional 
training 

• It is appropriate for the inexperienced as well 
as the experienced child care worker 

• It is designed to improve the Clualit:r of child 
care 

• It is proven effective 

These materials were developed for: 

Children's Bureau 
Administration for Children, 

Youth and Families 
Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare 

Washington, D.C. 

Under U.S. Government Contract 
Number HEW 105·75·1122 



A BASIC COURSE 
FOR RESIDENTIAL 
CHILD CARE 
WORKERS 

THE STUDENT'S MANUALS-----

There are seven student manuals, one per sub
ject, plus an overall guide. The guide provides 

important information on how to use the course. 
The subject manuals are self-contained and 
self-instructional. They can be used for inde
pendent study or as preparation for classroom 
participation. The ~tudents work at their own 
pace, assessing their progress through pre- and 
post-tests. The manuals, written in clear, con
cise easily understood style, may be used se
quentially for a total course or independently, 
allowing an individual student or group to 
create a course specific to their needs. 

THE INSI'RUcroR'S MANUALS-----.... 
There are seven instructor's manuals, one per 
subject, plus an overall guide. The guide ex
plains hoW the teaching packages are designed 
and suggests teacher strategies especially use
ful with adult learners. The subject manuals 
contain a basic teaching curriculum plus en
richment materials. Detailed designs will benefit 
the less experienced instructor and provide the 
experienced instructor with a variety of re
sources. Class management details (group size, 
time and evaluation methods) are included 
along with a selected bibliography. 

While various teaching methods are used, the 
emphasis is always on experiential learning. The 
students learn by participating in realistic, 
meaningful activities. 

THE TAPE CASSEI'IES---------.... 
Five tape cass.ettes have been prepared as an 
integral part of the curriculum. They are coordi
nated with the seven subjects. An order form is 
provided to order cassettes either individually or 
as a set. 



SUBJECT MATERIAL 
There is a Student's Manual and an Instructor's Manual for each of the titles listed below: 

o DEVELOPMENTAL ~'LANNING 
Placing a child in a residential care facility and 
providing a productive environment for that child 
require careful planning. Developmental planning 
begins at the outset, when the request for resi
dential care is made. It continues with develop
ment of a plan for service that includes: Bringing 
thG child into the residential care; implementing 
the plan; evaluation of the service; moving the 
child out of residential care; and providing after 
care. The therapeutic role of the child care worker 
is en:!-\hasized at every step of the process and 
special attention is given to the development of 
observation, evaluation and log-recorping skills. 

m DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS 
All children go through predictable stages of de
velopment and growth. But, as individuals, chil
dren develop 'at their own rate, in their own time. 
Understanding child development gives the child 
care worker a means of dealing with the physical 
and emotional development of children in an ef
fective way. The knowledge of developmental 

,stages from infancy through adolescence pro
vides the child care workers with the ability to 
respond inteli!0,ently and effectively to the variety 
of needs expre~,sed by the individual children in 
their care. 

fi] SEPARATION 
The effects on the.child of separation,fromfriends 
and family are often profound and produce a 
variety of emotional and behavioral responses. 
These are studied along with the significance of 
continuing family relationships and the child care 
worker's role in helping the child at this critical 
time. The interaction of the child care worker, the 
child, the family and the other children in the 
residential facility is the focus of this subject area. 
Developing effective communication. skills for 
working with these children is emphaSIzed. 

m THE COTTAGE 
Cottage is the name given to any kind of residen
tial setting. Here the emphasis is on the 
philosophy and purpose of the cottage and on 

developing the skills needed by thE) child care 
worker for organization of cottage life. Manage
ment, leadership, problem solving and relation
ship building Skills are taught. The special needs 
of children in residential care are described. The 
crucial times and activities of the day are 
analyzed in terms of their signficance to children 
separated from their families. 

iii DISCIPLINE 
Discipline is a means of establishing order in the 
child's life and is a way of effecting positive be
havioral change. The emphasis here is on 
motiviating the child to become self-disciplined 
and able to recognize the need for effec,'ve disci
pline and control. The child care worker's knowl
edge and variety of techniques for dealing with 
behavioral problems are developed by studying 
numerous approaches to behavior chanJe. 
Teaching discipline requires the child care 
worker to have self-knowledge; understanding of 
the children's needs; and understandil'l~J of the 
relationship shared by the child a.nd the worker. 

m THE GROUP 
Working with children in groups is an integral 
part of the life of a child care worker. The worker 
guides each individ.ual child to become a par
ticipating, positive member of the group. Here, 
group dynamics within the cottage are stressed. 
Learning to meet the needs of the group while 
respecting and., encouraging- individual differ
ences 0.f members within the group is the main 
focus of this manual. 

6 THE JOB 
The child care workers examine their own roles 
and responsibilities in dealine with the children In 
their care. The impact of the worker's own needs, 
valuas and attitudes on the child are the central 
issues studied here. The effective handling of the 
pressures of child care work requires the de
velopment of self-awareness, self-confidence, 
and a sensitivity to oneself and to others. This 
includes the ability to understand the powerful 
effect of the worker's behavior on others, es
pecially the children in their care. 

These materials are copyrighted and distributed by: 
Group Child Care Consultant Services 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

919-966-5466 
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THE BASIC COURSE 
FOR RESIDENTIAL 

CHILD CARE WORKERS 

SETS 
No. of Sets 

Complete course (I copy of each Student Manual 

and Student Guide: I copy of each Instructor 

Manual and Instructor Guide) ...................... $65.00 

Complete course for class of 10 (10 copies of each 

Student Manual and Student Guide: I copy of 

each Instructor Manual and Instructor Guide 

................................................................. $250.00 

Complete course for class of 20 .............•. $465.00 

INDIVIDUAL MANUALS 
Student i nstrcctor 
No. Copies No. Copies 

I Developmental Planning 

II Developmental Needs 

III Separation 

IV The Cottage 

V Discipline 

VI The Group ----
VII The Job 

Guide 

PRICE LIST 

Student Manual $3.75 each 
Student Guide .75 each. 
Instructor Manual 5.25 each 

Instructor Guide 5.00 each 
The complete course includes over 2300 pages 

Each MaNual is bound with a GBC spiral binding 
and a durable cover. 

All orders plus postage. Unless purchaser indicates otherwise, 
the least expensive means of mailing will be used. Invoice 
will accompany order. 

Note: When Tapes are ordered with the curriculum, the 
complete order will be shipped together. 

Individual Tapes 
Title 

$2.50 each 
Use With 

la Observation, Communication 

Ib and Log Recording Manual I 

2a The Child Care Worker 

2b Working with the Passive 
IVIanual I 

and Withdrawn Youngster Manual 2 ---

3a Visiting Parent 

3b Cottage Programming 

and Activities 

4a Child Care Worker and 

Manual 3 

Manual 4 ---

Supervisor Manual 4 

4b Discipline and Punishment Manual 5 ---

5a Working with the Group Manual 6 

5b Child Care Worker and 

Professional Staff Manual 7 ---

Complete Set of 5 Tapes $12.50 

'--------------------------------------------
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CR-OOJ.07 
National lnst. of Mental Health (DHEW), Adelphi·, Md. 

Mental Health Study Center. 
2340 E. Universitv Blvd. 
Adelphi, MD 20783 

Participant Observation oC the Reorganiz:ltion of a System 
of Care for Abused and NegJe<:ted Children: A Study in 
Child' Advocacv. 
Maney, A. C.; Gaughan, M. 
i5-continuing. 

Resenrch Purpose: To develop and report an understanding 
of those professional, bureauctatic, and political processes 
which affect the deinstitutionaJization of child care sys
ems. 

Research ~lethodology: Models contrasting the components 
of a professionaJly ideal system for the care of abused and 
neglected children with those of a metropolitan communi
ty's custodially oriented system have been developed with 
other community and professionaJ groups. Strategies for 
bringing the components of the real system into greater 
aJignment with the ideal are now being jointly formulated, 
implemented, and evaluated. The principal method is parti
cipant observation. 
Research Results: The project is currently evaluating the 
impact of phasing out institutionaJ care in terms of 
changes in use or existing components, development of 
new components, and the emergence of problematic is
sues. 

CR-00159 
Iowa State Dept. of Social Services, Des Moines. Div. of 

Community Services. 
Lucas State Office Bid!!.. 
Des Moines. IA 50311-

Increasing the Effectiveness oC Foster Care Through the Use 
of a Sen'ice Contract • 

. Zober, E. 
Sep 74-continuing 
Children's Bureau (DHEW), Washington, D.C. 

Research Purpose: To demonstrate that effective case plan
ning will increase opportunities for children in foster care 
to receive the most appropriate services for their needs. 
Research Methodology: A single group of 50 children be
.!.!':~en th~ ages of 5 and 18 years are being studied: Each 
child came from a living situation with at least I biological 
parent, was old 'enough to understand a contrnci: rem·runed 
in foster care for 6 weeks or more. Data were collected at 
the time the child was identified as a prospective case. 
Follow-up data are col,lected at monthly intervals during 
fuster care and for 1 year following termination of foster 
care. Data are collected regarding objectives to be 
achieved during foster care and achievement of interme
diate goals. 
Research Results: In the selection of cases for the project 
it was found that half the children who appear on the case
loads do not come from a liVing situation with a biological 
parl"nt but from one fosler care placement to another. For 
the first 50 children in the project. the anticipated length 
of slay in foster care was I year or less. There may be an 
association between planning and length of stay in foster 
care. Data collection is in progress. 



CD.oOO:o 
Child A bu .. in Scbooll. 
Amie!, S. 
North ... ,,, Mrdi<In' 71( II ):808. Noyember 1972. 

Nationwide. m6re tnUl 4.5 million childrcn may b. in 
dan~er 01 .buse al Ih. hands of seriously maladjusted 
le"he .... A reoent survey disclosed thaI 25 (>Creent 01 
Inche" desdbed themselve, u unhappy, worried, or 
dissaUslied; 17 percent were unusuIUy nervous; .nd 9 
percent were "senousi)' maladjusted." In Wadungton StJtc, 
" rtport rtcomm,ndLng legislalion to prott.t.t !..Choal ckul .. 
dren c"ed 20 paso, of complain IS dewlins .. distie punIsh· 
ment. hazardous ;CllVltios, and Iho ne~loet 01 sick cluldren. 
Children, ""aware Ihal such abuse is not IUlhoriled by 
thear paron IS, may run away 13lhe: than endure it. 
SUgj;eSled lepslation in Washinilon Stat. includes' esub· 
fuhment of • chUd .dVO<4le C<)unsel. gnater conool av" 
the school enVlroomenl, and the closinS 01 noncomplying 
"hools os unlit. I refe,.nce. 

CD'()0029 
OJldren's Bure.u (HEW). Washington, D.C. Div. af Socal 
Sem.:.s. 
Cl,Udren in Limbo. 
Arnold. M. 
Public lYel/or< 2S(3):221-22E. July 1967. 

The child in timbo is defined as on. in whom psychologico.l 
iTowth and developmenl .,e ,Iagnanl. Migunt children, 
some children 01 semeemen, children in search 01 parena, 
children driftin~ along In poor care, some in~tiluliQn.liud 
children, .Dused and neglected children. some children of 
worka.ng mothers, child:.n In foster care, ""d children in 
nced o( unprovided sorvico< may be children in Umbo. 
Retrieving these children (rom Iheir statw could be 
facilJt3led by increased r.de13 I funds, changes in state IJws, 
ptrmanent ioster family cart I IJ\d I:OU.-ai'eQUS innova.tion in 
child we!fare. 

CD'()0069 
Bendix Re ... rch, BerKeley. Cali!, 
Drur. Modification 01 lIehovior: A Form o( Chemico.! 
Violrnce A~ain't Children? 
8endu., ~. 
Journal of Clim<.1 Child I'lI'ehoiofY ~('):r).l9, F.U 1973. 

The us. of .mphennunes lor behavior moclifico.tlon in 
children ralses m .. ny Quemons /.Ild problems. There is no 
elear,;:ul definition (or rrunimal brair, dysfunclion wl-Jcb 
would determine candid.te~ (er dnlg the13PY. Many 
.. peei~tly crealive. lOttve. or indepcndent .:hildr.n who 
MV. trouble confonnin& to .dult norms could elToneously 
laU into lhis cate,ory b)' current definiuoru. AJSumin, tblt 
;,olallon o( Ihe nypcrkllleue poup IS poloSible, Ihere is • 
.i~ifj.ant I.ck 01 evidence th.t the clrllp do incre ... the 
chald's learning ability or Iili ability to copo:, Side effects lie 
numerow lno may be xvcre 11l children, lnd \neillc. 
phydolo&ticil druC dependence. Aho the child is condi
tioned 10 ",ok drup .s a solution to his problems durin, • 
(ormatlv. period in h .. lilt. AU too ollen the child's rcal 
problem ~oes unnoUced as tb. symptoms lie muked by 
lhe amphetamines. 30 felerences. 

CtH)VIH 
lilw Yor!t; School ~)r Psy;~au)·. W4.H"i !")~n\l 
Brain D .. mlRrd Adl.>lucen&l! ThC'u 1IilSC.I.hU:IUIlU Ul • 

Ihh"bili'"tion COnlor. 
lIrown, R. J. 
Am.riclUl Jo .. m.1 of Onhc>prychi4rr,' 42( I ):326-327. JinU

MY 1972. 

A pre.ocational ... ducaUonll·therapeullc program lor brain 
injur.d adolescents jointly writlen by I major cily public 
school system ."d a volunury rehAbilitation a~enc>' 
mulled in nluhipl. insb"",. o( chil ... abuoe. Vocational 
traininS consi$ted of only the most menial activities, mlny 
of which were monotonous and rtpe'iliow. No adequale 
lacilities we,. provided lor phYsic:.a1 activities and recre.· 
bOD. Administrative anu~onisms, clinical igno13nee, lear o( 
chan,e, inlerdisciplinMY n.;Uri.s, prolessional elilism, and 
interdepartm.nul power Slruule. have aU contributed 10 

'petrify the proa;ram a~alllsl the wishes of its stafl. The 
prornm will only serve \0 .. h'e th. consei.no:es o( Itt 
iAno ••• ors and provide welfare iionciu witb • fUlure 

, cIi.ntele. 
"t'1-~ 

'CP-OOl78 

CiUl~~S ).uitlSl Physic.1 Punishment, DaU." Tex. 

~n;.Y' Bcat Childree, Dan't They7~ 
Dunc:a.n,C •• 
'JQum~1 ~I Clinical Child Psyr:'oloty 2(3):!3-1~, Fan 1973. 

A re",,,,, history 01 lS.n.hs on cr.iJdren in Ihe Pall .. school 
'Yllem is prcunlec 10 em;>huilt thaI .~.nci.s ." power
Ie" to pr.vell' su~h inCIdents within tho school system. 
Mlny child cue cenlert, mental institutions. and JuvenUt 
jails alt equ.tlly abusivc. Thoullh institutional vlclcnce 
toward c,hi)dR'n in Tu.:.s i~ not uncommCr(,~ ~:r'~~p'ourn 
;se r:urrtntly oraani:ina anUcorporai punishment les'sla
lion. Nillonal prof ... ional o'i.ruZition~ could ;arovide 
inform,tion and support lor these orpniza:lon •. 

CD~OO~69 
Brandeis Unh'., WaJth.m, M .... Flo~nce HeUer Graduate 
Scllool lor Ad ... ,ced Studies in Social Well.re. 
Helpini Parenu and PrOle cling Chndr~n. A Con~ptual 
Mod.l of Chnd Abuse and lu ImpUcations (or Social 
Policy. 
CO,P.G, 
In: Steinmel:, S. K.; Strauss, M. A. (Edllors), Viol'net In 
rh. FomiJJI"New "oIK, Dodd, Me.de, lod Co. pp. 2Q5-211, 
1974. 

Sovel1l1 Slud... includin, .n ext.rui.. :\ll!on.1 su",ey 
indicate Ih.t cluld abuse do .. 10' resull pnmo:'!l), Irom 
ino1i.idual psychopathol0ItY, bUI insle,d.lepresenu. mult,
dimen1ional probl.m rool<<I ll\ socielY', \lnconcel'll (or dIe 
ritbtsof children. Society's ... nc:lon oC lhe us< 01 corporal 
punishment >IIL,s! childr' ~ appel1s to aec?,:"t lor the 
wide prevalence of abu"· ~j1il nu.rn.aled ~ rru~on cases ~ 
year with 60 pel cent o( tlle popuLauon botie:nns that 
anyone is cap.ble 01 Ibwe), Supendded 10 this fene,,1 
anl:lion of violenat 11< Ih. inct .... d U>t 01 corpot.l 
punWlmenl amani the poor and lmon, manoritY aroupi 
Iccollntini for the /utb incidenat C!I .bus< among these 
popUlations. Reportini biu, Ihe Il'"cialsuene. 01 poverty, 
IIld the lo .... r I •• el of verbal inlenaCtion amon, the lowor 
clns also may contribule to lhe problem. Precipitating 
• •• nu conrfilut. yel Inocher o:Iimeo.sion. Soc:'l policy must 
be almod It eradicatin& thc w. of corporal pUJllshment. 
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_gain,1 children particularly In the schools znd other pubUc 
instHullon,. In .ddlllon, the eUlTination of poverty and 
",cal ineq1J:lUty is nea:~ry for achievini Ihe ultimal. BO.u 
of <quol rif:hLs for children. More SpecUIC rneasUr .. such If 
• comprehenSIve lanllly pl2nnin& pr0\:farn, famlly Ule 
edu"l1on lor .dolescent:, I n>tionoJ bealth sotvice, and 
neighborhood based soeial ,el'lice, will lIso be u •• ful. 6 
references. 

CD~0418 
Tlmt><r\.1wn Psychiatric Cent<r, Dalla" Tex, 
D~iplinary Pueliees in Dall.. Conu»,St.d With School 
Systems WiLh Rules A~.insl Violence Against en.citen. 
H.gebak, R. W. 
Journal of Clinteal Chad Psycholory 2(3):14-16, Fall 1973, 

Corporal punishment is • common pracOJce in many Tex:. .. 
school systems, pa."tlcuLarly those in DalLa,. Companson, 
with systems not Using. phy1iC.ill punishment showed that 
system, using corporal ;>unishmea: ,eneraUy haYe more 
behavior problems than those who de not. Tbouf;h physical 
punisb"'tnt may temporanly allay outburst, it docs not 
solve the underlYinG problems which will eyentually caus: 
further misconduct. Perr.zp' ,impler Lhan understanding 
and correctlstg the re",ons behind nusbeh:avlor, c<>rporal 
punishment is nevertheless oilen a cause oC c:blId fru'tra' 
tion, conl""ion, apalhy, and other psychologlcal problems 
as weU as physical inJury. 

CD·00443 
Horvard Educational Review, Cambridge, Mass. 
The R.i~h IS of Children. 
Cambridge, Mass., Harvart! Educational Review, 391 pp., 
1974. 

A coUection oC writing, <oven Lhe development oC the 
conception, 01 <luJdren's ngilts; child advocacy; ond social 
policy for chUdrer.. SpecifiC tepics include (I) the present 
leg.1 st~lus of chiidren .."d the philosoprucal ju'tification 
for the nghts 01 chi!dren;(~) the Massachusetts Task Force 
report on child advocac)'; (3) a recounting of White House 
Conlerences on children; (4) problems in juvenile ju,tice; 
(5) a case study oC the Massachusetts Youth Correchonal 
System; (6) the problem oC 10SICr cale in the U.s.: (7) 
allemallY< pollclt> for helplJlS abused and neglected chilo 
d",": (8) the use of drug, i.o Ileatment oC hyperkinetic 
children; and (9) public pollcy a"essment proc:.edures. Alia 
included are several reViews of related books. Numerous 
ref ere n ces. 

CD·00540 
Chlidlen's Cott."", Kew (Aust13U.). 
Some Child,.n 11 Risk in Victoria in the 19th C.nrul)'. 
Judge, C.: Emmerson, R. 
Medical JOlJm<i of Ausrralia 1(13):490-495, March 30, 
1974. 

The lamentable conditions 01 the reCorm schools in 
Au,tr,li. set up during the second halC of th. 19th oentury 
to care lor the large number of delinquents and orphans 
generated by the gold ru,h arc described. It i.I suggested 
that • l'!vlew oC these heinous conditions may help avert 
nrruLar C.les COl the estimated 100,000 at·risl: children in 
AU!lr,3.li3 to{~3)'. :!O rCre!cnces.-

CD'()06.S 

R.thinkin~ Children', Rillhu. 
Marker, G.: Fn.dman. P. R. 
Child,." Today 1(6).8·11, Novemt-er·D • ..,mbtr 1913 • 

A disc .... ion us~es the le,l! proleSllon to reco&nu< Uld 
Insure children', nf;hts I.S person,. Cluldrcn's ngilu wluch = bui, to bum.n developmeat include Lhe nghl to be 
n.ised in • supportive .. ,d nurtuMg enwonmene; the right 
to ade'!""te medical arc; the nght to 'ppropllate educa. 
tion; the right to protection from ~evere phYSical and 
psychological.buse .nd ne~lect: and the right to have one', 
own best tnterest adequately represented. E;xp,mion of 
these rights 10 cluJdren IJl lJl,ti[utlons, excepllonal cluJdrer., 
and mer-taU)' retarded children is attributed 10 three 
prea:dent~tl1ng ""un ase, which ase bneOy described. 
Rights yet to b. articul>tcd by the legal proCession IJIclUde 
children's ngbts to medical carc: wllhout pa.rent:t) c:onsent , 
to adequate represent.tion In the makin& oC decisIon. thn 
&ffeC\ tbeir lives, and to protection from parental abU$es. 6 
references. 

CD·00655 

Committee' to End Violence Against the :-lext Genc13tion, 
Berkeley, Calif. 
Corp",.1 Punishment. 
Maurer., A. 
American Psychologist :9(8):614-e26. Augu,t 1974. 

The usc of corporal punishmenl III t~te school 'I'stem is 
Largeiy unjus:uied 2..~d has lee! to ",idespre.d cruelty ac,coS! 
child,:,n. It U forbIdden in ani}' 3 stotes and expre,slr 
permitted IJI 17. Pan of corporal punishment's perSIstence 
stems: from 2 IT'..l5taken :thane: by ltS advocates on 
llboralory research seemins to ,upport punlShmenl's eC. 
ficacy. These S'tudks do not take:. intO accOUnt the tealltJes 
of educational znd chlldr,anng cusloms. The pu.~ishmen[ 
oC the Laboratory, any stimulus that ",duces the frequency 
oC Ihe behavior tbat precedes it. is qutte diCie,ero: from 
punishmcilt 2!: commonly undcrstooa-with Jt5 connota~ 
tions oC pain and retribution and ItS irequent involvement 
oC great brut.~ty. Funhermore, 111 the !.bor~tory punish. 
ment is used to modify narrowly defllled Untt, or behaVior, 
wher,,", in the fi.ld the sa."e pun:.shment ,ehedules are 
sought 10 be applied 10 comple;< patterns oC behaVIor 
""ulting from widely different ,",usc, and lJl'olvlllg subtl; 
emollonal 'tate,. In eener.I, workers in the iield have 
c:ondemned co",oral punlShment although thoU' stud,e, are 
not always controUed expeoments. Punishment IS rooted 
p:.rtly IJI irrational p::tmltive be~.f. IJIcludlng the dem •• 
bility of In ian tici de. Violent punishment may lead 10 
violence, 1Il tbe ohild and a~norm31 emouonal and sexual 
development; its Use may inhibit learnlJlg and Ihe develop. 
ment oC self dLSciplrne. Expenmenl5 on ?unishment hlY. 
o<lther established wh"her the P' lushment practiced ll\ 

schools IS 5ufficienH)' g.r~du:He\'" 0.11 Its .$c\lcnt)' 10 be m 
~trcCtlYC tcactuni' ill!cnt nor whether H has lastln~ behav. 
loral c1fc:cu. 152 references. 
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CD-llO~19 
The Ri.,hu 01 Ju.cnil .. Confined I" ininu,g Scl ols lnd 
the Experienco 01 • rnllnlng School Ombudsman. 
Silbert, J. D.; Su,"man, A. N. 
BrDDklyn lAw Rtvi.w 4Q:60S-<i33, 1973·1 ~74. 

A review details the ri&llts 01 juveniles canlined to train~~g 
schools as deternuncd by Ihe courts in a large number of 
jud,mcnrs and describes the difficultie, encountered by 
Ombudsmen Within Ihe New York Slale Tr:linin& School 
Syslem. The.\t dtfficulties lell into 5 catejlones: """rt.imng 
the truth; obtOlning ell'ClIYe action through bsututlonaJ 
a.nd admU\is.tr~t!"c. bUn:.2UC:&tic structure.s·, ?oste.umg the. 
power only to recommend; main tain i.,g aed,bility wirh the 
ftsidenu: and prorec:ing t.~e ehild,.n·, nghts when such 
"'.r. tiU", iU-<leiincd or un.nl~rc.d. Btcau" 01 ptrvuivt 
le.r In H.fC .dminlStrator> .• nd residents Ihroughour the 
inst.:(ution, there wa.s 2 gre:3t tendency among the people: to 
dillort the truth, and contradictory starements abound.c. 
The com?lex bL!:eauC"3tic structure often g,enCr:lted an 
.tmo,phere 01 unaccountabilitY on the part 01 sufi .nd 
.dmlnlStTlto:>. The lack 01 .ny rt,l .uthoriry on Ihe pan 
of the Ombudsr.1en Wn 3 SOUTce or fTlJ~tratic;,n, and th~~ 10 

p:&r: conrnbulcd 10 • dlff1,ulty in maJn'a.1ntn~ ,I reloluon
slur In wrJc.h they could be trU\tc~ by rhe rt:l:lde:1ts 

Frtquenll)' rhe chlldren's ni.hI, were n'l'T.nrir VIol. Ie:! 
bec.u .. rhe)" were .0 ill·deflned rh.r rhe children \"'r< 
unawv't of them or [tey did not eXIst in the Ul5rtt':. It 
is concluded that residenrs ale frequentlY not trr ,', !S 

human bemg, with (ee~ng,. lears, :upir.tlons, ~d "ms. 
Numerous rcjerences. 

CD·01178 
Constitutional Rj~hl 10 Tre.tment lor Juveniles Adjudi. 
catell to n. DelL,quenl. 
Frisch, M. 
A.mon·con Crimlllai Law ReVlt'" 12(1 ):209-21 S, Summer 
1974. 

The deciSIon by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh 
Circuit in Nelson v. He>·n., 355 r. Supp. 451, Afrd nos. 
72-19;0. i3-14 4 6 (7th Ci:. hn. 31, 1974), th.t inmates of 
1 juvenile conec:ion,1 :nstitution have an aifinnltive 
cc:nstltuticnai ti~l to tre:tmcnt, is discussed. The case: was 
a cl.ss ac:ien on behall 01 juve:lil= L.,mates of the IndiDna 
Boys School. The complaint sought bOlh decl3rorory ~nd 
injunctIve relief from specilic practices which included the 
use of corporal punishment, Intramusc~lar Iniectlons of 
mnquUizin; dr~g!. solitar,' conlinement lor penoes of 
Irom 5 to 35 days, the rensorshlp of incoming and o'ltgoing 
mail, and compulsor; Sunday .ttcnc~nct .: eIther Protes
lant or Cathouc servIces. The court relL it necessary to 
decide Ihe c~se lor :he plalnliif on broad conslltution:u 
gronnds, b.sed on a/\ 3n.lyslS of \: ,th the due process 
prOVision of Ihe fourleenlh alOcndlllo'.1 Jnd the CTlIel anu 
unusual punishlOenr b~n imposed by .thc o;£h"h amend. 
ment. The polic), n","voling the deciSIon rn Nelson \v~s a 
rceo,nrtlon b)" Ihe coun of Ihe speci.1 requirements of the 
Juvenile Justice 1)"5I<nt, I'.rlieubrly the noel.! 10' «h.blllt.
tlV~ Ircollllen:. I mpuc"roons C\f Ihc n~ill 10 Ireatment 
ar~u",cnr Jrc nrl.:rrcu In Jorlh. Numerous references. 

CD-01187 
£IrandcIs UnIY., W,lth.m, ~hss. Flo,,"nce lIelier Gladuate 
School lor AdYanced Studlc~ in Soc:ol Well.re. 
Violence Ac.inst Children. 
Cil,D.C. 
Cambridse, M.ss .. lIarvord Unil'ersilY rress, :16 pp .• 1973. 

The n.turr., dyn~mics, ~nd Icope or physical ,bus: of 
child ron in the U.S. We" explored. ~nci the inCIdence ~rld 
p~tlcrns of dls:ribution of ch,ld Jbuse 3mon~ selected 
seimenls of the popul:tion were dr:e::runee. Violence 
ac~it\sl children is not , rore occurrence. and 013)" be 
endemic in U.S. secte:y b,c31l~' of 3 ch:lr:i're~nn~ l'hi\o~· 
ophy which s,nelions, and even e~cour3~es. the use 01 
physic21 lorc: In drsciplinlng chUer:n. Further, the :buse of 
children by sociery, wroch permits mii~ons of clljidten to 
grow up under condllions oi severe cepn\'3tion, is .1 :nuch 
more senous social probierr. Ih.n .bus,,·e .::s toward 
children c:ommiuec by inoiYJQual c:ret:.kers. Wh~e chil': 
abuse occurs among :!.I! sroups in the porul~llOn • .:hildr:n 
!ivins in deprived clr;ums:,nces ,re mort likely \I\.n .0U,.r 
children to be sU:Oject<d 10 .buslye Jcts to)' their corc:~~crs. 
Childr.n arc bCHl~ :bu,cd. ph),,,oll), .nd <mnl:nn:r.!!\· nor 
onl;" in their own homr~. l'ut JiH' In the pub'.!c JOI71:~HI. In 

schools, .tnd irl oHII::r ch.UJ :':Jrt set!:nl!!'t c~rJCc:2.:Jy Iho!oe 
school! :lOd in~!:tutlon~ thJt :iC::-ve c.hllcrc-n hom cC'cnomJ· 
cally depresseG nClghbornood:;. Ec~c3uon~i 3r.d l:-.;:.:.t! :d. 
forts should be made re. revene ;ultuully dCle~tned 
permlSsive 3tti[ud'es toward the use of pnyslC:ll (oree ~'1 
crJld reanng. As poverty ;~ stronp)' rellled 10 Ih: P~)""~~I 
abuse of. c:hilcirc:l. efforts should be aimed :It its cli:nma
lion. F:nan.,. the co;:tri~utlon of md;:~1 a:\d ~sychoiol'Jcal 
deviance or indivlcua!s 2nd f~:1')Iite! 10 chOd abuse must be 
.llevialed by mot. comprcnensivc .communJlY m~:jIC~1 and 
menial health pro(;.rams. . 



CD-016:.1 
Childrell'$ R(lre~u IDHEW), Washington. D.C. 
Child-C:.trillg Instirulioos: Thl!ir Nl!w Role ill Commulliry 
Dt:velllpment of Services. 
Gula. M. 
Children's Bureau IDHEW). Washington. D.C. ::7 pp. 
(368-1958). '1%9. 

In a guide for both community members and administra
lors of child care inSlilutions. ways of identifying. children 
ill need of help and o( $erving them throuih such instilu
lIons as (oo;ler f:lmitie:'>. grO<1p home~. orphanases. and 
menw) hospitab are di5cussed. Patterns of children in 
need of care change as changing social conditions affect 
the family and the community. Children presently served 
bv institutions include delinquent children. emotionally 
dfsturbed children. retarded children. and dependent and 
negiected children. The decision on whether to place a 
child in a foster home or a large institution. or to treat the 
child in the home, depends on such factors as the needs 
nnd desires of the child and the parents. and the available 
resources. Resources available for child care vary consi
dcr:lbly amon!! communities. Many institutions find them
selves faced with new demands hi,' communities as condi
lions change. Institutions with a tradition of servin!; nor
mal children. for example. may be urged to provide short
term care for disturbed or delinquent children. Twenty 
characteristics of a good child-caring institution are listed. 
and recommendations for long-range planning for the insti
tutional care of children are made. Numerous references. 

CD-01692 
Juvenile Court Digest. 
Schools, Corporal Punishment. 
Juvenile Court DigesI9(7)::! 14.-218. July 19i7. 

The Supreme Court of the Uniu!d' Stales held (54) that the 
infiiction of disciplinary corporal punishment on public 
school children does not violate the 8th Amendment's 
constitutional prohibition against cruel and.unusualpunish
ment. nor does the the Due Process Clause of the 14th 
Amendment require prior notice and hearing (Ingraham v. 
Wright, 96 S.Ct. 1401 (197i)). The constitutional issues 
presented were considered against the background of his
torical and contemporary approval of reasonable corporal 
punishment. The Court reasoned that existing civil and 
criminal liabilides for any punishment beyond the scope of 
the common law privilege are sufficient restraints to reme
dy and deter the excesses alleged in the case 'by ,the flori
da junior high ,chool students. Imposing additional admin
istrative saieguards as a constitutional requirement might 
reduce the risk of wrongful punishment marginally, but 
would also entail 0. siQ;niticant inrrusion into an area of 
primary educ:llional responsibility: The dissent reasoned 
that if some punishments are so barbaric thaI they may 
not be imposed for the commission Of crimes. by stronger 
logic similar punishments may not be imposed for the 
commission of less culpable acts. such as breaches of 
school discipline. The dissent also argued that the purpose 
in providing due process When a state punishes an indivi
dual is to protect that individual from mistaken punish
ment. The tort remedy also is inadequate. the dissent con
cluded. because Florida's law prevents a student from 
recovering dnmages from a teacher proceeding in good 
faith on the reportS and advice of others. 

CO·01698 
80s/on Coil.. Chestnut Hill. Mass. School of L:Jw. 
Children. Individuals Without Rights. 
Katz. S. N. 
Student L:Jw,Ver 1(3):48. 50. 5~. February 19;3. 

The history of lelZal action taken bv the stale in cases con
cerned with the parent-child relationship contains inconsis
tent approaches to the situation. On the one hand there 
are statements which view the parent-child relationship as 
natural; on the other hand. purens patrine mo.y be exer· 
cised with the understandin~ that the state is the ultimate 
keeper of the child's welfare. Slales may ~xercisc parens 
patriae to replace the parent in determining Ihe destiny of 
the child, as is done routinely when emergency medical 
care for the child is encumbered by religious objections on 
the part of the parents. The tfcnd for such procedures was 
set in the 1952 case of People Y. Labren:z.. Child abuse and 
neglect constitute frequent grounds for governmental abro
gation of parental rights. Physical force is considered to be 
a parent's right [0 exercise ::is a child rearing technjque~ -" 
however. in the home or school there mav be little or no 
safeguards 10 protect the child from physical harm heyond 
instance~ of extreme Jbu!'c. '-Vnile mst:lllCeS of neglect ,are 
not as dramatic as :Jbl1~e. the eventUal outcome ~lr court 
proceedings in both instances mJY be removal of Ihe child 
from the natural parents. The rights of parents are careful-
ly guarded, but little attention is paid 10 meticulous selec
tion of foster parents when removal proceedings are war
ranted. Child welfare aeencies mav use the child JS 0. 

pawn against parents or foster pare~ls> At times the over
burdened workload which :Jgencies carry may prevent the 
child from receiving proper attention or consideration. 
thereby neglecting the essen!!o.l needs of the child. In the 
adop'tion process the goal of child protection is sometimes 
lost in favor of excessive concerns for the jr.gal rights of 
parents. On balance. the protection of individual rights has 
not been applied evenly to children as is the case with 
parents. 

Cl).,.()1726 
Poslgraduale Medical Inst.. Pro.gue (Czechoslovakia). 
Psychological Deprivation in Childhood. 
Langmeier. J.: Mutejcek. Z. 
New York, John Wiley & Sons. 4% pp .. 1975. 

The effects of psychological dep'walion in childhOod are 
discussed as the result of an evaluation of institutions in 
Czechoslov~kia. Models of child deprivation in the past 
are contrasted with those of contemporary societies, in an 
attempt to identify factors underlying deprivation. There is 
not a single prototype to describe the deprived child. but 
rather there are various types of deprived personalities. 
.Long- and short-term deprivation in inslitutions and in 
'f~milies is described. rind the importance of internal and 
-c.'Xternal factors and of social and cultural forces are ex
amined. A multi-level theory of psychological deprivation 
is offered as a framework in which diagnostic, therapeutic. 
and preventive problems can be attacked. 1.264 refer
ences. 
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DOC YEAR: 1975 VOL NO: 53 ABSTRACT NO: lOllS 
Type and prevalence of medication used in treating hyperactive 

children. 
Krager, John M.; Safer, Daniel J. 
Baltimore County Dept o! Hea1~h, Towson, MD 
New 8ngla:-ld Journal of i'\edicine 1974 Nov Vol 291 (21) 1118-1120 
presents the results of a 1971 and 1971 survey on the use of 

medication for hy?e~activity in elementary school children (~ = 1,894) 
in Baltimore County, Maryland. School nurses were ask~d to list the 
names of children receiving su~h m~dication, the na~e(s) of the 
druS(s) t the reason for its admini~tration, and the person who 
ad~inistered it. In 1971 in Baltimore County pUblic schools, nu~ses 
reported, that 1.07% of the children were on such medication. In 1971, 
this had increased to 1.71%. Results also Show that in 1971, 76.2% of 
the children given medication for hyperactivity receive~ stimu13nts 
(methylphenidate or dextroamphetamine), whereas by 1971 this had 
increased to 88.2%. A consistent finding was that child:en in 
wealthie: areas· received medication more often than those in lower 
socioeconomic areas of the county. 

CLASSIFICAT!ON- 15 
SUBJECT TERMS- SURVtyS, SCHOOL AGE CHtLDREN, DRUG THERAPY, 

HYPERKINESIS; 50830, 45540, 15380, 2'3;60 
IND8X' PHRASE- 'medication type & prevalente, hyperactivity, school 

o;e children, 1971 & 1971 survey - ' 
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Rethinking Children's Rights. 
AUTlIOR: ~\arKer, G., Friedman, P. R. 

'3931Kl c7601 
November-December 1971 
,''ION ITOR: 18 
Children Today ,2(6) :8-11, November-December 197"3. 

ABSTRACT: f!.. discussion urges the 'legal profession to recogniie and 
insure children's rights as persons. Children's rights which are basic 
to human development include the right to be raised in a supportive 
and nurturing environment; the right to adequate medical c~rp; thp 
right to appropriate education; the right to protection from severe 
physical and psychological abuse and neglect; and the right to have 
one's own best interest 'adequately represented. Expansion of these 
rights to children in institutions, exceptional children, and mentally 
retarded children is attributed to three precedent-setting court c~ses 
which are briefly described. Rights yet to be articulated by the legal 
profession include children's rights to medical care without parental 
consent, to adequate representation in the making of decisions that 
aftect their lives, and to protection f~om parental abuses. 6 
references. 

D~SCRIPTORS: *Childrens rights, *Institutionalized children, *Retarded 
children, *Exceptional children, *Child advocacy, *Judicial decisions, 
*Right to treatment, 

DOC YEAR: 1975 VOL NO: 53 ABSTRACT NO: 10115 
Type and prevalence of medication used in treating hYP0ractive 

children. 
Krager, John M.: Safer, Daniel J. 
Baltimore County Dept of Health, Towson, MD 
New England Journal of Medicine 1974 Nov Vol 291(21) 1118-1120 
Presents the results of a 1971 and 1973 survey on the use of 

medication for hyperactivity in elementary school children (N = 1,894) 
in Baltimore County, Maryland. School nurses were asked to list the 
names of children receiving su6h medication, the hzme(s) of the 
drug(s), the reason for: its administration, and the person who 
aoministered it. In 1971 in Baltimore County public schools, nurses 
reported that 1.07% of the children were on such medication. In 197'3, 
this had increaSed to 1.73%. Results also show that in 1971, 76.2% of 
the children given medication for hyperactivity received stimulants 
(methylphenidate or dextroamphetamine), whereas by 1973 this had 
increased to 88.2%. A consistent finding was that 'children in 
wealthier areas received medication more often than those in lower 
socioeconomic areas of the county. 

CLASSIFICATION- 15 
SUBJECT TERMS- SURVEYS, SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN, DRUG THERAPY, 

HYPERKINESIS; 50830, 45540, 15380, 23760 
[ND~X PHRASE- "medication type & prevalence, hyperactivity, school 

o~e children, 1971 & 197"3 survey 
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DOC YEAR: 1974 VOL NO: 51 ABSTRAC~ NO: 07207 
The potential role of professional psychological associations in 

curbing violence against children. 
Keith-Spiegel, Patricia 
Cali~ornia State U., Northridge 
Journal of Clinical Child Psychology 1973 Fal Vol. 2(3) 50-51 
Discusses the .author's attempts to have organized associations of 

psychologists come out strongly against the use of physical puniShment 
in the schools. Many of the individual reactions encountered in the 
8ttempts are enumerated. It is hoped that psychologists will be among 
the forces at work to curb violence against children. 

CLASSIFICATION- 13 
SU 6J ECT TERi'1S- VIOLENCE, PROFESS IONA,L ORGA.l\j1 ZA'I'IONS, PSYCHOLOGISTS; 

55770, 40760, 41750 
INDEX PHRASE- professional organizations & psycholo3ists' role in 

curbing violence 

DOC YEAR: 1974 VOL NO: 51 ABSTRACT NO: 01122 
Children and their caretakers. 
Denzin, Norman K. 
U. Illinois 
New BrunswiCK, N.J.: Transaction BOOKS I 1971. 131 p. $7.95(c10th) r 

$2.95(pa?er) 
Documents the effects of adults who refuse to accept children's 

ndtural potentials with emphasis on decaying schools, discriminator h 
treatmen~ in courts and jails, physical abuse by parents, and 
ad~inistration of artificial tranguilizers to cure overactivity a~d 
~isDehavlor. Day care centers, interracial dating, social class 
?rejudice in high schools, and rights 'of the American Indian are 
discussed. 

CLASSIFICATIO~- 14 
SUBJECT TERMS- BOOK, CHILD ABUSE; 06590, 08650 
IND~X PHRASE- adult mistreatment of children in schools & at home & 

~n courts & jails & in social situations, book 
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DOC YEAR: 1974 VOL NO: 51 ABSTRACT NO: 07375 
Disciplinary practices in Dallas cont~asted with school s~stems with 

rules against violence against children. 
Hagebak, Robert w. 
Timberlawn Psychiatric Center, Dallas, Tex. ~ 
Journal of Clinical Child Psychology 1973 Fal vol. 2(3) 14-16 
Relates the extremely high rate of child ab~se existent in~Dallas 

with more than 20,000 cases of students being physically punished in 
schools, often with'resulting serious injuries. Paddling is seen as a 
tension-releaser for the adult, not as a deterrent to ?oor behavior. 
It does not represent a sol~~ion to classroom behavior problems. 

CLASSIFICATIOH- 14, 16 
SUBJECT TERMS- CHILD ABUSE, CLASSROOM DISCrpLINE~ ~1650, 09420 
INDEX PHRASE- child' abuse in disciplinary practices in schools, 

Dallas 

DOC YEAR: 1974 VOL"NO:' 51' ABSTRACT'NO: 07207 
The potential role. of professional psychological associations in 

curbing violence, against children. 
Keith-Spiegel, Patricia 
California State U:, Northridge 
Journal of C1inicalChi~d ~sycbology 1973 Fal Vol. 2(3) 50-51 
Discusses the author's attempts to have organized associations of 

psychologist~ come out st~ongly against the use ~f physical punishment 
in ~he schools. Many ~f t6e individual reactions encountered in the 
attempts are enumerated. It is hoped that psychologists will be among 
the forces at work to curb violence ~gainst children. 

CLASSIFICATION- 11 
SU SJ ECT TERi'1S- VIOLENCE, PROFESS rONAL ORGA~n ZATIONS, PSYCHOLOGISTS ~ 

55770, 40760, 41750 
INDEX PHRASE- professional organizations & psychologists' role in 

~urbing violence . 

DOC YEAR: 1974 VOL NO: 51 ABSTRACT 
Children and their caretakers. 
Denzin, Norman K. 
U. Illinois 

NO: 01322 

New Brunswick, 
$2.95(paper) 

N.J.: Transaction Sooks, 1971. 133 p. ~7.95(cloth), 
J 

Documents the effects of adults who refuse to acce~t children's 
~atural potentials with emphasis on decaying schools, dls~rimina~ory 
treatment in courts' and jails, physical abuse by parents, and 
ad~ini5tration of artificial tranquilizers to cure overactivity and 
~isbehavior. Day care centers, interracial dating, social class 
prejudice in high schools, and rights of the American Indian are 
diSCUSsed. 

CLASSIFTCATION- 14 
SU8JECT TE)~S- BOOK, 
l~D~X PHRA3E- ad~lt 

~n courts & jails & in 

CHILD ABUSE; 06590, 08650 
mistreatment of children in~schools & at home & 
social sl~~a£ioni, 'b60R 



EJ077376 E:A503313. '~." 
Seating School Children: A Practice That Doesn't Improve Their 

Behavior or Their Learning. III -- On the Rights of Children 
American School Board Journal; 160~ 6; 19-21 Jun 73 
Descriptors: Class Management/ Court Cases/ *Discipline/ Disciplin~ 

problems/ public Schools/ *Punishrnent/ Student Behavior/ *Student 
Rights . 

Identifiers: *Corporal Punishment 
Physical punishment of children is not o~ly· inefficient in 

maintaining discipline, but also harmful. School officials who favor 
it are often personally frustrated. n<7H) 

E:JOi5912 AA5157i5 
A Parent-Teachers View of Corporal Punish~ent 
Hentoff, Nat Toc'lay's Educationi 62~ 5~ 18~21,56 :lay73 
Descriptors! Civil Liberties/ Court Litigation/ *Discipline/ 

*Discioline Policy/ Learning Processes/ Parent School Relationship/ 
*Punishment/ School Surveys/ *Student Teacher Relationshi?/ *Teache= 
8E:havior 

Discusses the use of corporal punish~ent in the American school 
system, the effects it has on children anc older students, and the 
efforts of res?onsible parents to stop its ?ractice in the schools i~ 
concert with court decisions on constitutional rights. (RK) 

EJ066~08 SE:S07200 
Tnis is Going to Burt you More thah it Hurts Me 
Trotter, Robert J. Science News; 102; 21; 132-333 Nov 72 
Descripto;s: *Behavioral Science R~searth/ ~Discipline/ *Educational 

Environment/ *Parent Child Relationshi?/ *p~rlodicals/ Science 
Educa~ion/ Social Pro~le~s/ Violence 

Discusses the thesis that the administration of physic~l ?u~ish~en~ 
to children may pre-dispose them to violence as adult~. Child-rearing 
prac~ices, physical punishment withi'n the sc:-rools, modeling of viole:.:: 
behavior by adults, and the seif-fullin~ prophecy, i.e., you are 
bad," are types of practices considered. (LK) 



EJ089966 PS502956 
Re~hinking Children's Rights 
Marker, Gail; Friedman, Paul R. Children Today; 2; 6; 8-11 

Nov-Dec 71 
Descr.i~tors: *Legal Responsibility/ *Laws/ *Institutionalized 

(Persons)/ *Problem Children/ Child Abuse/ Mental Health! Mentally 
Handica?ped/ Educa~ional Opportunities/ Court Cases 

Identifiers: *Childrens Rights 
Review of major cases involving the right ~o education and ~he 

rigots of children within ins~itutions. (ST) 

8J077376 EA503813 
Beating School Children: A Practice That Doesn't Improve Their 

Behavior or Their Learning. III -- On the Rights of Children 
American Scnool Board Journal; 160i 6; 19-21 Jun 73 
Descriptors: Class rlanagement/ Court Cases/ *Disci~line/ Discipline 

Problems/ Public Schools/ *Punishment/ Student Behavior/ *Student 
Rights 

Identifiers: *Corporal Punishment 
Physical punishment of children is not only. inefficient in 

maintaining discipline, but also harmful. Sch-ool official's who favor 
ita reo f ten per son all y f r us t rat e d • ( l'i ~j ) 

EJ075912 AA515775 
A Parent-Teac~ers View of Corporal Punishment 
Hentoff, Nat Today's Education; 62; 5; 18-21,~6 May 71 
Descriptors: Civil Liberties/ Court Litigation/ *Discipline/ 

*Discipline Policy/ Learning Processes/ Parent School Relationship/ 
*Punishment/ School Surveys/ *Student Teacher Relationship/ *Teacher 
Behavior 

Discusses the use of corporal punishment in the American school 
system, the effects it has on children and older students, and the 
efforts of resoonsible oarents to stoc its oractice i~ the schools in 
concert with court decisions on constitutional rig~ts~ (RK) 

EJ066008 SE507200 
This is Going to Hurt you More than it Hurts Me 
Trotter, Robert J. Science News; 102; 21; "312-313 Nov.72 
Descri~tors: *Behavioral Science Research/ *Discipline/ ~Educational 

Environment/ *Parent Child Relationship/ *Periodicals/ Scienc~ 
Education/ Social Problems/ Viole~ce -

Discusses the thesis that the administration of physical punishment 
to children may pre-dispose them to violence as adults. Child-rearing 
practices, pnysical punishment within the schools, modeling of violent 
behavior by adults, and the self-fulling prophecy, i.e., you are 
bad,' I are types of practices considered. (LK) 



ED080196 PS006734 
Testimony of Dr. David G. Gil, Brandeis University, at Hearings of 

U. S • Sen a te Subcommi t tee on Ch ildr en and Youth on the "Cn ild .;buse 
Prevention Act", 5.1191 (91rd Congeess, 1st Session) March 26, 1973. 

Gil, David G. 
publ. Date: 26 Mar 73 Note: lOp. 
EDHS Price MF-$0.76 HC-$1.S8 PLUS POSTAGE 
Descriptors: *Child Abuse/ *Child Welfare/ Disadv~ntaged Youth/ 

*Oiscip1ine/ *Federal Legislation/ School Policy/ *Social Problems 
This testimony concerning physical abuse of children proposes a 

definition of child abuse and neglect based on the inherent equal 
worth of all children and a belief in their equal social, economic, 
CiVll, and political rights. Child abuse or neglect is considered th~ 
responsibility of individuals, institutions, and society as a whole 
with the underlying cultural cause of the rooted i~ widespread 
acceptance of physical discipline. Important trends indicate that the 
incidence rate of child abuse is higher amon0 the disadvantaged 
se~~ents of society; cases outside of the home tend to go unr~portedi 
and the problem is not confined to very young children. The witness 
argues for additions to the Child Abuse Prevention Act, including a 
clear definition of child abuse and neglect, a statemen~ of childrpn's 
rights, a rejection of all forms of physical force against children in 
the public domain, and specification of a minimal" livin~ standard for 
cnildren. (DP) . 

ED082363 EA005483 
Discipline Cr i si s in School s': The Pr oblem, Causes and Sear ch for 

Solutions. Education U.S.A. Special Report. 
Jones, J. William 
National School Public Relations Association, Arlington, Va. 
Publ. Date: 73 Note: 6ip. 
Available f.rom: National School Public Relations Association, 1801 

North Moore Street, Arlington, Virginia 22209 (Stock 1411-13445, 
$4,75, Prepayment requested) 

EDRS Price MF-$O.i6 He Not Availa~le from EDRS. PLUS POSTAGE 
Descriptors: *Court Cases/ *Disci~line/ Discipline prQ~lems/ Drug 

Therapy/ Humanization/ Hyperactivity/ *Parent Role/ Public Schools/ 
Student Rights/ *Teacher Role/ Vandalism/ *Violence 

Identifiers: *Corporal Punishment 
St~tistic5 bear out comments by concerned administrators that across 

the nation teachers are working in a state of fear, at times subjected 
to assaults, harassment, intimidation, and rape;3nd that unlawful and 
violent acts by studen£s on c~mpuses have occurred with so much more 
openness and defiance than in the past that the pbysical safety of 
individual students is in jeopardy. This report explores the causes of 
this breakdown in discipline and discusses conflicting viewpoints on 
what to do about the problem incluain~ whether or not corporal 
punisnment should be permitted. The report also examines what courts 
have said about discipline. In discussing solutions to the problem, 
the report examines the use of drugs to control' hyperactive children 
and provides guidelines for teachers and parents. (JF) 



EC062509 
The Rights of Children. 
Publ. Date: 74- 191P. 
Available from: HARVARD EDUCATrONAL REVIEW, LONGFELLOW HALL, 11 

APPIAN WAY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02118 ($6.50). 
SDRS: NOT AVAILABLE 
Descriptors: EXCEPTION.A.L CHILD EDUCATTON/ Hl)":-JDTC!IPPED CHTLDREN/ 

CHILD ADVOCACY/ Cr.VIL RIGHTS/ LEGAL RESPONSIBILTTY/ SOCIAL SERVICES/ 
INSTITUTIONALIZED (PERSONS)/ ADOLESCENfS/ FOSTER CHILDREN/ CflTLD ABUSE 
! NEGLECTED CHILDREN/ CLASSIFICATION/ STUDENT PLACEMENT/ LITERATURE 
HEV IE\>~S 

Eighteen entries focus on the foundations of children's rights, the 
balance between the interests of the state, family, and the child, and 
specific institutions and services for children. Two articles on 
children's rights consider legal provisions for children's rights and 
a philosophical justification for children's rights. Child advocacy is 
examined in four entries, including a statement by Senator W. Mondale, 
an interview Mith M.W. Edelman, Massachusetts Task Force Reports, and 
reports from White House Conferences on Ch!ldren. A poelo and seven 
articles on social policy for children address the following issu~s: 
myths and realities in the search for juvenile justice; the 
Massachusetts Youth Correctional Sy~tem; foster care; abused and 
neglected children in America; amphetamines in the treatment of 
hyperkinetic children; student classification, public policy and the 
courts; and assessment procedures. Four entries present reviews of 
books in the areas of ,children and youth in America; child care: 
marriage, parenthood and family; and student rights. (GW) 
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ECC'52·655 
Souls in Extremis. 
BLATT, BURTON 
Publ. Date: 7,- 576P. 
Available from: ALLYN AND BACON, INC., 470 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, 

MASSACHUSETTS 02210 
EDRS: NOT AVAILABLE 
D~$criptors: EXCEPTIONAL CHILD 

INSTITUTIONS/ INSTITUTIONALIZED 
PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS/ CHILO ABUSE/ 
STUDIES 

EDUCATION/ MENTALLY HANDICAPPED/ 
lPERSONS)/ EDUCATIONAL NEEDS/ 

INSTITUTIONAL ENVTRONt'\EN'T'/ CASE 

The anthology includes brief verbal or pictorial essays, case 
histories, a~horisms, and poems; and eX90ses conditions in 
institutions for mentally handicapped children. The author maintains 
that every retarded individual can be better served within the 
community than within institutions, and stresses the accectance of 
personal responsibility for the abuses of institutions as a 
prerequisite to needed social changes. The following are titles of 
sa:n?le essays: "The Demography ofa ~ental Retardation Region" t "The 
Social Exoeriences of Newly Committed Retarded Children", "Lang:..lage 
Stimulatio~ in State Institutions", "School-age Children Not in 
School", "A New Child AbusE' La',.;", "\·iillovlbrook", "On the Educability 
of Intelligence", and "The Fac!?$ and Conditions of Bigotry". Case 
studies include Larry, a ,2-year-old man ~istakenly institutionalizea 
as retarded his entire life; idiot savants; Billy, whose self 
destructive behavior was decreased ~hro\.lgh the use of behavior 
modification techniques; Carol, a lO-year-old in a state institution 
for the retarded because of a physical handicap; and Herb, a 
54-year-old retarded man living independently in spite of pressures to 
enter an institution. Aphorisms and poems look at issues such as death 
and life, the abolition of evil, institutions, hUmanness, science and 
treatment, God, civilization, victims and victimizers, mental health 
economics, friendship, love, learning, and the p:-esent as future. (DB) 

£C060549 
Addressing Childrc~'s Needs. 
FERRO, FRANK 
CHILDREt~ TODAY V2 N6 P12-l,,15 NOV-DEC 1973 Publ. Date: 71-NOV-~EC 

'P. 
EDRS: NOT AVAILA9LE 
Descriptors: EXCEPTIONAL CHILD SERVICES/ aA~DICAPPED CHILDREN/ CIVIL 

LI8ERTIES/ COURT CASES/ EQUAL EDUCATION/ CHILD ABUSE 
Discussed are the rig~ts of children and efforts of the Office of 

Cnild Development (OCD) and the Cbmmunity Coordinated Child Care 
Program (4-C) to promote these rights. Noted are activities of some 
4-C groups who aid diabetic children, provide health screening 
programs, and run a media center for day care programs. Examined are 
relevant court decisions such as theG·ault Case which held th:3.t a 

.minor cannot be denied due process of 1.Ci"'" Considered are legal 
aspects of child abuse and neglect cases, labeling of culturally 
different children as mentally retarded, and the right to equal 
educational opportunities. It is reported that QCD is supporting 
severfrl projects conc~rned.with children'S rights including studies of 
residential institutions, the effects of labeling, and revision of 
chila abuse laws. (DB) 
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EC080954 
A Child Is 8eing Beaten: Violence Against Children, An American 

Tragedy. 
CHASE, NAOMI FEIGELSON. 
Publ. Date: 75- 225P. 
Available from: HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC., 183 MADISON AVE., 

NEI'i YORK, NY 10017 ($8.95) 
EDRS: NOT AVAILABtE" 
Descrit:>tors: Exceptional, Child Education/ Disadvantaged Youth/ 

*Child Abuse/ *Social Influences/ *Agency Role/ *Family Problems/ 
*Public policy/ Historical Reviews/ Failure Factors/ D~scriminatory 
Attitudes (Social)/ Case Histories/ Courts/ Program Effectiveness/ 
Institutions/ Statistical Data/ Child Carel Social Welfare 

Child abuse is seen as a problem resul ting from ,inadequate 
functioning in such social agencies as the school, welfare, 
unemployment, legal, and child-custodial syst~ms rather than a problem 
solely of individual or family pathology. Provided are chapters on 
the following topics: the maltreatment of children throughout history; 
discrimina~ion against children, particularly the t:>0ox; thp 
detrimental effects of society's relief, prevention, and 
rehabilitation system; the failure of. various social systems in 
preventing an incident involving the death of a 1-year-old beaten to 
deatn by her stepfather; characteristics of individuals most likely to 
be abusers; the need for reform of the family court system; the 
shortcomings of treatment programs; the mistreatment of children in 
publicly supported institutions; the future of individuals abused as 
cnildreni statistical data on state reporting system.s, public fUnding, 
child abuse cases, abusing parents, foster care, families, mobility, 
working mothers, family income, and infanticide; and the need for more 
flexible child care programs. Each cha~ter is introduced by 
statements by such individuals as the director of a c~ild protection 
agency, a social wor ker, an-d a state super intendent of social 
services. It is concluded that a reorienting of public policy is 
needed in providing useful employment, decent housing, income 
redist:ibution, and quality health care. (SB) 
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